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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Task Group on Aeronautics R&D Facilities examined the status and requirements
for aeronautics facilities against the competitive need. Emphasis was placed on ground-based
facilities for subsonic, supersonic and hypersonic aerodynamics, and propulsion. Subsonic and
transonic wind tunnels were judged to be most critical and of highest priority. Results of the
study are briefly summarized as follows:
No existing U.S. government or commercial development facilities have the combination
of capability, productivity, and cost metrics to provide the American aircraft industry with the
technology that will permit U.S. firms to compete'effectively. In fact, the U.S. aircraft industry
is currently using facilities in Europe in order to compete.
It is the consensus of U.S. industry and government that substantial gains in capability,
productivity, and operating cost metrics are needed to provide the U.S. with world-class facilities
and competitive advantage for both commercial and military aircraft development.
In order to alter the course of the competitive position of the U.S. aircraft industry, it
was a consensus of industry and government that improvements to existing national facilities will
not meet the requirements. The need exists for new wind tunnels with substantial increases in
capability at subsonic and transonic speeds.
The industry estimates that technically a 10-15 percent improvement in transport
aircraft cruise and takeoff/landing performance is available and could be achieved with new
subsonic and transonic/high productivity wind tunnels. They also estimate that a 10 percent
improvement in performance could result in a $5.0-$10 billion increase in sales each year starting
3 years after tunnel completion along with a reductions in operator costs of $10 million per year
per new aircraft.
Facility concepts to meet the need have been defined. The cost of a new subsonic and a
new transonic wind tunnel was estimated to be $3.2 billion when constructed with a schedule of
ten years using normal government procurement practices. If nonstandard (i.e. commercial like)
acquisition and concurrent design and construction were feasible the schedule could be reduced to
8 years and the cost reduced to $2.55 billion. Further reductions may be achievable; however, it
will require the timely investment of FY 1994 new facility funds in the NASA budget.
The proposed new wind tunnels represent a balanced tradeoff in capability,
productivity and cost to achieve the most effective design while maintaining the capability to
improve their operating envelopes in the future.
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A new supersonic wind tunnel is unnecessary at this time; however, an investment to
bring existing facilities up to the productivity and flow quality standards needed for commercial
and military product development is recommended, and research and development should be
funded for 'quiet' flow supersonic wind tunnels to enable dramatically improved future aircraft.
For propulsion facilities, the overall assessment was that with a few exceptions, the U.S.
industry and government laboratories have the largest and most capable propulsion facilities in
the free world. A study is recommended to define mass flow requirements for engines beyond
the current generation (PW4000/GE90) which could lead to a mass flow upgrade in the
Aeropropulsion Systems Test Facility at the Air Force Arnold Engineering Development Center.
For hypersonic facilities,a two-phased plan has been developed that addresses the
shortfalls considering the array of potential flight systems which are under study or
development. Phase I consists of a focused program of facility research and three important and
needed facilities which can be built relatively soon with low risk and a modest investment. Phase
II facility construction would be undertaken later to provide enhanced hypersonic flow
simulation capability along with systems certification facilities once the enabling facility
technologies are in hand. The focused program &facility research is clearly the most urgent need
in hypersonics.
A review of facility closures indicated that six major facilities are scheduled for closure
between FY 1993 and 1995. Consolidation of testing between the Langley 8 Foot High
Temperature Structures Tunnel and the AEDC Aeropropulsion Test Unit (APTU) is being
worked. When new highly-productive subsonic and transonic wind tunnels are built: 1) the U.S.
industry will stop testing in Europe ($12 million per year); 2) there will be a significant
reduction in use of industry-owned tunnels with potential closing of some; i.e., Boeing Transonic
Wind Tunnel (approx. $20 million per year), and 3) major government development oriented
wind tunnels such as the Ames 12-Ft. and 11-Ft. Tunnels and the AEDC 16T will be phased
down/out depending on workload (approximately $20 million per year). Only the very best
facilities will be maintained long term.
Implementation of the recommended actions will result in the facilities required for the
U.S. Aeronautics industry to compete effectively in the world market. The payoffwill be in
U.S. jobs and the U.S economy; it will help to sustain or increase the U.S. share of an $815
billion market over the next 16 years. Although the cost of these facilities is significant, the
investment will yield returns (such as economic growth, cost avoidance, and revenue generation)
far in excess of the initial outlay.

II. INTRODUCTION
For many years, the United States has enjoyed significant economic benefit and military
air superiority as a result of preeminence in aviation. In terms of economic impact, U.S. aviation
industry sales exceeded $90 billion in 1991 and brought $28 billion to the U.S. in positive balance
of trade, the largest of any industrial sector in the economy. Over one-million, high-quality jobs
resulted. The economic significance of aeronautics has not been lost on others however, and in
the past 20 years several countries have taken a very aggressive approach to establishing
themselves as important economic competitors. Their successes are mirrored by the decline in
the U.S. share of the global market. Since 1969, the U S share of the jet transport market has
dropped by 30 percent and is predicted to continue to drop as shown in Figure 1. An enormous
sales potential is expected in the future, $815 billion by 2010 with 65 percent of the sales being
for foreign airlines, as shown in Figure 2. With this market potential, and with the technological
advances that have and will continue to occur in aircraft, it is vital that the U.S. maintain the
broad technological infrastructure necessary to allow the aeronautics industry to maintain or
improve its position among the suppliers of aircraft and engines.
New aircraft required over the next 20 years, to fill this expanding market are not defined
at this time as indicated by Figure 3. However, it is clear that several new families of airplanes
will be required and the relative market shares of these airplanes will be significantly influenced
by performance capabilities. The industry projects that a 10-15 percent improvement in cruise
and takeoff/landing performance can be obtained through improved aerodynamic designs. For
example, the high-lift performance (maximum lift coefficient) for current aircraft and the
projection for the future is shown in Figure 4. At least an additional lOpercent is believed
achievable if systenL, can be developed in higher-calmbiHty facilities. As shown in Figure 4,
the Airbus A310 already achieves higher CLmax than current U.S. aircraft. This is attributed to
the use &the European facilities that have higher Reynolds number capability. The transonic
cruise aerodynamic efficiency parameter (Mach number times maximum lift to drag ratio) is
shown in Figure 5. Significant improvements are believed to be available through aerodynamic
refinements obtained with higher-capability wind tunnels. The payoff for the designs that achieve
these improvements will be significant. As an example, at current fuel prices, a lpercent
inq_rovement in performance for a mediunz size airplane results in a reduction in operating
costs of $1 million per year per aircraft The imlustry estimates that a 10percent improvement
in both airplane cruise and takeoff performance couhl result in a $5-10 billion increase in US.
airplane sales each year starting 3years after tunnel completion along with a reduction in
operator cost of $10 million per year per aircraft.
All aircraft development, exemplified in Figure 3, is vitally dependent on wind tunnels.
Wind tunnel test hours required for the development of an aircraft have remained relatively
constant over the last 20 years as indicated in Figure 6. A typical new aircraft, transport or
fighter, requires 20,000 to 25,000 test hours', and a major derivative such as the McDonnell
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DouglasMD-11 or Boeing737-300requires5,000to 14,000testhours. Evenascomputational
Fluid Dynamics(CFD)hasmatured,theseexperimentaltestrequirementshaveremained
constantandareexpectedto continuein theforeseeablefuture,sinceCFDandexperimental
facilitiesareusedin complementaryrolesin thedesigndevelopmentprocess.To meetthe
challengesassociatedwith increasinginternationalcompetition,theU.S.musthavetheuseof
both "world class"computationalandexperimentaldevelopmentfacilities.
Despitetheongoingandprojectedcritical requirements,the average age of wind tunnel facilities
in the U.S. is approximately 40 years. The intervening time since these facilities were initiated
have produced changes in the worldwide competitive environment and in technology
advancement, both of which have resulted in different approaches to aircraft development testing.
The NASA Wind Tunnel Revitalization Program, conducted from FY 1989 to FY 1994, was a
major step in modernizing and restoring existing NASA facilities to their full capability. These
facilities are totally able to perform their intended role, and many contain special or unique
features which will be needed for many years to come. However, it is clear that these facilities,
even when coupled with other major capabilities in the DoD and industry, cannot provide the
combination of productivity and flow conditions that emerging aircraft and engine systems will
require.The U.S. industry is currently utilizing the national test capability to the maximum
extent, and the current generation of aircraft designed utilizing these facilities is just competitive
with the newest European aircraft and for some cases are behind the competition (as in Figure 4).
The European facilities including subsonic wind tunnels in England, France, and the
Netherlands and the new European Transonic Wind Tunnel (ETW) to come on line in 1994, are
at least a generation newer than their U.S. counterparts and emphasize not only high-quality test
conditions but also high productivity. These facilities provide the European aircraft
manufacturers a competitive advantage.
The National Facility Study was initiated to address these and other facility issues. The
objectives of the Study were to: 1) determine where U.S. facilities do not meet the national
aerospace needs, 2) define new facilities required to make U.S. capabilities world class, 3) define
where consolidation and phaseout of existing facilities is appropriate, and 4) develop a long-term
national plan for world-class facility acquisition and shared usage. For this report, the first two
objectives have been combined. The Task Group on Aeronautics R&D Facilities (Appendix 1)
examined the status and requirements for the broad spectrum of aeronautics facilities against the
competitive need. Aerodynamics, acoustics, propulsion, and simulation facilities were
considered. Because of a recent integrated study of hypersonic facilities, hypersonics was
considered as a separate category. It was determined that the aspect of the infrastructure of most
urgent concern is the nation's major development wind tunnels and propulsion facilities.
Therefore, the Task Group focused on ground based facilities for subsonic, transonic,
supersonic, hypersonic aerodynamics, and propulsion. Working Groups (Appendix 1) were
formed to develop national government/industry consensus on the four Study objectives.
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Detailed reports of these Working Groups are in the Appendices. Key findings, conclusions and
recommendations of the Task Group are summarized in the remainder of this report.
Ill. FACILITY SURVEY/COMPARISON AND REQUIREMENTS
Subsonic/Transonic
An extensive inventory of worldwide wind tunnel facilities and their pertinent attributes
has been accomplished in the study (Appendix 2). Most of the facilities in the inventory set are
used for research, and not for the direct development of civil or military aircraft. A more
meaningful subset, considered by a consensus of government and industry experts to be the core
facilities for US. aircraft development, is presented in Figure 7. These core facilities are owned
by the U.S. government, U.S. industry, and foreign interests. Three primary considerations were
used in selecting the core facilities: capability (characterized by the aerodynamic parameter
Reynolds number), productivity, and operating cost. The comparison metrics, maximum
Reynolds number of the facility, productivity in terms of polars per occupancy hour (a polar is
defined here as 25 data points, each point being obtained at a single value of an independent
variable), and test costs in terms of dollars per polar are included in the figure. The test costs are
the costs charged users and are not necessarily based on the same algorithm for all facilities. In
general, the data show that the higher the Reynolds number the lower the productivity and the
higher the operating costs. The more modern European tunnels have achieved a better balance
between capability, productivity, and cost, although the Ames 12-Foot Tunnel, which is being
rebuilt and will be reactivated in 1995, will have comparable metrics to the European subsonic
tunnels. All of the world's subsonic tunnels, however, have serious limitations for the
development of the complex high-lift systems to be implemented on future aircraft. It is the
consensus of U.S. industry and government that substantial gains in Reynohls mtmber,
productivity, and cost metrics are needed to provMe the U.S. with worM-class capability and
competitive advantage.
Wind Tunnel Requirements.
The Task Group, through a process of interaction with the national aeronautical experts
and_analysis of available data, arrived at a set of target requirements in terms of Reynolds number,
productivity, and operating costs for both low speed and transonic wind tunnels. They were
supported in this activity by the Aerodynamics and Acoustics Working Group (Appendix 3).
.Low Speed Tunnels.- The primary Reynolds number sensitivity at low speed is
associated with the high lift configurations at landing, Mach number = 0.20 and second segment
climb conditions, Mach number = 0.30. The industry practice is to design high lift systems and
obtain data over the limited Reynolds number range provided by existing wind tunnels and
extrapolate these results to full scale conditions. There is limited data available on the maximum
--.v,l
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Reynolds number required in order to be able to make this extrapolation with high confidence.
However, the data of Figures 8 (a) and 8 (b) show examples of the problems encountered when
testing in existing wind tunnels. The data in Figure 8 (a) show the effect of Reynolds number on
the maximum lift (CLmax) for a configuration optimized at a Reynolds number of 9 million. A loss
in lift occurs as the Reynolds number is increased to 16 million. These data suggest that in order to
achieve maximum lift from a high lift system the design should be optimized at the flight Reynolds
number. The data in the example of Figure 8 (b) also show that the variation of maximum lift is
non linear with Reynolds number and the last wind tunnel data point is headed in a negative
direction providing no clear indication of how to extrapolate to the flight Reynolds number. There
is mounting evidence to suggest that the Reynolds number effects on high lift are correlated with
flow transition and the boundary layer characteristics. Typical effect of the transition on the
variation of maximum lift with Reynolds number is illustrated in Figure 9. Differences in lift as
high as 15 percent have been obtained as a result of transition effects. The Reynolds number at
which transition occurs is dependent on geometric characteristics (wing sweep and radius of
curvature at the attachment line) and roughness or boundary layer contamination characteristics
and can vary significantly for various configurations. For many airplane designs, the existing wind
tunnels can provide data only below the transition Reynolds number which will result in trends
like the ones shown in Figure 8. It is desirable to conduct all wind tunnel tests on high lift systems
at Reynolds numbers beyond the transitional range or at full scale.
In arriving at a Reynolds number goal for testing, the objective was to achieve the highest
Reynolds number practical (exceeding the transition Reynolds number for some airplanes) while
achieving low operating costs and high productivity. Taking into consideration some cost
optimization studies (to be discussed later), the government/industry consensus was that the low-
speed tunnel goal shouM be the ability to test at full-scale Reynohls mimber (al_l_roximately 30
million).]'or some existing airplanes, pro_htctivity of 2 to 2 1/2 times existing wiml tunnels
wh&h wouM yiehl 5 polars per occupancy hour, and operating costs equal to or less than current
wind tunnels or al_proximately $1000 per polar. These goals should be accompanied by excellent
flow quality, accessibility, and acoustic capability. The acoustic capability would be provided by
an open jet test section surrounded by an anechoic chamber.
Transonic Tunnels.- At transonic speeds the National Transonic Facility (NTF) at
NASA Langley provides full scale Reynolds number capability for validation and research, but at
low productivity and very high operating costs which makes it unsuitable for development
testing. Therefore, the objective in selecting the Reynolds number goal for the high volume
transonic development testing was to obtain values high enough that Reynolds number effects
will be generally predictable. To meet this criteria a Reynolds number of 30 million was selected
This corresponds to the condition where the boundary layer transition point is at the leading edge
of the wing and the boundary layer flow is fully turbulent for a typical transport wing as shown
in Figure 10. Therefore, the transonic goals were determined to be a Reynohls number of 30
million, productivity of S polars per occupancy hour, operating cost of $2OOO per polar, with
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good flow quality and accessibility. Comparing these low speed and transonic goals with the
capability of the "core" development facilities in Figure 7 leads to the conclusion that no U.S.
facilities have the combination of capability, productivity, and cost metrics to provide the
American aircraft industry with an effective competitive position.
Option to Meet Facility Requirements.
Both upgrades of existing facilities and new facilities were considered as ways to provide
the desired capability.
Upgrades to Existing Wind Tunnel_ - Four of the core facilities were reviewed for
upgrade; the 12-Ft. and 11-Ft. Tunnels at Ames, the National Transonic Facility (NTF) at
Langley, and the 16-Ft. Transonic Tunnel (16T) at Arnold Engineering Development Center
(AEDC). At the newly rebuilt 12-Ft. Tunnel, a factor of 2 increase in productivity is possible
with aggressive pursuit of model handling, data acquisition, and control system modifications. It
is also possible to increase the Reynolds number by a factor of 2 through the use of heavy gas as
a test medium. However, there are fundamental technical questions concerning the applicability
of test results obtained in heavy gas, and this approach cannot be relied upon for achievement of
desired capability without a significant amount of research. Important modifications to the
11-Ft. Tunnel are included in the FY 1994 NASA budget and will provide for increased reliability
and new fan blades. Other improvements, such as increased pressure capability and productivity
were studied. At the NTF, the issue is low productivity, caused substantially by cryogenic
temperatures, but further limited by drive system controls, limits in liquid nitrogen storage and
production, and model handling techniques. The most urgent of these (nitrogen storage and
controls) are covered in the FY 1994 NASA budget, but further gains in productivity are
possible. Reliability is the primary concern at the AEDC 16T; the drive system and controls are
quite old, motors need rewinding, and other productivity and reliability improvements are
possible. Figures 1 l(a) and 1 l(b) show the potential impact of making the above modifications
to the wind tunnel metrics relative to the goals for the low-speed and transonic tunnels.
Although these modifications can provide a significant productivity improvement, they
will not meet or even approach the requirements for Reynolds number. The 12-Ft. Tunnel only
achieves about 35 percent of the required Reynolds number (without using heavy gas) and the
11-Ft. Tunnel only about 50 percent of the required Reynolds number after modifications. In
addition, none of the acoustic needs which are a significant part of the low-speed tunnel
requirements would be addressed.
In order to alter tile course of the competitive position of the U.S. aircraft imlustry, it is
a consensus of industry and government that iml_roventents to existing national facilities will
not meet the requirements. The need exists for new wind tunnels with substantial increases in
Reynohls number at subsonic and transonic speeds.
J
NeW Wind Tunn¢l_ - The process of finalizing the requirements for the wind tunnels
and developing a conceptual facility configuration involved analyzing the impact of various key
parameters on the design and associated costs. The Task Group was assisted in this process
through a Facility Study Office (FSO)jointly staffed by NASA and DoD personnel. The results
of these analyses are reported in Volume II-A. A prior study, supported by the Boeing
Company, had developed a preliminary design concept including cost and schedule estimates for
a two wind tunnel complex with a low speed wind tunnel and a transonic wind tunnel (Figure
12). Although this complex (designated Concept A) did not satisfy the requirements for
Reynolds number, productivity and operating cost, it provided a useful point of departure and
was used as a costing baseline. Detailed analysis of specific concepts to meet the metric goals
was clone under the study by the FSO. Concept A provided a "close" solution transonically
since the Reynolds number was so near the goal of 30 million. Achieving the desired metrics
subsonically proved to be a challenge. Indeed, capitalization costs for options considered varied
by a factor of almost 2.5 with the most costly variant being Reynolds number for the low-speed
tunnel.
The options available for increasing Reynolds number in a wind tunnel are increases in
pressure and size, reducing temperature and using a heavy test gas. The effect of these
parameters on capitalization cost for a low-speed tunnel is illustrated in Figure 13 for an
operating pressure of 5 atmospheres (considered to be the maximum usable for high-lift testing).
The accompanying effect on productivity is illustrated in Figure 14. The curves in Figures 13
and 14 are not based on detailed engineering analysis but rather "first order" engineering
approximations to illustrate the trends for the options available. Capitalization cost increases
rapidly with increasing size; model costs and handling difficulties also increase. Based on these
trends, and detailed analysis at specific points on the curves (Volume II-A), a 20 by 24 foot test
section was considered to be the largest practical size for a subsonic development wind tunnel.
This provides a Reynolds number of 20 million. Reducing the temperature to -20 degrees will
increase the Reynolds number to 28 million for about a 20 percent increase in cost. Further
temperature reductions require significant structural and systems changes resulting in much larger
cost increases and productivity decrements. The use of a heavy test gas would be the most cost
effective way of achieving high Reynolds number, but the fundamental technical concerns about
aerodynamic testing in heavy gas make it too high a risk for application at this time.
Additional trade/optimization studies should be performed prior to final design of new
wind tunnels. However, based on substantial analysis of capitalization costs and benefits, the
preferred approach is the 20 x 24 foot tunnel with design provision for future improved
capability through cooling and heavy gas. The Low Speed Wind Tunnel (LSWT), provides for
efficient high Reynolds Number testing (20 million, on full span models, at a Mach number of
0.3). The goal in Reynolds number of 30 million is achieved through the use of semi-span (large,
half-vehicle) models. It fully meets the productivity and cost metrics as shown in Figure 15.
The effectiveness of the proposed LSWT tunnel in coverage for the projected airplane fleet over

thenext20yearsis shownin Figure16for thesecondsegmentclimb conditionat aMachnumber
of 0.3. This figure showsthecritical low speedReynoldsnumberrequirementsfor varioussize
aircraft,andtheir percentageof thetotal transportmarket. Also shownon thefigure arethe
maximumReynoldsnumbersfor theexistingandproposedwind tunnelsat aMachnumberof
0.3. Thesolid linesrepresentthemaximumReynoldsnumbercoveragewith full modelsandthe
dashedline representsthecoveragewith semi-spanmodelswhich canbeusedto providedataon
keyperformanceparametersandreducetheengineeringrisk. Theexistingwindtunnelsdonot
providefull scaleReynoldsnumberfor anyairplanesin thefleet,althoughtheywereusedin the
developmentof thecurrentdesigns.The proposed wind runnels however, provide fidl scale
Reynohls number for the airplanes in the 101 to 150 seat range using a.filll model, and
through an intermediate size (approxinlately 180:210 seat capacity) using semi-span models.
For this part of the fleet, the U.S. will be in a position to develop configurations where
aerodynamic characteristics may be strongly influenced by leading edge transition,
relaminarization, etc. with minimum risk for performance estimates. For the larger size airplanes
extrapolation will still be required; the transition effects discussed earlier, and illustrated at the
bottom of figure 16, will still be a concern.
The curves on the lower part of figure 16 represent the range of transition effects on
maximum lift (CLm_x) as a function of Reynolds number for the existing aircraft designs. The
Reynolds number at which transition occurs is more a function of wing geometry and local flow
environment than aircraft size For htrge aircraft with lemfing edge geometric characteristics
such that transition has occurred by aplwoxinlately 35 million Reynohls number ( LSWT semi-
_pan Emit at a Mach number of O.3), extrapolation to.fidl scale shouhl have minimum risk.
However for furore large aircraft where transition may not have occurred by 35 million, some
uncertainty in extrapolation to.fidl scale ,,ill still exist.
While the proposed LSWT will not provide full scale Reynolds number capability for all
potentially large commercial aircraft, it will provide major increase in development wind tunnel
testing capability over foreign competitors (existing conventional wind tunnels) and reduce risk in
performance estimations and guarantees for U.S. aircraft. The facility will be at the practical limit
of low speed, continuous flow wind tunnel testing capability without cooling. Clearly it would
be desirable to provide sufficient capability to cover all conditions for future aircraft. However,
this would require a Reynolds number capability double that of the proposed tunnel and it is the
view of the Task Group that such a facility is well beyond reach for a high productivity
development wind tunnel, both technically and economically. If required in the future this
capability could be obtained by "mild" cooling or possibly the development of techniques for a
"heavy gas".
The proposed Transonic Wind Tunnel (TSWT) has a test section of 11 by 15.5 Ft. and
achieves the goal of 30 million Reynolds number at a Mach number of 1 with full span models. It
also meets the productivity and cost metrics as shown in Figure 17. The effectiveness of the
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proposed transonic wind tunnel in coverage for the projected airplane fleet over the next 20
years is shown in Figure 18 in the same format as used for the low-speed tunnel. The Mach
number is 0.8. It provides full scale Reynolds number (using semi-span models) for all but the
largest size airplane. This Reynolds number coverage, used with the NTF for validation of the
large airplanes, will provide the industry capability to develop airplanes with minimum risk for
cruise performance.
A conceptual sketch of a new wind tunnel complex is shown in Figure 19 and described
in detail in Volume II-A. It shows both the low-speed and transonic wind tunnels. They have
separate drive systems housed in a common building; each has three removable test sections and
a removable plenum section to meet the productivity requirements. The low speed tunnel has
acoustic testing capability at 1 atmosphere in an open jet test configuration with a large anechoic
room built into the outer plenum shroud. A removable plenum section is used to facilitate the
interchange of test sections and models. Engineering cost estimates for this complex were
developed based on a work breakdown structure that defined the major elements of the project at
the 5th tier level. Risk, escalation, contingency, and inspection services were also added to arrive
at the total construction budget. Cost for planning and design, including the preliminary
engineering report, government project management, special studies, and final design were added
to develop a total project budget estimate of $3.2 billion and a schedule often years using
normal governnlentprocurenlentpractices. A.joint inthlstry-government team looked at
applying acquisition anti design buihl practices used by industry to the cost and schedule. The
team conch,led that if using nonstandard (i. e. commercial like) acquisition and concurrent
design anti construction approaches were.feasible, the schethtle couhl be rerhtced to 8years and
the cost re_hlced to $2.55 billion. The Aeronautics Task Group believes fiirther rethlctions may
be achievable; however, it will require the timely investment of FY 1994 new facilityfi_nds in
the NASA budget to accomplish the preHminary engineering design and w comhict a number
of technical efforts aimed at risk reduction.
It is important to note that these wind tunnels are not the most capable that could be
produced. Indeed, reasonably detailed study of more than ten options was accomplished with
costs ranging from approximately $2 billion to almost :$5 billion. Significant cost/benefit analysis
was done; this analysis process contributed significantly to the final definition of the metric
requirements. The proposed new wind tunnels represent a balanced tradeoffin capability,
productivity and cost to achieve the most effective design.
Funding and Operations. - Three options for capitalization of the new wind tunnels
were considered in the study: industry only, a government/industry consortia, and government
only. These options are described in detail in Appendix 4. Based on extensive discussion with
the U.S. industry, it was the conclusion that funding by industry alone is not a viable source for
capitalization of the tunnels at this time. The possibility of a government/industry consortia
could not be ruled out, and further work is needed to explore mechanisms to allow such an

option. However, in the current very difficult aerospace industry climate, preliminary
indications were that broad-based industry funding may not be available for capitalization
although industry is prepared to strongly support the design and construction process with
substantial commitments of people for staffing support of the project office. Therefore, the Task
Group recommendation at this time is for the government to provide the essential source of
funding for capitalization. Further studies should be conducted to look at innovative funding
approaches and government/industry consortia arrangements.
Three options for operations funding of development testing were also considered. All
options involved user fees ranging from (1) full cost (including direct, indirect and capitalization),
(2) cost for direct and indirect charges only (no capitalization), and (3) direct cost covered by
user fees with indirect costs covered by the government. The conclusion of the Study to date is
that the most effective utilization of the new wind tunnels would be obtained through a fee
policy that recovered direct and indirect costs (but not capitalization) for development tests with
one shift of operation funded by the government to support DoD and government/industry
cooperative programs. International customers should be charged for the full cost of operations,
including direct and indirect costs and capitalization costs.
Management and $ch¢d_ling, - It is envisioned that the facilities will be constructed
primarily with government funding. They could be managed by the government (either by
NASA or jointly between NASA and DoD) or by an industry/government consortium. In any
case, they would be operated by contractors. Management would be advised by an Advisory
Board comprised of NASA, DoD and industry representatives due to the particular nature of the
testing envisioned in the facilities.
Development testing would receive priority, and scheduling would be on a first-
scheduled, first-served basis except in times of national emergency. The Advisory Board would
periodically review the scheduling priorities to insure that national interest were being served.
Site Selection. The process for arriving at the best site for construction of new facilities
should be based in technical and cost considerations. An approach to site selection was
developed by the FSO and is included in Volume II-A. Examples of criteria are as follows:
Primary considerations - life cycle cost, technical capability (engineering and support), existing
site support facilities, assured utilities availability (high demand period limitations), site
conditions, environmental acceptability. Secondary considerations - transportation
infrastructure, work force stability (down period work), common support services, adequate
community infrastructure, local scientific/academic conditions available or surplus government
real estate/facilities.
The Aeronautics Task Group recommends that site selection be made as soon as
practicable based on appropriate cost and technical criteria.
11
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Supersonic Wind Tunnels
The capability of the major supersonic wind tunnels in the world is summarized in
Figure 20 in terms &Reynolds number and size. The Mach numbers range from 2 to 5. The
major supersonic tunnels in the United States were built under the Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel
Act and provide better capability than the European tunnels. The primary demand for
supersonic facilities has been from the Department of Defense and from its military aircraft
manufacturers. Based on the input of those customers, today's facilities generally satisfy the
requirements for fighter aircraft and missile product development but some upgrading is
required. Currently, NASA and the civil aircraft industry are developing technology for
environmentally acceptable, economically viable, High-Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) which
would cruise at Mach 2.0 to 2.4. It was also concluded that the requirements for afirst
generation HSCT couhl be met with the supersonic facilities of today, supplemented by flight
testing. For the near term, the most important requirement is for relatively straightforward
reliability and productivity upgrade at the 16S Tunnel at AEDC
Laminar flow technology for supersonic aircraft has been identified as a high-leverage
technology for future generations of the HSCT. The ability to develop this technology from the
"laboratory" to operational status was seen as critical to maintaining U.S. technological
leadership. However, existing supersonic wind tunnels have levels of flow turbulence greater
than are acceptable for development of laminar flow technology, and modifications to these
facilities will not provide the necessary low levels of tunnel turbulence ("quiet flow"). Indeed
advances in the state-of-the-art of supersonic tunnel nozzle design and fabrication are required.
Therefore, the Task Group strongly recommends that research and developnwnt be.fiimled
which couhl lead to the construction of a new enabling "quiet" supersonic wind tunnel in the
fi_ture. Such a facility does not exist anywhere in the world and would be indispensable to assure
that the U.S. has the capability to develop supersonic laminar flow control technology for future
aircraft.
Propulsion Facilities
The Nation's propulsion facility infrastructure has been a major factor in U.S.
competitiveness in the area of commercial aircraft engines. Continued advances in propulsion
technology are critical to improving cruise economy and minimizing environmental impact in
terms of noise and emissions, and in general, reducing aircraft acquisition and operating costs. In
assessing future propulsion facility requirements covered in detail in Appendix 5, the focus was
primarily on development facilities for future subsonic and supersonic commercial transports.
The facilities covered in the assessment are shown in Figure 21. The overall assessment was that
with a few exceptions, the U.S. industry and government facifities have size and capability, that
is clearly worhl-class. However, additional facilities may be required to ensure effective
development of future propulsion systems in the areas of high mass flow for subsonic
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transports,inclementweathersimulation,andfull-scaleenginetestsfor theHigh SpeedCivil
Transport. In additionto the impactonturbomachinerydesignandperformance,it shouldbe
notedthat highmassflow propulsionsystemsfor subsonictransportsalsohasa requirementfor
testingat highReynoldsnumbersin both low speedandtransonicwind tunnels. This is thesame
requirementhatwasdiscussedpreviouslyin thesectionscoveringnewwind tunnelsandwill not
bementionedfurther in this section.
Themassflow capabilityof the AeropropulsionSystemTestFacility (ASTF) at AEDC
comparedto existingenginerequirementsis shownin Figure22. Theonly enginefalling outside
of theoperatingenvelopeis thegrowthversionof thePrattandWhitney4000(4000ADP) at
takeoffandclimboutconditions.Projectionsby theairframeindustryhowever,indicateawide
rangeof potentialengine/requirementsmassflow overthenext20 to 30yearswhichwould
significantlyexceedthecapabilityof theASTF. Themagnitudeof theadditionalrequirementis
very important;preliminaryestimatesof coststo increasemassflow by up to 50percentrange
from $250Mto $750M. Therefore,a study is recommended to define mass.flow requirements
.for engines beyond the current generation (PW 4000/GE90) befi_re an upgrade is undertaken.
Other, relatively much smaller propulsion facility upgrades were identified as important
for future systems. These include modifications for free j et/engine icing testing and engine nozzle
capability testing at ASTF, and an increase in capability of the Icing Research Tunnel at Lewis.
These upgrades are estimated to cost on the order of $20M each.
Hypersonic Facilities
The situation for hypersonics (speeds greater than Mach 5) is quite different than that at
lower speeds. Existing systems are essentially all space related, as opposed to aeronautics, and
have been developed with ground-test facilities that were built largely in the 1960's to support a
new and emerging space program. Today a number of hypersonic systems are under study or
development (Figure 23). These categorically include orbital launch vehicles, air-breathing
cruisers, interceptors (both ABM and theater air defense missiles), offensive missiles (cruise,
maneuvering re-entry, and boost-glide), munitions, and space vehicles (rescue and planetary
probes) Out of this array, several aircraft and aerospace vehicle systems are likely to be selected
for full scale development within the next decade, to be followed by various derivatives.
Ground test facilities which provide hypersonic flight conditions are absolutely necessary for
understanding the fluid flow physics, the thermal environment, structural and material
requirements, and the subsequent development of efficient as well as effective flight systems, just
as they were for subsonic flight (1910-) and supersonic flight (1950-). Current facilities are
inadequate, especially for air-breathing prolmlsion, aerothermal, and real-gas aerodynamic
testing. Air-breathing propulsion testing presents the most challenging case. Although enabling
facility technologies are available for facilities up to Mach 8, and some limited facility capability
presently exists, there is no propulsion or real-gas development test capability above Mach 8 and
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only limited, inadequate aerothermal test capability exists. For propulsion, there is even a high
degree of uncertainty about how to provide the necessary capability since extremely high
temperatures (greater than 10,000°F) and pressures (10,000 atmospheres) are required for direct
simulation. Figure 24 illustrates the relative confidence level today in developing systems for
flight as a result of these facility shortfalls. The confidence level prior to flight tests is high at the
lower Mach numbers since the tools for ground testing and computations are reasonably well
developed. This confidence is reduced dramatically at the higher hypersonic Mach numbers.
Confidence level can be interpreted as inversely proportional to systems development risk; i.e.
the higher the confidence, the lower the development risk. therefore, the development risk of
hypersonic flight systems is very high with today's ground test capabilities.
A two phasedplan has been developed that mhlresses the hypersonic facility shortfalls
considering the array of potential flight systent_ which are umler study or development. Phase 1
consists of a focused program of facility research and three important and needed facilities which
can be built relatively soon with low risk and a modest investment. Phase II would be
undertaken later to provide the needed systems certification facilities once the enabling facility
technologies are in hand. The focused progrant of research is clearly the most urgent need in
hypersonics; it is required to select, develop, and demonstrate the most promising concepts. A
research plan has been jointly developed by NASA, DoD, and industry, and when executed,
will provide the enabling technologies for the needed test facilities. Funding for this research
program is required at a level of $15 to $20 million/year up to ten years. The bases for the
facilities recommended in the plan are summarized in Figure 25. Five system classes and their
key technical requirements are identified. The Phase I program proposes the three facilities
which can be acquired within current technology. The Phase II program follows once sufficient
facility technology has been developed. This chart shows the application of the four
recommended Phase I facilities to the respective systems and their key technical requirements.
The proposed Phase I facilities construction is shown in Figure 26 along with potential
operational dates. This is a time-phased program driven in part by decision points based on
technical information coming out of the research program. Clearly, the action milestones can be
shifted in time depending on mission urgency. A more detailed report on hypersonic facilities is
presented in Appendix 6.
IV. CONSOLIDATION AND CLOSURE
The Task Group recognized the importance of addressing U.S. aeronautical facility
redundancy and overcapacity, particularly in the context of recommending substantial new
national capabilities. In considering facility consolidation and closure, the Task Group also
recognized that substantial efforts are ongoing in all agencies, as well as the private sector to
reduce infrastructure as a major cost reduction measure. As an example, recent actions with the
DoD Test and Evaluation (T&E) organizations have focused on reducing unnecessary duplication
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and improving efficiency of military infrastructure by consolidation. A portion of this activity
has been undertaken under the topic of "Test and Evaluation Project Reliance." Under Reliance,
studies of selected testing categories examined facilities that perform similar functions, with the
objectives of identifying those facilities that are unnecessary and those facilities that should be
the site of any future T&E facility investments. Project Reliance will result in the Military
Services increasingly relying on each other for various types of support. Other downsizing
actions within the DoD have been the result of the Military Services' actions to become more
efficient and to eliminate facilities that are no longer required or that cannot be supported in this
period of declining budgets.
e
As a result of a Reliance study, large aircraft engine testing was consolidated at Arnold
Engineering Development Center (AEDC), Tullahoma, Tennessee. After further study of this
subject within the Navy, the decision was made to consolidate all aircraft engine testing (large,
medium, and small). As a result, all aircraft engine testing will be moved from the facility at
Trenton to AEDC. This Navy decision led to a base closure action that will result in the closing
of the Trenton facility. In addition, the Army is planning to close the High Energy Laser
Systems Test Facility in New Mexico that includes a large vacuum chamber. At the Navy's
David Taylor Research Center (DTRC), the transonic tunnel was damaged and would have
required significant funding to repair. The DoD decision was to shift the work to Air Force
facilities rather than make additional investment to repair the older Navy facility.
At AEDC, the DoD does not finance the operation of all of the facilities all of the time.
At any one time, several facilities will be in a "non-available" status where the facilities are not
being maintained in an operational status. For example, as of December 1993, Major Propulsion
Test Units J-2A, T-7, and T-6, and Flight Dynamic Test Units 1T, IVA, DET, Tunnel D, ART,
and Tunnel F were not being maintained in an "available for use" status. In 1993, Range K was
transferred to the University of Texas, and it was dismantled and moved in November 1993.
There are regular reviews at AEDC to determine which facilities are to be maintained as available
for use within the expected funding levels.
Other consolidation and downsizing actions in the DoD have included the following.
The Air Force Large Trestle electromagnetic pulse test facility in New Mexico will close. The
Air Force aircraft test fleet is being reduced by twelve aircraft and the Air Force aircraft test
support fleet is being reduced by twenty-one aircraft. As part of these reductions of aircraft
involved in T&E, the Air Force's 4950th Test Wing that was stationed at Wright-Patterson AFB,
Ohio, has been moved to the Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC), Edwards AFB, California,
and consolidated with the aircraft at that location. The Utah Test and Training Range has also
been consolidated into the AFFTC.
The NASA aeronautics infrastructure is quite small relative to DoD, but similar actions
are in progress at all of the NASA aeronautical centers. Recognizing the existence of these
15

activities the Task Group took an independent and aggressive look at potential facility closures in
the categories considered in the National Facility Study. A total of 44 maj or government owned
wind tunnels and propulsion facilities were considered. The facilities were grouped into four
major categories: 1) Those considered to be unique national assets were not considered further
for closure because of their uniqueness and unquestioned need, 2) those being worked as part of
NASA infrastructure reduction, 3) those to be worked for consolidation between agencies, and
4) those impacted when the proposed new wind tunnels are available. The listing of facilities by
category is shown in Figure 27.
In Category 2, five major facilities are sche_hded for closure between FY 93 and 95.
In Category 3, dze Ames/Army 7 x 10 #2 is scheduled to close in FY 94. Consolidation of testing
between the Langley 8 Ft. High Temperature Structures Tunnel and the AEDC
Aeropropulsion Test Unit (APTU) is being worketL The recent DoD facilities consolidation
study has ident(fied unique, non-overlapping roles for the USA F AEDC and NASA Ames arc
jet facilities. For Category 4, it is difficult to predict the total impact of the proposed new wind
tunnels on the utilization of existing wind tunnels 10 years in the future due to the broad range of
wind tunnels currently utilized in aircraft development programs. However, there is consensus
on several points: 1) Tile U.S. imhlstry will stop testing in Europe ($12 million per year); 2)
there will be a significant reduction in use (and fikely closing) of imhtstry-owned tunnels with
potential closing of some, i.e. Boeing Transonic Wiml Tunnel (approx. $20 million per year) ,
and 3) major govermnent development oriented ,rind tunnels such as the Ames 12-Ft. and
ll-Ft. Tunnels and the AEDC 16Twill be phased down out depemling on workload
(apl_roximately 20 million per year). The status &facility consolidation is summarized in
Figure 28.
IV. NATIONAL FACILITY PLAN
The Aeronautics portion of the National Facility Study has conducted an extensive
review of requirements for development facilities to meet the competitive needs of the U. S
aircraft industry. Options and approaches to achieving the requirements were also studied. The
recommended facility actions are summarized in Figure 29.
The largest and most critical need is for new high Reynolds number, high productivity
subsonic and transonic wind tunnels. As stated earlier, both the cost estimate and schedule
(approximately $2.55 billion and 8 years) are believed to be conservative, and significant effort
should be devoted immediately to innovative technical and contractual approaches to reduce the
cost and schedule. The preliminary engineering design and technical efforts aimed at risk
reduction should be undertaken now. For supersonics, upgrades to the AEDC 16-S for
productivity, flow quality and reliability are required. There is also a strong recommendation
that research and development be funded for "quiet" flow supersonic wind tunnels. For
propulsion facilities there is a potential requirement for an upgrade in mass flow capability at the
16

AEDCASTF. However,it is recommendedthat a study be conducted to define the actual mass
flow requirements. Other upgrades include small modifications to ASTF for supersonic free jet
engine icing capability and engine nozzle testing and the Lewis Icing Research Tunnel. In
hypersonics, the emphasis is on facility research and development required to provide the
enabling technologies for system certification facilities and the Phase I research facilities which
can be built now with low risk and cost. The implementation of this plan in a timely manner
requires budget decisions as indicated in Figure 30.
The Aeronautics Task Group strongly believes that the implementation of this plan will
result in the facilities required for the US. Aeronautics industry to compete effectively in the
world market for many years to come. It is recognized, however, that the cost of this plan will
be a significant challenge in today's tight budgetary environment. Under these conditions various
combinations of options are obviously available for implementing parts of the plan. For example,
if only one new wind tunnel can be built due to funding constraints, it is the view of the Task
Group that the transonic tunnel is of higher priority. The impact of this option will be to lose
the high productivity, high Reynolds number test capability for high lift development and
acoustic testing. These deficiencies could be partially alleviated through improvements to
existing wind tunnels. Other options and the phasing of their initiation will clearly depend on
national urgency and availability of funding.
An expedient release of the FY 94 new facility funds is required to prepare for a FY 96
budget start on the new wind tunnels. Facility R&D funds to initiate the facility R&D programs
on supersonic and hypersonic facilities and mass flow requirements for the ASTF propulsion
facility should be included in both NASA and DoD budgets.
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°A. INTRODUCTION
The Wind Tunnel Benchmarking Working Group took on the task to document the capabilities of
operational wind tunnels available for product development. This benchmarking effort was a pan
of a larger effort to quantify the need for and generate the specifications for subsonic and
transonic wind tunnels required to support United States Aeronautical competitiveness into the
twenty first century. Emphasis is on product development of commercial transport aircraft with
research needs assuming to be satisfied by cttrrent or in process wind tunnels. The process used
to acquire and quantify the capability of current facilities was that of direct solicitation. Initial
sorting ofactive wind tunnels was significantly assisted by the cataloging effort conducted by
Arnold Engineering and Development Center under the guidance of Dr. Don Daniel. This was
supplemented by the TEA Database maintained by the Miter Corporation for the U.S. DOE).
Advances in science md engineering of aeronautical products has closely paralleled the capability
of the wind tunnels to support development of products encompassing the theoretical
characteristics developed in the minds of our leading academicians and industrial theoreticians and
confirmed in research wind tunnels. This was noted in the British Journal of Aeronautical
Engineering where it commented "they (NACA) were the first to establish, and indeed to
visualize, a variable-density (wind) tunnel; and (with) a full-scale tunnel in which complete
aeroplanes up to 35-foot span can be tested. The present day American position in all branches of
aeronautical knowledge can, without a doubt, be attributed mainly to this far-seeing policy and
expenditure on up-to-date laboratory equipment." Major advances have been made in the
efficiency with which commercial airline industry transports people and cargo throughout the
world. One illustration of this is the growth in passenger seat miles just during the jet age of
commercial aircraft. Starting with the Comet of the mid 1950's with 20 seat miles per gallon of
fuel burned, we have progressed to today where several active aircraft yield 85 seat miles per
gallon. The capability and availability of modem wind tunnels to support development of
technology and application of technology to products has been largely responsible for these
advances.
°°
v
°°
B. WIND TUNNEL BENCHMARKING
The process ofbenchmarking starts with a challenge to select the appropriate parameters for
comparison and then collect all the data in the quantifying units that will support benchmarking.
The parameters selected on which to conduct wind tunnel benchmarking are related to the test
Reynolds numbers that can be established and the productivity generated in support of product
testing.
This rather simpfistic approach was the result of many hours of listening to a number of very
capable people discuss wind tunnel characteristics needed to support aerodynamic tests ofaircraR
ranging in size from single engine fighters up through transports having greater than one million
pounds takeoff gross weight. Although there are many wind tunnel operating characteristics that
are important to a successful test, it was concluded that the tried and proven parameters relating
to basic aerodynmnic design and cost of testing were the ones most meaningfid.
When this task was initiated, it was anticipated that benchmaridng would include many other
operating parameters relating to wind tunnel quietness and the ability to set a test point precisely.
However, as the above described discussions were taking place it became apparent that the basis
for a more wide ranging comparison was not available or pertinent. Therefore, the wind tunnel
benchmarking presented here for the three categories of wind tunnels in question are limited to
measures of Reynolds number and productivity. The entire scope of data collected in this survey
is included in the report for those that will find it useful as a reference in the future.
The summary tables for subsonic, transonic and supersonic wind tunnels are presented here in two
categories. The first is a description of the mechanical features and the second is a description of
the productivity features. Included here is the results of all wind tunnels surveyed. Therefore,
responses for those currently inactive are also noted. Throughout the data, the notation N/A
indicates that no response was received for that wind tunnel in that operating characteristic.
BENCHMARKING:
$¢bfonic Wind Tunnels - The ONERA FI wind tunnel located in France is currently the
benchmark for development wind tunnels having the capability to provide a test Reynolds number
of 10M/ft. and a data generation rate of 6 polars/hr. Grumman's 7x10 ft. tunnel is another capable
stand for the productivity with a data rate of 10 polars/hr.
Tr_oniC W'm_i Tunnels - The situation is much less clear in selecting the transonic wind tunnel
benchmark than it is in subsonic wind tunnels. The NASA-Langley NTF with a Reynolds number
of 150M/R. is by far the best. However, with a productivity level of 500 polars/year, it cannot
provide test data at a rate necessary to support a product development program.
Next in order is the European Transonic Wind Tunnel GmbH, located in Germany, having the
capability to provide a test Reynolds number of 70M/ft. and generate test data at a rate of 5000
polar_year (when operating at 3 runs/shift). This tunnel is just now coming on line and,
therefore, some unforeseen disruption may, in fact, have the tunnel yield lower values. Regardless
of these unknowns, this tunnel is considered the Transonic W'md Tunnel Benchmark. However, if
testing at higher data ratesis more important than the higher Reynolds number, the AEDC 16x16
or 4x4 with 15polars/Air-on-HR and 25 polars/Air-on-HR could be more satisfactory.
Suoersonic Wind Tunnel - The number of variables to be considered in benchnmrking supersonic
wind tunnels is different and less straightforward than the subsonic or transonic. Some ofthe
tunnels included in this survey probably more properly belong in a collection of Hypersonic (Mn >
4) tunnels. They have been retained in the data collection but are not considered in benchmarking
process. We have included in the supersonic wind tunnd listing all those facilities that exceed Mn
= 1. However, we have not included those with Mn < 2 for benchmarking process. When
considering the applicability of supersonic wind tunnels, the physical size of the test model is an
important factor along with Reynolds number in simulating the aircraft operating conditions.
W'md Tunnel 165 at AEDC with its 16x16 ft. test selection is by far the largest test section
available. However, it can only provide Reynolds number of 2.3M/ft.
The two supersonic wind tunnels which are the benchmark for Reynolds number are NLR 1.2M x
1.2M, located in the Netherlands, and Vought 4x4 ft. at 37M/ft. and 34M//L respectively. In
terms of productivity, Onera S2MA located in France with 6 polars/occupancy hour and Vought
4x4 ft. at 8 polars/occupancy hour are the benchmarks.
C. WIND TUNNEL SURVEY RESULTS
The known wind tunnels located outside the former Soviet Union, meeting a minimum size
criteria, were included in the survey. The wind tunnel benchmark solicitation is included as
Appendix 1 and the name address list of those surveyed is included as Appendix 2.
In conducting the survey, attempts were made to have all data consistent. However, in a survey
of this nature it is inevitable that some data will not be available in the units requested. This was
especially true in the case of wind tunnel operating cost and acoustic characteristics. The data is
presented as submitted. When it was not posu'ble to normalize to a standard base, entries of N/A
indicate that no data were submitted for that operating characteristic.
These data have also been provided to the Miter Corporation where the U.S. DoD maintains the
TEA Database for facilities of interest.
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SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY:VKI L-1A
COUNTRY : Belgium
ADDRESS : Chaussee De Waterloo, 72
STATE/PROVINCE :
CONTACT :Prof. Mado Carbonaro
TITLE :N/A
OPERATIONAL :Active
CITY : B-1640 Rhode Saint GENASA
ZIP/POSTAL CODE :
PHONE : 32-2-358-1901
FAX : 02-358-2885
TEST SEC. DIMENSIONS, m : 3.0
TEST SEC. GEOMETRY : N/A
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0.005 to 0.17
OPERATING TEMPERATURE, C : Ambient
F : Ambient
OPERATING PRESSURE, arm : Atmospheric
SHELL MATERIAL :
SHELL OPERATING PRESSURE, atm : N/A
COOUNG SYSTEM : N/A
THERMAL INSULATION, C :N/A
F:N/A
DRIVE POWER : 580 kW
PLENUM CARTS : N/A
PRESSURIZATION RATE _N/A
TEST GAS :Air
feet : 9.8
REYNOLDS NUMBER : 1.2M/ft
PRODUCTIVITY :N/&
OPERATING COST :N/A
COSTS; REPLACEMENT: N/A
CUSTOMERS, CMlian : N/A
CUSTOMERS, Military : N/A
(SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
V
FACILITY: VKI L-IA
HIGH PRESS. AIR FOR PROP. : N/A
SUPPLY RATE : N/A
SUPPLY TIME :N/A
SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, C : N/A
PUMP RATE :N/A
MINIMUM PRESSURE, Pa : N/A
SFC STORAGE : N/A
MAX STORAGE PRESS., Pa : N/A
FLOW QUALITY :
DYN PRESS DIST, CLOSED "IS : N/A
FLOW ANG, CLS'D TS DEG : N/A
FLOW ANG DIST, CLOSED "IS : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST,CLS'D DEG : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, CLS'D TS% : 0.3%
DYN PRESS DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANGULAR, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANG DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, OPEN JET : N/A
ACOUSTIC NOISE :N/A
LAMINAR TESTING :N/A
IN-FLOW NOISE LEVEL :
1.25KI-Iz:PSD( 1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD (1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
OUT-of-FLOW NOISE LVL, 35 ft : N/A
1.25KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
DRIVE FAN PROVISIONS : N/A
F:N/A
PSIA : N/A
PSIA :N/A
OPEN JET TEST SECTION : N/A
ANECHOIC CHAMBER : N/A
MAX TEST PRESSURE, arm: N/A
OPEN JET, TEST GAS : N/A
JET LENGTH, m :N/A
MAX MEAS RADIUS, m : N/A
DIRECTIVITY ANGLES :N/A
CIRCUIT ACOUSTIC TREAT. : N/A
CONED
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY: Onera F1
COUNTRY : France
ADDRESS : F10nera Centre du Fauga-Mauzac
STATE/PROVINCE :
CONTACT :M. Bazin
TITLE : Deputy Director, Large Testing Dept
OPERATIONAL :Active
CITY :
ZIP/POSTAL CODE :
PHONE : (1)46-73-40-40
FAX: (1)46-73-41-44
TEST SEC. DIMENSIONS, m : 4.5x3.5
TEST SEC. GEOMETRY : Solid
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0 to 0.35
OPERATING TEMPERATURE, C : 30 to 40
F : 86 to 104
OPERATING PRESSURE, arm : 3.8 atm
SHELL MATERIAL : Concrete
SHELL OPERATING PRESSURE, arm : 4 atm
COOLING SYSTEM : Water
THERMAL INSULATION, C :None
F : None
DRIVE POWER :0.5 MW
PLENUM CARTS :NIA
PRESSURIZATION RATE .1}.05etm/min
TEST GAS :Air
feet : 14.8xl1.5
REYNOLDS NUMBER : 10M/It
PRODUCTIVITY: $ polarlocc hour
OPERATING COST :N/A
COSTS; REPLACEMENT : N/A
CUSTOMERS, Civilian:S0
CUSTOMERS, Military: 10
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY : Onera F1 CONED
HIGH PRESS. AIR FOR PROP. : Yes
SUPPLY RATE" 3 Kg/s
SUPPLY TIME : N/A
SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, C : 20 to 80
PUMP RATE : N/A
MINIMUM PRESSURE, Pa : N/A
SFC STORAGE : 1400
MAX STORAGE PRESS., Pa : 27M
FLOW QUALITY :
DYN PRESS DIST, CLOSED "IS : 0.002 q
FLOW ANG, CLS'D TS DEC : .08
FLOW ANG DIST, CLOSED TS : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST,CLS'D DEC : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, CLS'D TS% : .0015%
DYN PRESS DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANGULAR, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANG DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, OPEN JET : NIA
ACOUSTIC NOISE :Yes
LAMINAR TESTING :Yes
IN-FLOW NOISE LEVEL :
1.25KHz:PSD( 1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD (1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
OUT-of-FLOW NOISE LVL, 35 ft : N/A
1.25KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : NIA
40.0KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
F : 68 to 176
PSIA : N/A
PSIA :3909
DRIVE FAN PROVISIONS : Variable pitch, constant speed
OPEN JET TEST SECTION : N/A
ANECHOIC CHAMBER : N/A
MAX TEST PRESSURE, atm: N/A
OPEN JET, TEST GAS : N/A
JET LENGTH, rn :N/A
MAX MEAS RADIUS, rn : N/A
DIRECTIVITY ANGLES : N/A
feet : N/A
feet : N/A
CIRCUIT ACOUSTIC TREAT. : N/A
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACIUTY: Onera SIMA
COUNTRY: France
ADDRESS : Onera CentTede Modane-Awieux-BP25
STATE/PROVINCE :France
CONTACT :M. BazJn
TITLE : Deputy Director, Large Testing Dept
OPERATIONAL :Active
CITY : 73500 Modane
ZIP/POSTAL CODE :
PHONE : (1)4673-40-40
FAX: (1)46-73-41-44
TEST SEC. DIMENSIONS, m : 8.0
TEST SEC. GEOMETRY : Solid or slotted
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0 to I
OPERATING TEMPERATURE, C : -15 to 60
F:
OPERATING PRESSURE, alto :
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel
SHELL OPERATING PRESSURE, arm : 1 etm
COOLING SYSTEM : Air
THERMAL INSULATION, C :None
F : None
DRIVE POWER :88 MW
PLENUM CARTS :N/A
PRESSURIZATION RATE :N/A
TEST GAS :Air
5 to 140
Atmospheric
feet : 26.2
REYNOLDS NUMBER : 4M/ft
PRODUCTIVITY :6 polar/occ hour
OPERATING COST :N/A
COSTS; REPLACEMENT : N/A
CUSTOMERS, Civilian:N/A
CUSTOMERS, Military: N/A
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY"Onera SIMA CONED
HIGH PRESS. AIR FOR PROP. : N/A
SUPPLY RATE : N/A
SUPPLY TIME : N/A
SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, C : N/A
PUMP RATE : N/A
MINIMUM PRESSURE, Pa : NIA
SFC STORAGE : N/A
MAX STORAGE PRESS., Pa : N/A
FLOW QUALITY :
DYN PRESS DIST, CLOSED TS : N/A
FLOW ANG, CLS'D TS DEG : 0
FLOW ANG DIST, CLOSED TS : 0.05/m
TOTAL TEMP DIST,CLS'D DEG : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, CLS'D TS% : .001%
DYN PRESS DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANGULAR, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANG DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, OPEN JET : N/A
ACOUSTIC NOISE :Yes
LAMINAR TESTING : N/A
IN-FLOW NOISE LEVEL :
1.25KHz:PSD( 1/'3 OCT SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD (1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
OUT-of-FLOW NOISE LVL, 35 ft : N/A
1.25KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
DRIVE FAN PROVISIONS : N/A
F'N/A
PSIA" N/A
PSIA" N/A
OPEN JET TEST SECTION : N/A
ANECHOIC CHAMBER : N/A
MAX TEST PRESSURE, a_n: N/A
OPEN JET, TEST GAS : N/A
JET LENGTH, m : N/A
MAX MEAS RADIUS, m : N/A
DIRECTIVITY ANGLES :N/A
feet : N/A
feet : N/A
CIRCUIT ACOUSTIC TREAT. • N/A
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY-DLR 2.4x2.4 m Kryo-Kanal
COUNTRY : Germany
ADDRESS : Hauptabteilung WindkanaI-AbteilungGotlJngen
STATE/PROVINCE :GottJngen
CONTACT :Dr. Fritz Lethaus
TITLE : N/A
OPERATIONAL :Active
CITY : Bunsenskabe 10
ZIP/POSTAL CODE : D-37073
PHONE : (49) 551-709-2148
FAX : (49) 551-709-2179
TEST SEC. DIMENSIONS, m : 2.4x2.4
TEST SEC. GEOMETRY : Solid
MACH NUMBER RANGE :0 to 0.38
OPERATING TEMPERATURE, C : -173 to 27
F:
OPERATING PRESSURE, atm :
SHELL MATERIAL : Concrete
-279 to 80
Atmospheric
SHELL OPERATING PRESSURE, arm : 1.1 arm
COOUNG SYSTEM : Liquid nitrogen
THERMAL INSULATION, C :-173
F : -243
DRIVE POWER : 1 MW
PLENUM CARTS :N/A
PRESSURIZATION RATE _I/A
TEST GAS :Nitrogen
feet : 7.9x7.9
REYNOLDS NUMBER : N/A
PRODUCTIVITY :40 polars/dey
OPERATING COST :N/A
COSTS; REPLACEMENT : N/A
CUSTOMERS, Civilian: NIA
CUSTOMERS, Military : N/A
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY"DLR 2.4x2.4 m Kryo-Kanal
HIGH PRESS. AIR FOR PROP. : N/A
SUPPLY RATE : N/A
SUPPLY TIME : N/A
SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, C : N/A
PUMP RATE : N/A
MINIMUM PRESSURE, Pa : N/A
SFC STORAGE : N/A
MAX STORAGE PRESS., Pa : N/A
FLOW QUALITY :
DYN PRESS DIST, CLOSED "IS : 0.1
FLOW ANG, CLS'D "IS DEG : 0.08
FLOW ANG DIST, CLOSED"IS • N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST,CLS'D DEG : 0.5 C
TURB INTENSITY, CLS'D TS% : 0.1S%
DYN PRESS DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANGULAR, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANG DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, OPEN JET : N/A
ACOUSTIC NOISE :NO
LAMINAR TESTING : N/A
IN-FLOW NO_E LEVEL :
1.25KHz:PSD( 1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD (1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
OUT-of-FLOW NOISE LVL, 35 ft : N/A
1.25K]-Iz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
40.0K}-Iz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
F:N/A
PSIA : N/A
PSIA :
OPEN JET TEST SECTION : N/A
ANECHOIC CHAMBER : N/A
MAX TEST PRESSURE, atm: N/A
OPEN JET, TEST GAS : N/A
JET LENGTH, m : N/A
MAX MEAS RADIUS, m : N/A
DIRECTIVITY ANGLES :N/A
CIRCUIT ACOUSTIC TREAT. : N/A
DRIVE FAN PROVISIONS : N/A
CONED
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACIUTY: DLR 3m x 3 m Gottingen
COUNTRY: Germany
ADDRESS : HauptabteilungWindkanal-Abteilung GotlJngen
STATE/PROVINCE :Gotltngen
CONTACT :Dr. F. Lethaus
TITLE : N/A
TEST SEC. DIMENSIONS, m : feet :
TEST SEC. GEOMETRY :
MACH NUMBER RANGE :
OPERATING TEMPERATURE, C :
F:
OPERATING PRESSURE, aim :
SHELL MATERIAL :
SHELL OPERATING PRESSURE, alto :
COOLING SYSTEM :
THERMAL INSULATION, C :
F:
DRIVE POWER :
PLENUM CARTS :
PRESSURIZATION RATE :
TEST GAS :
OPERATIONAL :Decommissioned 1994
CITY' : Bunsenstrabe10
ZIP/POSTAL CODE : D-37073
PHONE : (49) 551-709-1
FAX : (49) 551-2179
REYNOLDS NUMBER : N/A
J
PRODUCTIVITY:
OPERATING COST :
COSTS; REPLACEMENT :
CUSTOMERSI Civilian:
CUSTOMERS, Military:
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY: DLR 3m x 3 m Gottingen CONED
HIGH PRESS. AIR FOR PROP. : Yes
SUPPLY RATE :
SUPPLY TIME :
SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, C :
PUMP RATE :
MINIMUM PRESSURE, Pa :
SFC STORAGE :
MAX STORAGE PRESS., Pa :
FLOW QUALITY :
DYN PRESS DIST, CLOSED "IS :
FLOW ANG, CLS'D "IS DEG :
FLOW ANG DIST, CLOSED "IS :
TOTAL TEMP DIST, CLS'D DEG :
TURB INTENSITY, CLS'D TS% :
DYN PRESS DIST, OPEN JET :
FLOW ANGULAR, OPEN JET :
FLOW ANG DIST, OPEN JET :
TOTAL TEMP DIST, OPEN JET :
TURB INTENSITY, OPEN JET :
ACOUSTIC NOISE :
LAMINAR TESTING :
IN-FLOW NOISE LEVEL :
1.25KH_PSD( 1/3 OCT SPL) :
40.0KHz:PSD (1/3 OCT SPL) :
OUT-of-FLOW NOISE LVL, 35 ft :
1.25KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) :
40.OKHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) :
F"
PSIA :
PSlA :
OPEN JET TEST SECTION :
ANECHOIC CHAMBER :
MAX TEST PRESSURE, arm:
OPEN JET, TEST GAS :
JET LENGTH, rn :
MAX MEAS RADIUS, m :
DIRECTIVITY ANGLES :
CIRCUIT ACOUSTIC TREAT. :
feet :
feet:
DRIVE FAN PROVISIONS :
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY : NAL 6.5x5.5 m
COUNTRY : Japan
ADDRESS : AircraftAerodynamics Division,Nalional Aerospace
Laboratory
STATE/PROVINCE :Tokyo
CONTACT :Y. Hayashi
TrrLE : N/A
OPERATIONAL :Active
CITY : 7-44-1 Jindaijihigashi-MachiChofu-shi
ZIP/POSTAL CODE :
PHONE : N/A
FAX : N/A
TEST SEC. DIMENSIONS, rn :$.5x5.5
TEST SEC. GEOMETRY : 8olid
MACH NUMBER RANGE :0 to 0.18
OPERATING TEMPERATURE, C : 5 to 40
F : 41 to 104
OPERATING PRESSURE, am : Atmospheric
SHELL MATERIAL : Concrete and steel
SHELL OPERATING PRESSURE, atrn : 1 atm
COOLING SYSTEM : None
THERMAL INSULATION, C :None
F : None
DRIVE POWER : 1.6 MW
PLENUM CARTS :One
PRESSURIZATION RATE :N/A
TEST GAS :Air
feet : 21.3x18.0
REYNOLDS NUMBER : 1.2M/It
PRODUCTIVITY :3 polarr,/occ hour
OPERATING COST :350,000 Yen/occ hour, 130,000 Yen/polar
COSTS; REPLACEMENT : 7 billion Yen
CUSTOMERS, Civilian: 85
CUSTOMERS, Military: 15
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY: NAL 6.5x5.5 m CONT'D
HIGH PRESS. AIR FOR PROP. : Yes
SUPPLY RATE : 80 Kg/s
SUPPLY TIME : 30 min
SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, C : 5 to 40
PUMP RATE : 8.3 Kg/s
MINIMUM PRESSURE, Pa : 1 M
SFC STORAGE : 72000
MAX STORAGE PRESS., Pa : 2 M
FLOW QUAUTY :
DYN PRESS DIST, CLOSED "IS : 0.5%
FLOW ANG, CLS'D "IS DEG : 0.3
FLOW ANG DIST, CLOSED "IS : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, CLS'D DEG : NIA
TURB INTENSITY, CLS'D TS% : 0.19%
DYN PRESS DIST, OPEN JET : 0.5%
FLOW ANGULAR, OPEN JET : 0.3
FLOW ANG DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, OPEN JET : 0.17
ACOUSTIC NOISE :No
LAMINAR TESTING :72 dB at 15 KHz
IN-FLOW NOISE LEVEL :
1.25KHz:PSD( 1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD (1[3 OCT SPL) : N/A
OUT-of-FLOW NOISE LVL, 35 ft : N/A
1.25KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
F:41to 104
PSIA : 146
PSIA : 284
DRIVE FAN PROVISIONS : Not designed for low noise
OPEN JET TEST SECTION : N/A
ANECHOIC CHAMBER : NO
MAX TEST PRESSURE, alto: Atmospheric
OPEN JET, TEST GAS :Alr
JET LENGTH, m :N/A
MAX MEAS RADIUS, m : N/A
DIREC'RVITY ANGLES : N/A
feet : N/A
feet :N/A
CIRCUIT ACOUSTIC TREAT. : None
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY: DNW 9.5x9.5 m
COUNTRY : Netherlands
ADDRESS : Deutsch-NederlandischerWlndkanal
STATE/PROVINCE :Emmeloord
CONTACT :Prof. H. U. Meier
TITLE : N/A
OPERATIONAL :Active
CITY : Postbus 175
ZIP/POSTAL CODE : 8300 AD
PHONE : 31-0-52748556
FAX : 31-O-5274-8582
T
TEST SEC. DIMENSIONS, m : 9.5x9.5
TEST SEC. GEOMETRY : Solid, slotted(8xS&6)
MACH NUMBER RANGE :0 to 0A0
OPERATING TEMPERATURE, C : Ambient to 40
F : Amblentto t04
OPERATING PRESSURE, arm : Atmospheric
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel
SHELL OPERATING PRESSURE, atm : N/A
COOUNG SYSTEM : Water
THERMAL INSULATION, C :N/A
F:N/A
DRIVE POWER : 12.5 MW
PLENUM CARTS :Three
PRESSURIZATION RATE :N/A
TEST GAS :Nr
feet : 31x31
REYNOLDS NUMBER : 1.SM/ft
PRODUCTIVITY :4 to 12 polars/hour
OPERATING COST :$33S0 to $5140/hr. (1993 tanrif)
COSTS; REPLACEMENT : N/A
CUSTOMERS, Civilian :9IP/_
CUSTOMERS, Military: 10%
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACIUTY: DNW 9.5x9.5 m
HIGH PRESS. AIR FOR PROP. : Yes
SUPPLY RATE : 6 Kg/s cont, 30 Kg/s max
SUPPLY TIME : N/A
SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, C : N/A
PUMP RATE : N/A
MINIMUM PRESSURE, Pa : N/A
SFC STORAGE : N/A
MAX STORAGE PRESS., Pa : N/A
FLOW QUALITY :
DYN PRESS DIST, CLOSED TS : 0.1%
FLOW ANG, CLS'D TS DEG : 0.1
FLOW ANG DIST, CLOSED TS : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST,CLS'D DEG : 1 C
TURB INTENSITY, CLS'D TS% : 0.12%
DYN PRESS DIST, OPEN JET : 0.1%
FLOW ANGULAR, OPEN JET : 0.1
FLOW ANG DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, OPEN JET : 1C
TURB INTENSITY, OPEN JET : 0.25%
ACOUSTIC NOISE :YES
LAMINAR TESTING : N/A
IN-FLOW NOISE LEVEL :
1.25KJ-I:,'PSD( 1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
40.OKHz:PSD (1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
OUT-of-FLOW NOISE LVL, 35 ft : N/A
1.25KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
40.OKH_PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
F:N/A
PSIA : N/A
PSIA : N/A
CONT'D
OPEN JET TEST SECTION : YES
ANECHOIC CHAMBER : N/A
MAX TEST PRESSURE, atm: Atmospheric
OPEN JET, TEST GAS : Air
JET LENGTH, m :10
MAX MEAS RADIUS, rn : 10
DIRECTIVITY ANGLES :45 to 155
feet :32.8
feet :32.8
CIRCUIT ACOUSTIC TREAT. : N/A
DRIVE FAN PROVISIONS : N/A
FACILITY : NLR 3.0x2.25 m
COUNTRY : Netherlands
ADDRESS :
STATE/PROVINCE :
CONTACT :Henk _ Dambdnk
TITLE : N/A
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
OPERATIONAL :Active
CITY : Emmeloord
ZIP/POSTAL CODE :
PHONE : 31-0-20-511-3399
FAX : 31-0-20-511-3210
TEST SEC. DIMENSIONS, m : 3.0 x 2.25
TEST SEC. GEOMETRY : Solid
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0 to 0.23
OPERATING TEMPERATURE, C : Ambieitt
F:
OPERATING PRESSURE, atm :
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel
SHELL OPERATING PRESSURE, arm : 1 atm
COOLING SYSTEM : None
THERMAL INSULATION, C :None
F : None
DRIVE POWER : 700 kW
PLENUM CARTS :None
PRESSURIZATION RATE _I/A
TEST GAS :Air
Ambient
Atmospheric
feet : 9.84x7.38
REYNOLDS NUMBER : 1.SM/ft
PRODUCTIVITY :4 polarlocc hour
OPERATING COST :N/A
COSTS; REPLACEMENT : $10 M
CUSTOMERS, CMlian : 90%
CUSTOMERS, Military: 10%
-_...J
FACILITY: NLR 3.0x2.25 m
HIGH PRESS. AIR FOR PROP. : Yes
SUPPLY RATE : 6 kg/sec
SUPPLY TIME : Continuous
SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, C : 70
PUMP RATE : 6 kg/sec
MINIMUM PRESSURE, Pa : 1 M
SFC STORAGE : 443000
MAX STORAGE PRESS., Pa : N/A
FLOW QUALITY :
DYN PRESS DIST, CLOSED TS : 0.1%
FLOW ANG, CLS'D TS DEG : 0.1
FLOW ANG DIST, CLOSED TS : 0.0S/m
TOTAL TEMP DIST,CLS'D DEG : 2 C
TURB INTENSITY, CLS'D TS% : 0.08%
DYN PRESS DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANGULAR, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANG DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, OPEN JET : N/A
ACOUSTIC NOISE :NIA
LAMINAR TESTING : N/A
IN-FLOW NOISE LEVEL :
1.25KHz:PSD( 1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD (1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
OUT-of-FLOW NOISE LVL, 35 ft : N/A
1.25KH_PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
40.0KI-_PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
DRIVE FAN PROVISIONS : N/A
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
F:158
PSIA : 147
PSIA : N/A
OPEN JET TEST SECTION : N/A
ANECHOIC CHAMBER : N/A
MAX TEST PRESSURE, arm: N/A
OPEN JET, TEST GAS : N/A
JET LENGTH, m : N/A
MAX MEAS RADIUS, m : N/A
DIRECTIVITY ANGLES : N/A
CIRCUIT ACOUSTIC TREAT. : N/A
CONT'D
feet : N/A
feet :N/A
FACILITY: BAe 12x10 ft Filton
COUNTRY: UK
ADDRESS : BAE, PO Box 77
STATE/PROVINCE : England
CONTACT :M. H. Marsden
TITLE :Manager - Aero Labs
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
OPERATIONAL :Active
CITY : Bristol
ZIP/POSTAL CODE : BS99 7AR
PHONE : (0272)36-2809
FAX : (0272)36-4535
-._.j
TEST SEC. DIMENSIONS, m :3.7 x 3.0
TEST SEC. GEOMETRY : N/A
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0 to 0.25
OPERATING TEMPERATURE, C : Ambient
F : Ambient
OPERATING PRESSURE, atrn : Atmospheric
SHELL MATERIAL : N/A
SHELL OPERATING PRESSURE, atm : N/_,
COOLING SYSTEM : N/A
THERMAL INSULATION, C :N/A
F:N/A
DRIVE POWER : N/A
PLENUM CARTS :N/A
PRESSURIZATION RATE _I/A
TEST GAS _Ir
feet : 12x10
REYNOLDS NUMBER : 1.SM/ft
PRODUCTIVITY :2 polar/hour
OPERATING COST :$5,0001day
COSTS; REPLACEMENT : $12 M
CUSTOMERS, Civilian: 100%
CUSTOMERS, Militaw: 0
FACILITY: BAe 12x10 ft Filton
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
CONT'D
HIGH PRESS. AIR FOR PROP. : N/A
SUPPLY RATE : N/A
SUPPLY TIME : N/A
SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, C : N/A
PUMP RATE : N/A
MINIMUM PRESSURE, Pa : N/A
SFC STORAGE : N/A
MAX STORAGE PRESS., Pa : N/A
FLOW QUALITY :
DYN PRESS DIST, CLOSED "IS : N/A
FLOW ANG, CLS'D "IS DEG : N/A
FLOW ANG DIST, CLOSED'IS : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST,CLS'D DEG : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, CLS'D TS% : N/A
DYN PRESS DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANGULAR, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANG DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, OPEN JET : N/A
ACOUSTIC NOISE :No
LAMINAR TESTING : NIA
IN-FLOW NOISE LEVEL :
1.25KH_PSD( 1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD (1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
OUT-of-FLOW NOISE LVI., 35 ft : N/A
1.25KHz:PSD(1r3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
DRIVE FAN PROVISIONS : N/A
F:N/A
PSIA : N/A
PSIA : N/A
OPEN JET TEST SECTION : N/A
ANECHOIC CHAMBER : N/A
MAX TEST PRESSURE, arm: N/A
OPEN JET, TEST GAS : N/A
JET LENGTH, m : N/A
MAX MEAS RADIUS, m : N/A
DIRECTIVITY ANGLES : N/A
CIRCUIT ACOUSTIC TREAT. : N/A
feet : N/A
feet : N/A
FACILITY: BAe 15 Ft Hatfield
COUNTRY: UK
ADDRESS :
STATE/PROVINCE :
CONTACT :UniversityGlasgow
TITLE:
II
TEST SEC. DIMENSIONS, m :
TEST SEC. GEOMETRY :
MACH NUMBER RANGE :
OPERATING TEMPERATURE, C :
F:
OPERATING PRESSURE, arm :
SHELL MATERIAL :
SHELL OPERATING PRESSURE, aim :
COOLING SYSTEM :
THERMAL INSULATION, C :
F:
DRIVE POWER :
PLENUM CARTS :
PRESSURIZATION RATE :
TEST GAS :
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
OPERATIONAL :Decommissioned
CITY : Glasgow
ZIP/POSTAL CODE :
PHONE :
FAX:
feet :
REYNOLDS NUMBER : N/A
PRODUCTIVITY:
OPERATING COST :
COSTS; REPLACEMENT :
CUSTOMERS, Civilian:
CUSTOMERS, Military:
_j
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY: BAe 15 Ft Hatfield CON'I'D
HIGH PRESS. AIR FOR PROP. :
SUPPLY RATE :
SUPPLY TIME :
SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, C :
PUMP RATE :
MINIMUM PRESSURE, Pa :
SFC STORAGE :
MAX STORAGE PRESS., Pa :
FLOW QUALITY :
DYN PRESS DIST, CLOSED TS :
FLOW ANG, CLS'D TS DEG :
FLOW ANG DIST, CLOSED "IS :
TOTAL TEMP DIST,CLS'D DEG :
TURB INTENSITY, CLS'D TS% :
DYN PRESS DIST, OPEN JET :
FLOW ANGULAR, OPEN JET :
FLOW ANG DIST, OPEN JET :
TOTAL TEMP DIST, OPEN JET :
TURB INTENSITY, OPEN JET :
ACOUSTIC NOISE :
LAMINAR TESTING :
IN-FLOW NOISE LEVEL :
1.25KHz:PSD( 1/3 OCT SPL) :
40.0KHz:PSD (1/3 OCT SPL) :
OUT.f-FLOW NOISE LVL, 35 ft :
1.25KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) :
40.OKHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) :
DRIVE FAN PROVISIONS :
F:
PSIA :
PSIA :
OPEN JET TEST SECTION :
ANECHOIC CHAMBER :
MAX TEST PRESSURE, atm:
OPEN JET, TEST GAS :
JET LENGTH, m :
MAX MEAS RADIUS, m :
DIRECTIVITY ANGLES :
CIRCUIT ACOUSTIC TREAT. :
feet :
feet :
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY : BAe 2.7x2.1 m Warton
COUNTRY: UK
ADDRESS : Warton Aerodrome
STATE/PROVINCE :Lancashire
CONTACT :N. D. Davey
TITLE : Chief Wind Tunnel Engineer
OPERATIONAL :Active
CITY : Warton Preston
ZIP/POSTAL CODE : PR4 lAX
PHONE : (0772) 633333
FAX : (0772) 855501
TEST SEC. DIMENSIONS, m : 2.7x2.1
TEST SEC. GEOMETRY : Solid
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0 to 0.2
OPERATING TEMPERATURE, C : Ambient
F : Ambient
OPERATING PRESSURE, arm : Atmospheric
SHELL MATERIAL : Timber end steel
SHELL OPERATING PRESSURE, etm : N/A
COOUNG SYSTEM : N/A
THERMAL INSULATION, C :N/A
F:N/A
DRIVE POWER :380 kW DC Motor
PLENUM CARTS :N/A
PRESSURIZATION RATE :N/A
TEST GAS :Air
feet : 8.9x6.9
REYNOLDS NUMBER : 1.SM/ft
PRODUCTIVITY :N/A
OPERATING COST :N/A
COSTS; REPLACEMENT : N/A
CUSTOMERS, Civilian: N/A
CUSTOMERS, Military : N/A
FACILITY : BAe 2.7x2.1 m Warton
HIGH PRESS. AIR FOR PROP. : Yes
SUPPLY RATE: 1 Kg/s
SUPPLY TIME : N/A
SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, C : N/A
PUMP RATE : 1200 CFM
MINIMUM PRESSURE, Pa : N/A
SFC STORAGE : N/A
MAX STORAGE PRESS., Pa : 2.1M
FLOW QUALITY :
DYN PRESS DIST, CLOSED TS : N/A
FLOW ANG, CLS'D TS DEG : 0.43
FLOW ANG DIST, CLOSED TS : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, CLS'D DEG : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, CLS'D TS% : 0.25%
DYN PRESS DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANGULAR, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANG DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, OPEN JET : N/A
ACOUSTIC NOISE :No
LAMINAR TESTING : N/A
IN-FLOW NOISE LEVEL :
1.25KH_PSD( 1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
40.0KJ-lz:PSD (1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
OUT-of-FLOW NOISE LVL, 35 ft : N/A
1.25KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
40.OKHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
F:N/A
PSIA : N/A
PSIA :300
OPEN JET TEST SECTION : N/A
ANECHOIC CHAMBER : N/A
MAX TEST PRESSURE, arm: N/A
OPEN JET, TEST GAS : N/A
JET LENGTH, m :N/A
MAX MEAS RADIUS, m : N/A
DIRECTIVITY ANGLES : N/A
CIRCUIT ACOUSTIC TREAT. : N/A
CONI'D
feet : N/A
feet : N/A
DRIVE FAN PROVISIONS : Five bladed
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY: BAe 4.0x2.7 m Warton
COUNTRY : UK
ADDRESS : Warton Aerodrome
STATE/PROVINCE :Lancashire
CONTACT :N. D. Davey
TITLE : Chief Wind Tunnel Engineer
OPERATIONAL :Active
CITY : Warton Preston
ZIP/POSTAL CODE : PR4 lAX
PHONE" (0772) 633333
FAX : (0772) 855501
TEST SEC. DIMENSIONS, m :4.0x2.7
TEST SEC. GEOMETRY : N/A
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0.01 to 0.31
OPERATING TEMPERATURE, C : Ambient
F : Ambient
OPERATING PRESSURE, atm : Atmospheric
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel
SHELL OPERATING PRESSURE, atm : N/A
COOUNG SYSTEM : N/A
THERMAL INSULATION, C :N/A
F:N/A
DRIVE POWER :1.3 MW AC Motor
PLENUM CARTS :N/A
PRESSURIZATION RATE _I/A
TEST GAS :Nr
feet : 13.1x8.9
REYNOLDS NUMBER:2M
PRODUCTIVITY :N/A
OPERATING COST :N/A
COSTS; REPLACEMENT : N/A
CUSTOMERS, Civilian:N/A
CUSTOMERS, Military:N/A
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILn'Y: BAe 4.0x2.7 m Warton CONED
HIGH PRESS. AIR FOR PROP. : Yes
SUPPLY RATE : 12 Kg/s
SUPPLY TIME : N/A
SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, C : N/A
PUMP RATE : N/A
MINIMUM PRESSURE, Pa : N/A
SFC STORAGE : N/A
MAX STORAGE PRESS., Pa : 4.2M
FLOW QUAUTY :
DYN PRESS DIST, CLOSED "IS : N/A
FLOW ANG, CLS'D "iS DEG : N/A
FLOW ANG DIST, CLOSED "IS : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST,CLS'D DEG : NIA
TURB INTENSITY, CLS'D TS% : N/A
DYN PRESS DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANGULAR, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANG DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, OPEN JET : NIA
ACOUSTIC NOISE :No
LAMINAR TESTING :N/A
IN-FLOW NOISE LEVEL :
1.25KHz:PSD( 1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD (1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
OUT-of-FLOW NOISE LVL, 35 ft : N/A
1.25KJ-Iz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
DRIVE FAN PROVISIONS : N/A
F:N/A
PSIA : N/A
PSIA : 609
OPEN JET TEST SECTION : N/A
ANECHOIC CHAMBER : N/A
MAX TEST PRESSURE, atm: N/A
OPEN JET, TEST GAS : N/A
JET LENGTH, m :N/A
MAX MEAS RADIUS, rn : N/A
DIRECTIVITY ANGLES : N/A
feet : N/A
feet :N/A
CIRCUIT ACOUSTIC TREAT. : N/A
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY: BAe 5.5x5.0 m Warton
COUNTRY : UK
ADDRESS : Warton Aerodrome
STATE/PROVINCE :Lancashire
CONTACT :N. D. Davey
TITLE : Chief Wind Tunnel Engineer
OPERATIONAL :Active
CITY : Warton Preston
ZIP/POSTAL CODE : PR4 lAX
PHONE : (0772) 633333
FAX : (0772) 855501
TEST SEC. DIMENSIONS, m :5.5x5.0
TEST SEC. GEOMETRY : Solid
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0.035 to 0.0KS
OPERATING TEMPERATURE, C : Ambient
F : Ambient
OPERATING PRESSURE, 8tm : Atmospheric
SHELL MATERIAL : N/A
SHELL OPERATING PRESSURE, atm : N/A
COOUNG SYSTEM : None
THERMAL INSULATION, C :N/A
F:N/A
DRIVE POWER :220 kW
PLENUM CARTS :N/A
PRESSURIZATION RATE _M/A
TEST GAS :Air
feet : 18.0x16.4
REYNOLDS NUMBER : 0.SM/ft
PRODUCTIVITY: N/A
OPERATING COST :N/A
COSTS; REPLACEMENT : N/A
CUSTOMERS, Civilian: N/A
CUSTOMERS, Military : N/A
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY: BAe 5.5x5.0 m Warton CONT'D
HIGH PRESS. AIR FOR PROP. : Yes
SUPPLY RATE : 8 Kgls
SUPPLY TIME : Contlnuous
SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, C : N/A
PUMP RATE : N/A
MINIMUM PRESSURE, Pa : N/A
SFC STORAGE : N/A
MAX STORAGE PRESS., Pa : 4M
FLOW QUALITY :
DYN PRESS DIST, CLOSED TS : N/A
FLOW ANG, CLS'D TS DEG : N/A
FLOW ANG DIST, CLOSED TS : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, CLS'D DEG : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, CLS'D TS% : NIA
DYN PRESS DIST, OPEN JET : 0.5%
FLOW ANGULAR, OPEN JET : 0.3
FLOW ANG DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, OPEN JET : N/A
ACOUSTIC NOISE :No
LAMINAR TESTING :N/A
IN-FLOW NOISE LEVEL :
1.25KHz:PSD( 1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD (1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
OUT-of-FLOW NOISE LVL, 35 ft : N/A
1.25KHz:PSD(I/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
40.0KHzPSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
F:N/A
PSIA : N/A
PSIA : 580
OPEN JET TEST SECTION : N/A
ANECHOIC CHAMBER : N/A
MAX TEST PRESSURE, at;n: N/A
OPEN JET, TEST GAS : N/A
JET LENGTH, m :N/A
MAX MEAS RADIUS, m : N/A
DIRECTIVITY ANGLES :N/A
feet :N/A
feet :N/A
CIRCUIT ACOUSTIC TREAT. : N/A
DRIVE FAN PROVISIONS : N/A
FACILITY : BAe 9x7 Ft Hatfield
COUNTRY : UK
ADDRESS :
STATE/PROVINCE :
CONTACT :
TITLE:
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
OPERATIONAL :Deactivated
CITY :
ZIP/POSTAL CODE :
PHONE :
FAX:
TEST SEC. DIMENSIONS, rn :
TEST SEC. GEOMETRY :
MACH NUMBER RANGE :
OPERATING TEMPERATURE, C :
F:
OPERATING PRESSURE, akn :
SHELL MATERIAL :
SHELL OPERATING PRESSURE, elm :
COOUNG SYSTEM :
THERMAL INSULATION, C :
F:
DRIVE POWER :
PLENUM CARTS :
PRESSURIZATION RATE :
TEST GAS :
feet :
REYNOLDS NUMBER : N/A
PRODUCTIVITY :
OPERATING COST :
COSTS; REPLACEMENT:
CUSTOMERS, CMlian :
CUSTOMERS, Military:
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY"BAe 9x7 Ft Hatfleld CONED
HIGH PRESS. AIR FOR PROP. :
SUPPLY RATE :
SUPPLY TIME :
SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, C :
PUMP RATE :
MINIMUM PRESSURE, Pa :
SFC STORAGE :
MAX STORAGE PRESS., Pa :
FLOW QUALITY : . .
DYN PRESS DIST, CLOSED "IS :
FLOW ANG, CLS'D "IS DEG :
FLOW ANG DIST, CLOSED "IS :
TOTAL TEMP DIST,CLS'D DEG :
TURB INTENSITY, CLS'D TS% :
DYN PRESS DIST, OPEN JET :
FLOW ANGULAR, OPEN JET :
FLOW ANG DIST, OPEN JET :
TOTAL TEMP DIST, OPEN JET :
TURB INTENSITY, OPEN JET :
ACOUSTIC NOISE :
LAMINAR TESTING :
IN-FLOW NOISE LEVEL :
1.25KHz:PSD( 1/3 OCT SPL) :
40.0KHz:PSD (1/3 OCT SPL) :
OUT-of-FLOW NOISE LVL, 35 ft :
1.25KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) :
40.0KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) :
DRIVE FAN PROVISIONS :
F o
PSIA"
PSIA"
OPEN JET TEST SECTION :
ANECHOIC CHAMBER :
MAX TEST PRESSURE, aim:
OPEN JET, TEST GAS :
JET LENGTH, m :
MAX MEAS RADIUS, m :
DIRECTIVITY ANGLES :
CIRCUIT ACOUSTIC TREAT. :
feet"
feet"
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY : DRA 13 x 9 ft Bedford
COUNTRY : UK
ADDRESS : Defense Research Agency
STATE/PROVINCE :
CONTACT :13 x 9 ftTunnel Manager
TITLE : N/A
OPERATIONAL :Active
CITY : Bedford
ZIP/POSTAL CODE : MK41 6AE
PHONE : (0234)225990
FAX : (0234)225848
TEST SEC. DIMENSIONS, m :4x2.7
TEST SEC. GEOMETRY : Solid
. MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0.04 to 0.27
OPERATING TEMPERATURE, C : Ambient
F : Ambient
OPERATING PRESSURE, arm : Atmospheric
SHELL MATERIAL : Timber and steel
SHELL OPERATING PRESSURE, atm : N/A
COOLING SYSTEM : None
THERMAL INSULATION, C :None
F : None
DRIVE POWER :1.1 MW
PLENUM CARTS :N/A
PRESSURIZATION RATE :NIA
TEST GAS :Air
feet : 13x9
REYNOLDS NUMBER : 1.SM/ff
PRODUCTIVITY :2 polar/hour
OPERATING COST :N/A
COSTS; REPLACEMENT : N/A
CUSTOMERS, Civilian: N/A
CUSTOMERS, Military: N/A
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY"DRA 13 x 9 ft Bedford CONTD
HIGH PRESS. AIR FOR PROP. : Yes
SUPPLY RATE : 4.5 Kg/s
SUPPLY TIME : N/A
SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, C : N/A
PUMP RATE :4.5 Kgls
MINIMUM PRESSURE, Pa : N/A
SFC STORAGE : 3200
MAX STORAGE PRESS., Pa : 4.5M
FLOW QUALITY :
DYN PRESS DIST, CLOSED"IS : 0.1%
FLOW ANG, CLS'D TS DEG : N/A
FLOW ANG DIST, CLOSED "IS : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST,CLS'D DEG : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, CLS'D TS% : 0.025%
DYN PRESS DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANGULAR, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANG DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, OPEN JET : N/A
ACOUSTIC NOISE :NIA
LAMINAR TESTING : N/A
IN-FLOW NOISE LEVEL :
1.25KHz:PSD( 1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD (1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
OUT-of-FLOW NOISE LVL, 35 ft : N/A
1.25KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
40.0KH_PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
DRIVE FAN PROVISIONS : N/A
F'N/A
PSIA" N/A
PSIA : 132
OPEN JET TEST SECTION : N/A
ANECHOIC CHAMBER : N/A
MAX TEST PRESSURE, son: N/A
OPEN JET, TEST GAS : N/A
JET LENGTH, m :N/A
MAX MEAS RADIUS, m : N/A
DIRECTIVITY ANGLES :N/A
CIRCUIT ACOUSTIC TREAT. • N/A
feet" N/A
feet :N/A
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY- DRA 5 m Famborough
COUNTRY : UK
ADDRESS : Aerodynamics& PropulsionDept.
STATE/PROVINCE :Hants
CONTACT :Dr. David Woodward
TITLE :Head of LowSpeed Aero Division
TEST SEC. DIMENSIONS, m : 5.0 x 4.2
TEST SEC. GEOMETRY : N/A
• MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0 to 0.35
OPERATING TEMPERATURE, C : 0 to 40
F: 32 to 1IN
OPERATING PRESSURE, elm : 3 arm
SHELL MATERIAL : N/A
SHELL OPERATING PRESSURE, atm : NIA
COOLING SYSTEM : N/A
THERMAL INSULATION, C :N/A
F:N/A
DRIVE POWER : 12 MW
PLENUM CARTS :NIA
PRESSURIZATION RATE :N/A
TEST GAS :Air
feet : 1SAx13.8
OPERATIONAL :Active
CITY : DRA Famborough
ZIP/POSTAL CODE : GU14 6TD
PHONE : 44-252-395377
FAX : 44-252-377783
REYNOLDS NUMBER : 3M/ft
PRODUCTIVITY :12 polar/day, 3200polarhyr
OPERATING COST :$9801dmonth, $3k/polar
COSTS; REPLACEMENT : $90 M
CUSTOMERS, Civilian:61_'/,
CUSTOMERS, Military: 40%
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY: DRA 5 m Famborough CONED
_J
HIGH PRESS. AIR FOR PROP. : Yes
SUPPLY RATE : 32 Kg/s
SUPPLY TIME : 30 minutes
SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, C : N/A
PUMP RATE : 1 arm/IS mln
MINIMUM PRESSURE, Pa : N/A
SFC STORAGE : N/A
MAX STORAGE PRESS., Pa : 10M
FLOW QUALITY :
DYN PRESS DIST, CLOSED TS : N/A
FLOW ANG, CLS'D "IS DEG : N/A
FLOW ANG DIST, CLOSED"IS : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST,CLS'D DEG : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, CLS'D TS% : 0.08%
DYN PRESS DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANGULAR, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANG DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, OPEN JET : NIA
ACOUSTIC NOISE :132 dB (_ M=0.3
LAMINAR TESTING :N/A
IN-FLOW NOISE LEVEL :
1.25KHz:PSD( I/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD (1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
OUT-of-FLOW NOISE LVL, 35 ft : N/A
1.25KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
40.0K}Iz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
DRIVE FAN PROVISIONS : N/A
F:N/A
PSIA : N/A
PSIA :1450
OPEN JET TEST SECTION : N/A
ANECHOIC CHAMBER : N/A
MAX TEST PRESSURE, arm: N/A
OPEN JET, TEST GAS : N/A
JET LENGTH, m :N/A
MAX MEAS RADIUS, rn : N/A
DIRECTIVITY ANGLES : N/A
feet : N/A
feet :N/A
CIRCUIT ACOUSTIC TREAT. : N/A
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY: AMES 12 ft N-206
COUNTRY : USA
ADDRESS : Ames Research Center
STATE/PROVINCE :CA
CONTACT :Dr. Robert Rosen
TITLE :AssistantDirector for Program Deve
OPERATIONAL :Ac_,ive
CITY : Moffett Field
ZIP/POSTAL CODE : 94035-1000
PHONE: (415)604-5333
FAX : N/A
TEST SEC. DIMENSIONS, m : 3.7
TEST SEC. GEOMETRY : Solid
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0 to 0.6
OPERATING TEMPERATURE, C : 21 to 60
F : 70 to 140
OPERATING PRESSURE, akn : 6 arm
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel
SHELL OPERATING PRESSURE, atm : N/A
COOUNG SYSTEM : Interval water HEX
THERMAL INSULATION, C :None
F : None
DRIVE POWER : 1SK Hp
PLENUM CARTS : N/A
PRESSURIZATION RATE .t3atm/hr
TEST GAS :Air, provisions for heavy
PRODUCTNITY :2polarlocc hr
OPERATING COST :$2600/hr
COSTS; REPLACEMENT : N/A
CUSTOMERS, Civilian: N/A
CUSTOMERS, Mlitary: N/A
feet" 12
REYNOLDS NUMBER : 12M/ft
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY: AMES 12 ft N-206 CONT'D
HIGH PRESS. AIR FOR PROP. : Yes
SUPPLY RATE : 1601blsec
SUPPLY TIME : N/A
SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, C : N/A
PUMP RATE : 221blsec
MINIMUM PRESSURE, Pa : 20M
SFC STORAGE : 6M at 3000psi
MAX STORAGE PRESS., Pa : 20.$M
FLOW QUALITY :
DYN PRESS DIST, CLOSED "IS : N/A
FLOW ANG, CLS'D "IS DEG : 0.02
FLOW ANG DIST, CLOSED'IS : NIA
TOTAL TEMP DIST, CLS'D DEG : 4 F
TURB INTENSrI'Y, CLS'D TS% : 0.05%
DYN PRESS DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANGULAR, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANG DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, OPEN JET : N/A
ACOUSTIC NOISE :N/A
LAMINAR TESTING : 0.15% cprms
IN-FLOW NOISE LEVEL :
1.25K]-_PSD( 1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
40.OK]-Iz:PSD (1/30CTSPL) : N/A
OUT-of-FLOW NOISE LVL, 35 ft : N/A
1.25KI-_PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
40.OKHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
F:N/A
PSIA : 315
PSIA : 3000
DRIVE FAN PROVISIONS : Independent RPV/IGV
OPEN JET TEST SECTION : N/A
ANECHOIC CHAMBER : N/A
MAX TEST PRESSURE, a_n: N/A
OPEN JET, TEST GAS : N/A
JET LENGTH, rn :N/A
MAX MEALSRADIUS, m : N/A
DIRECTIVi'W ANGLES : N/A
feet : N/A
feet :N/A
CIRCUIT ACOUSTIC TREAT. : None
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY: AMES 40x80 ft N-221
COUNTRY: USA
ADDRESS : Ames Research Center
STATE/PROVINCE :CA
CONTACT :Dr. Robert Rosen
TITLE :AssistantDirectorfor Program Deve
TEST SEC. DIMENSIONS, m : 12.2x24.4
TEST SEC. GEOMETRY : N/A
• MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0 to 0.45
OPERATING TEMPERATURE, C" Ambient to 49
F : Ambient to 120
OPERATING PRESSURE, arm : Atmosl_hedc
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel, acoustic liner
SHELL OPERATING PRESSURE, atm: 1.1 atm
COOUNG SYSTEM : I(P& air exchange
THERMAL INSULATION, C :None
F : None
DRIVE POWER :110MW
PLENUM CARTS : None
PRESSURIZATION RATE :N/A
TEST GAS :Air
feet : 40x80
OPERATIONAL :Active
CITY : Moffett Field
ZIP/POSTAL CODE :
PHONE : (415)604-5333
FAX: N/A
94035-1000
REYNOLDS NUMBER : 3M/ft
PRODUCTIVITY :N/A
OPERATING COST :$6100/hr
COSTS; REPLACEMENT : N/A
CUSTOMERS, CMlian :N/A
CUSTOMERS, Military: N/A
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY: AMES 40x80 ft N-221 CONED
HIGH PRESS. AIR FOR PROP. : Yes
SUPPLY RATE : 401b/sec
SUPPLY TIME : not limiting
SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, C : 204
PUMP RATE : 281blsec
MINIMUM PRESSURE, Pa : 690K
SFC STORAGE : 7M at 3000psi
MAX STORAGE PRESS., Pa : 22.8M
FLOW QUALITY :
DYN PRESS DIST, CLOSED TS : 0.5%
FLOW ANG, CLS'D TS DEG : 0.5
FLOW ANG DIST, CLOSED TS : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, CLS'D DEG : 1 F
TURB INTENSITY, CLS'D TS% : 0.5%
DYN PRESS DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANGULAR, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANG DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, OPEN JET : NIA
ACOUSTIC NOISE :Yes
LAMINAR TESTING : 0.5% flow turbulence
IN-FLOW NOISE LEVEL :
1.25KHz:PSD( 1/3 OCT SPL) : 69dB
40.0KHz:PSD (1/3 OCT SPL) : 30dB
OUT-of-FLOW NOISE LVL, 35 ff : N/A
1.25KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
F :400
PSIA : 100
PSIA : 3300
DRIVE FAN PROVISIONS • Quiet low fan tip speed
OPEN JET TEST SECTION : N/A
ANECHOIC CHAMBER : Yes-to 100hz
MAX TEST PRESSURE, atm: Atmospheric
OPEN JET, TEST GAS : Air
JET LENGTH, m : 22.8
MAX MEAS RADIUS, m : 15.2
DIRECTIVITY ANGLES : ALL
feet : 75
feet : S0
CIRCUIT ACOUSTIC TREAT. : Some
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY : AMES 7x10 ft N-215
COUNTRY : USA
ADDRESS : Ames Research Center
STATE/PROVINCE :CA
CONTACT :Dr. Robert Rosen
TITLE : AssistantDirectorfor Program Deve
OPERATIONAL :Active
CITY : Moffett F'mld
ZIP/POSTAL CODE :
PHONE" (415)604-5333
FAX: N/A
94035-1000
TEST SEC. DIMENSIONS, m :2.1x3.0
TEST SEC. GEOMETRY : N/A
• MACH NUMBER RANGE :N/A
OPERATING TEMPERATURE, C : N/A
F: N/A
OPERATING PRESSURE, arm : Atmospheric
SHELL MATERIAL : N/A
SHELL OPERATING PRESSURE, atm : 1 atm
COOUNG SYSTEM : N/A
THERMAL INSULATION, C :None
F : None
DRIVE POWER :
PLENUM CARTS :N/A
PRESSURIZATION RATE :N/A
TEST GAS :Air
feet: 7x10
REYNOLDS NUMBER : 25M/ft
PRODUCTIVITY :N/A
OPERATING COST :N/A
COSTS; REPLACEMENT : NIA
CUSTOMERS, Civilian: N/A
CUSTOMERS, Military: N/A
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY:AMES 7x10 ft N-215 CON'I'D
HIGH PRESS. AIR FOR PROP. : Yes
SUPPLY RATE : 20 Iblsec
SUPPLY TIME : N/A
SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, C : 204
PUMP RATE : N/A
MINIMUM PRESSURE, Pa : NIA
SFC STORAGE : N/A
MAX STORAGE PRESS., Pa : 20.SM
FLOW QUALIFY :
DYN PRESS DIST, CLOSED "IS : N/A
FLOW ANG, CLS'D "IS DEG : N/A
FLOW ANG DIST, CLOSED "IS : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST,CLS'D DEG : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, CLS'D TS% : N/A
DYN PRESS DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANGULAR, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANG DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, OPEN JET : N/A
ACOUSTIC NOISE :N/A
LAMINAR TESTING : N/A
IN-FLOW NOISE LEVEL :
1.25KHz:PSD( 113 OCT SPL) : N/A
40.0K]-Iz:PSD (1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
OUT-of-FLOW NOISE LVL, 35 ft : N/A
1.25KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) • N/A
DRIVE FAN PROVISIONS : N/A
F:400
PSIA : N/A
PSIA : 3000
OPEN JET TEST SECTION : N/A
ANECHOIC CHAMBER : N/A
MAX TEST PRESSURE, at;n: N/A
OPEN JET, TEST GAS : N/A
JET LENGTH, m : N/A
MAX MEAS RADIUS, m : N/A
DIRECTIVITY ANGLES : N/A
CIRCUIT ACOUSTIC TREAT. : N/A
feet : N/A
feet :N/A
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY: AMES 7x10 ft N-216
COUNTRY : USA
ADDRESS : Ames Research Center
STATE/PROVINCE :CA
CONTACT :Dr. Robert Rosen
TITLE : AssistantDirectorfor Program Deve
OPERATIONAL :Active
CITY : Moffett Field
ZIP/POSTAL CODE :
PHONE: (415)604-5333
FAX : N/A
94035-1000
J
TEST SEC. DIMENSIONS, rn: 2.1x3.0
TEST SEC. GEOMETRY : N/A
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0 to 0.3
OPERATING TEMPERATURE, C : 32
F: 90
OPERATING PRESSURE, atm : Atmospheric
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel, Tmnslte
SHELL OPERATING PRESSURE, elm : 0.9 atm
COOUNG SYSTEM : Alr exch tower ambient
THERMAL INSULATION, C :None
F : None
DRIVE POWER :1600Hp
PLENUM CARTS : N/A
PRESSURIZATION RATE _I/A
TEST GAS :Alr
feet : 7x10
REYNOLDS NUMBER : 2.SM/ff
PRODUCTIVITY :N/A
OPERATING COST :$200K/yr
COSTS; REPLACEMENT : N/A
CUSTOMERS, Civilian: N/A
CUSTOMERS, Military: N/A
VFACILITY: AMES 7x10 ft N-216
HIGH PRESS. AIR FOR PROP. : N/A
SUPPLY RATE : N/A
SUPPLY TIME : N/A
SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, C : N/A
PUMP RATE : N/A
MINIMUM PRESSURE, Pa : N/A
SFC STORAGE : N/A
MAX STORAGE PRESS., Pa : N/A
FLOW QUALITY :
DYN PRESS DIST, CLOSED TS : 0.1%
FLOW ANG, CLS'D TS DEC : 0.2
FLOW ANG DIST, CLOSED TS : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST,CLS'D DEC : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, CLS'D TS% : 0.01%
DYN PRESS DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANGULAR, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANG DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, OPEN JET : N/A
ACOUSTIC NOISE :N/A
LAMINAR TESTING : N/A
IN4=LOW NOISE LEVEL :
1.25KHz:PSD( 1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
40.0KH_PSD (1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
OUT-of-FLOW NOISE LV_ 35 ft : N/A
1.25KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
DRIVE FAN PROVISIONS : 8 blade, 30' dla
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
F:N/A
PSIA : N/A
PSIA : N/A
OPEN JET TEST SECTION : N/A
ANECHOIC CHAMBER : N/A
MAX TEST PRESSURE, arm: hUA
OPEN JET, TEST GAS : N/A
JET LENGTH, m :N/A
MAX MEAS RADIUS, m : N/A
DIRECTIVITY ANGLES : N/A
CIRCUIT ACOUSTIC TREAT. : None
CON'F'D
feet : N/A
feet : N/A
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY: AMES 80x120 ft N-221B
COUNTRY : USA
ADDRESS : Ames Research Center
STATE/PROVINCE :CA
CONTACT :Dr. Robert Rosen
TITLE : AssistantDirectorfor Program Dove
OPERATIONAL :Active
CITY : Moffet_Field
ZIP/POSTAL CODE :
PHONE: (415)604-5333
FAX: N/A
94035-1000
TEST SEC. DIMENSIONS, m : 24.4x36.6
TEST SEC. GEOMETRY : N/A
MACH NUMBER RANGE :0 to 0.1S
OPERATING TEMPERATURE, C : Ambient to 52
F: Ambientto 125
OPERATING PRESSURE, arm : Atmospheric
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel, acoustic liner
SHELL OPERATING PRESSURE, atm : 1 arm
COOUNG SYSTEM : None
THERMAL INSULATION, C :None
F : None
DRIVE POWER : 110MW
PLENUM CARTS : None
PRESSURIZATION RATE _IIA
TEST GAS :Air
feet : 80x120
REYNOLDS NUMBER : 1M/It
PRODUCTIVITY :N/A
OPERATING COST :N/A
COSTS; REPLACEMENT : NIA
CUSTOMERS, Civilian: N/A
CUSTOMERS, Military: N/A
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY: AMES 80x120 ft N-221B
HIGH PRESS. AIR FOR PROP. : Yes
SUPPLY RATE : 401blsec
SUPPLY TIME : not limlting
SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, C : 204
PUMP RATE : 281blsec
MINIMUM PRESSURE, Pa : 690K
SFC STORAGE : 7M at 3000psl
MAX STORAGE PRESS., Pa : 22.8
FLOW QUAUTY :
DYN PRESS DIST, CLOSED TS : 0.5%
FLOW ANG, CLS'D "IS DEG : 0.5
FLOW ANG DIST, CLOSED'IS : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, CLS'D DEG : I F
TURB INTENSITY, CLS'D TS% : 0.5%
DYN PRESS DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANGULAR, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANG DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, OPEN JET : N/A
ACOUSTIC NOISE :Yes
LAMINAR TESTING : N/A
IN-FLOW NOISE LEVEL :
1.25KHz:PSD( 1/3 OCT SPL) : 93dB
40.0KHz:PSD (1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
OUT-of-FLOW NOISE LVL, 35 ft : N/A
1.25KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
F:400
PSIA : 100
PSIA : 3300
CONT'D
OPEN JET TEST SECTION : N/A
ANECHOIC CHAMBER : Yes-to 400hz
MAX TEST PRESSURE, arm: Atmospheric
OPEN JET, TEST GAS :Alr
JET LENGTH, m :45.7
MAX MEAS RADIUS, m : 30.S
DIRECTIVITY ANGLES : ALL
feet : IS0
feet : 100
CIRCUIT ACOUSTIC TREAT. : None
DRIVE FAN PROVISIONS : Quiet low fan Up speed
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY: BOEING 9x9 ft
COUNTRY : USA
ADDRESS : P.O. Box3707, MS 6R-MT
STATE/PROVINCE :WA
CONTACT :Richard A. Day
TITLE : Director EngineeringLabomtodes
OPERATIONAL :Active
CITY : Seattle
ZiP/POSTAL CODE :
PHONE : N/A
FAX : N/A
98124-2207
TEST SEC. DIMENSIONS, rn :2.7x2.7
TEST SEC. GEOMETRY : Solid
MACH NUMBER RANGE :0 to 0.3
OPERATING TEMPERATURE, C : Ambient
F : Ambient
OPERATING PRESSURE, arm : 1 atm
SHELL MATERIAL : Wood/steel
SHELL OPERATING PRESSURE, atm : N/A
COOLING SYSTEM : N/A
THERMAL INSULATION, C :N/A
F:N/A
DRIVE POWER :N/A
PLENUM CARTS :N/A
PRESSURIZATION RATE :N/A
TEST GAS :Air
feet : 9x9
REYNOLDS NUMBER : N/A
PRODUCTIVITY :4polar/hr
OPERATING COST :N/A
COSTS; REPLACEMENT : N/A
CUSTOMERS, Civilian:N/A
CUSTOMERS, Military: N/A
_j
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY: BOEING 9x9 ft CONED
HIGH PRESS. AIR FOR PROP. : Yes
SUPPLY RATE : 35/Ib sec
SUPPLY TIME : N/A
SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, C :316
PUMP RATE : 2811Vsec
MINIMUM PRESSURE, Pa : N/A
SFC STORAGE : 1M
MAX STORAGE PRESS., Pa : 7M
FLOW QUALITY :
DYN PRESS DIST, CLOSED TS : N/A
FLOW ANG, CLS'D "IS DEG : N/A
FLOW ANG DIST, CLOSED "iS : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST,CLS'D DEG : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, CLS'D TS% : N/A
DYN PRESS DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANGULAR, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANG DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, OPEN JET : N/A
ACOUSTIC NOISE :N/A
LAMINAR TESTING : N/A
IN-FLOW NOISE LEVEL :
1.25KHz:PSD( 1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD (1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
OUT-of-FLOW NOISE LVL, 35 ft : N/A
1.25KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : NIA
40.0KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
DRIVE FAN PROVISIONS : N/A
F:600
PSIA : N/A
PSIA : 1000
OPEN JET TEST SECTION : N/A
ANECHOIC CHAMBER : N/A
MAX TEST PRESSURE, abn: N/A
OPEN JET, TEST GAS : N/A
JET LENGTH, m :N/A
MAX MEAS RADIUS, m : N/A
DIRECTIVITY ANGLES : N/A
CIRCUIT ACOUSTIC TREAT. : N/A
feet :N/A
feet :N/A
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY : BOEING AERO/ICING
COUNTRY : USA
ADDRESS : P.O. Box3707,MS 6R-MT
STATE/PROVINCE :WA
CONTACT :RichardA. Day
TITLE : Director Engineedng Laboratodes
OPERATIONAL :Active
CITY : Seattle
ZIP/POSTAL CODE :
PHONE : N/A
FAX: N/A
98124-2207
TEST SEC. DIMENSIONS, rn : 1.2x1.8
TEST SEC. GEOMETRY : Solid
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0 to 0.38
OPERATING TEMPERATURE, C : -40 to 43
F: -40 to 110
OPERATING PRESSURE, atm : I arm
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel
SHELL OPERATING PRESSURE, atm : 1.2 atm
COOUNG SYSTEM : Refrigerant F22
THERMAL INSULATION, C :R32
F : R32
DRIVE POWER : 2000 Hp
PLENUM CARTS :N/A
PRESSURIZATION RATE :N/A
TEST GAS :Air
feat : 4x6
REYNOLDS NUMBER : N/A
PRODUCTIVITY :1polarlocc hr
OPERATING COST :N/A
COSTS; REPLACEMENT : N/A
CUSTOMERS, Civilian: N/A
CUSTOMERS, Military : N/A
|FACILITY: BOEING AERO/ICING
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
CONT'D
HIGH PRESS. AIR FOR PROP. : Yes
SUPPLY RATE : 101blsec
SUPPLY TIME : N/A
SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, C : 649
PUMP RATE : 231blsec
MINIMUM PRESSURE, Pa : N/A
SFC STORAGE : N/A
MAX STORAGE PRESS., Pa : 7M
FLOW QUALITY :
DYN PRESS DIST, CLOSEDTS : 1%
FLOW ANG, CLS'D TS DEG : <0.2
FLOW ANG DIST, CLOSED TS : 0.5
TOTAL TEMP DIST, CLS'D DEG : 1 F
TURB INTENSITY, CLS'D TS% : 0.5%
DYN PRESS DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANGULAR, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANG DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, OPEN JET : N/A
ACOUSTIC NOISE :N/A
LAMINAR TESTING : N/A
IN-FLOW NOISE LEVEL :
1.25KH_PSD( 1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD (1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
OUT-of-FLOW NOISE LVL, 35 ft : N/A
1.25KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
F: 1200
PSIA : N/A
PSIA : I000
DRIVE FAN PROVISIONS : Low noise fan, variable Incidence
OPEN JET TEST SECTION : N/A
ANECHOIC CHAMBER : N/A
MAX TEST PRESSURE, arm: N/A
OPEN JET, TEST GAS : N/A
JET LENGTH, m :N/A
MAX MEAS RADIUS, m : N/A
DIRECTIVITY ANGLES : N/A
feet : N/A
feet :N/A
CIRCUIT ACOUSTIC TREAT. : Entire tunnel
FACILITY : Grumman 7x10 ft
COUNTRY : USA
ADDRESS : N/A
STATE/PROVINCE :N/A
CONTACT :N/A
TITLE : N/A
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
OPERATIONAL :Active
CITY: N/A
ZIP/POSTAL CODE :
PHONE : N/A
FAX : N/A
TEST SEC. DIMENSIONS, m :2.1x3
TEST SEC. GEOMETRY : Solid
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0 to 0.3
OPERATING TEMPERATURE, C : -18 to 49
F: 0to 120
OPERATING PRESSURE, aim : Atmospheric
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel
SHELL OPERATING PRESSURE, atm : 1 arm
COOUNG SYSTEM : Water
THERMAL INSULATION, C :None
F : None
DRIVE POWER : 17S0 Hp
PLENUM CARTS :None
PRESSURIZATION RATE :NIA
TEST GAS :Air
feet : 7x10
REYNOLDS NUMBER : 1.SM/ft
PRODUCTIVITY :10 polars/occ hour
OPERATING COST :3S/poklr
COSTS; REPLACEMENT : N/A
CUSTOMERS, Civilian: N/A
CUSTOMERS, Military : N/A
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY: Grumman 7x10 ft CONT'D
HIGH PRESS. AIR FOR PROP. : Yes
SUPPLY RATE : 10 Iblsec
SUPPLY TIME : 20 min
SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, C : 21 to 371
PUMP RATE :0.75 Iblsec
MINIMUM PRESSURE, Pa : N/A
SFC STORAGE : 1800
MAX STORAGE PRESS., Pa : 3AM
FLOW QUALITY :
DYN PRESS DIST, CLOSED "iS : 0.5%
FLOW ANG, CLS'D "IS DEG : 0
FLOW ANG DIST, CLOSED "IS : 0.1
TOTAL TEMP DIST,CLS'D DEG : 1.0 F
TURB INTENSITY, CLS'D TS% : 1.15
DYN PRESS DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANGULAR, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANG DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, OPEN JET : NIA
ACOUSTIC NOISE :No
LAMINAR TESTING :N/A
IN-FLOW NOISE LEVEL :
1.25KHz:PSD( 1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD (1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
OUT-of-FLOW NOISE LVL, 35 ft : N/A
1.25KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
DRIVE FAN PROVISIONS : N/A
F : 70 to 700
PSIA" N/A
PSIA :500
OPEN JET TEST SECTION : N/A
ANECHOIC CHAMBER : N/A
MAX TEST PRESSURE, atm: N/A
OPEN JET, TEST GAS : N/A
JET LENGTH, m :N/A
MAX MEAS RADIUS, m : N/A
DIRECTIVITY ANGLES :N/A
feet :N/A
feet :N/A
CIRCUIT ACOUSTIC TREAT. : N/A
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY : LANGELY 14x22 ft
COUNTRY : USA
ADDRESS : Langley Research Center AppliedAero Division
STATE/PROVINCE :VA
CONTACT :N/A
TITLE : N/A
OPERATIONAL :Active
CITY : Hampton
ZIP/POSTAL CODE :
PHONE : N/A
FAX: N/A
23665-5225
TEST SEC. DIMENSIONS, rn :4.4x$.6
TEST SEC. GEOMETRY : N/A
. MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0 to 0.28
OPERATING TEMPERATURE, C : -1 to 71
F : 30 to lS0
OPERATING PRESSURE, aim : Atmospheric
SHELL MATERIAL : Carbon steel
SHELL OPERATING PRESSURE, elm : 1 etm
COOLING SYSTEM : Nr exchange
THERMAL INSULATION, C :None
F : None
DRIVE POWER :8000 Hp
PLENUM CARTS :N/A
PRESSURIZATION RATE :N/A
TEST GAS :Air
feet : 14.5x21.8
REYNOLDS NUMBER : 2.1M/ft
PRODUCTIVITY: N/A
OPERATING COST :$2.4M/yr
COSTS; REPLACEMENT : N/A
CUSTOMERS, Civilian:N/A
CUSTOMERS, Military: N/A
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY: LANGELY 14x22 ft CONED
HIGH PRESS. AIR FOR PROP. : Yes
SUPPLY RATE : 301blsec
SUPPLY TIME : N/A
SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, C : 4 to 93
PUMP RATE : N/A
MINIMUM PRESSURE, Pa : NIA
SFC STORAGE : N/A
MAX STORAGE PRESS., Pa : N/A
FLOW QUALITY :
DYN PRESS DIST, CLOSED TS : N/A
FLOW ANG, CLS'D TS DEG : 0.15
FLOW ANG DIST, CLOSED TS : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST,CLS'D DEG : NIA
TURB INTENSITY, CLS'D TS% : 0.15%
DYN PRESS DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANGULAR, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANG DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, OPEN JET : N/A
ACOUSTIC NOISE :N/A
LAMINAR TESTING :N/A
IN-FLOW NOISE LEVEL :
1.25KHz:PSD( 1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD (1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
OUT-of-FLOW NOISE LVL, 35 ft : N/A
1.25KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
DRIVE FAN PROVISIONS : N/A
F : 40 to 200
PSIA : N/A
PSIA : N/A
OPEN JET TEST SECTION : N/A
ANECHOIC CHAMBER : N/A
MAX TEST PRESSURE, atzn: N/A
OPEN JET, TEST GAS : N/A
JET LENGTH, m :N/A
MAX MEAS RADIUS, m : N/A
DIRECTIVITY ANGLES : N/A
CIRCUIT ACOUSTIC TREAT. : N/A
feet :N/A
feet :N/A
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY: Lockheed 8x12 ft.
COUNTRY : USA
ADDRESS : LowSpeed Wind Tower, 3050 PacificHwy
STATE/PROVINCE :CA
CONTACT :R. S. Crooks
TITLE :Chief, LowSpeed Wind Tunnel
OPERATIONAL :Active
CITY : Sen Diego
ZIP/POSTAL CODE : 92101
PHONE : (619)542-8158
FAX : (619)542-7237
TEST SEC. DIMENSIONS, m : 2.4 x 3.7
TEST SEC. GEOMETRY : N/A
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0.04 to 0.37
OPERATING TEMPERATURE, C : Ambient
F : Ambient
OPERATING PRESSURE, etm : Atmospheric
SHELL MATERIAL : Reinforced Concrete
SHELL OPERATING PRESSURE, arm : 1.1 atm
COOUNG SYSTEM : None
THERMAL INSULATION, C :None
F : None
DRIVE POWER : 2250 Hp Sync Motor
PLENUM CARTS :N/A
PRESSURIZATION RATE _I/A
TEST GAS :Air
feet : 8x12
REYNOLDS NUMBER : 2.SM/ft
PRODUCTIVITY :5 polar/hour
OPERATING COST :$2001poier, $12001occ hour
COSTS; REPLACEMENT : NIA
CUSTOMERS, Civilian:20%
CUSTOMERS, Military: II0%
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY : Lockheed 8x12 ft. CONT'D
HIGH PRESS. AIR FOR PROP. : Yes
SUPPLY RATE : 12 Iblsec
SUPPLY TIME : N/A
SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, C : Ambient
PUMP RATE : 3 Ib/sec
MINIMUM PRESSURE, Pa : 690K
SFC STORAGE : 3500
MAX STORAGE PRESS., Pa : 4.1M
FLOW QUAUTY :
DYN PRESS DIST, CLOSED TS : N/A
FLOW ANG, CLS'D TS DEG : 0.2
FLOW ANG DIST, CLOSED TS : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST,CLS'D DEG • N/A
TURB INTENSITY, CLS'D TS% : 0.08%
DYN PRESS DIST, OPEN JET • NIA
FLOW ANGULAR, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANG DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, OPEN JET : N/A
ACOUSTIC NOISE :No
LAMINAR TESTING : N/A
IN-FLOW NOISE LEVEL :
1.25KHz:PSD( 1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD (1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
OUT-of-FLOW NOISE LVI., 35 ft : N/A
1.25KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
DRIVE FAN PROVISIONS : N/A
F : Ambient
PSIA : 100
PSIA : 600
OPEN JET TEST SECTION : N/A
ANECHOIC CHAMBER : N/A
MAX TEST PRESSURE, at]n: N/A
OPEN JET, TEST GAS : N/A
JET LENGTH, m :N/A
MAX MEAS RADIUS, m : N/A
DIRECTIVITY ANGLES : N/A
CIRCUIT ACOUSTIC TREAT. : N/A
feet : N/A
feet :N/A
FACILITY : MDA-E 8.5x12 ft
COUNTRY : USA
ADDRESS : N/A
STATE/PROVINCE :MO
CONTACT :N/A
TITLE :N/A
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
OPERATIONAL :Active
CITY : St. Louis
ZIP/POSTAL CODE :
PHONE : N/A
FAX : N/A
N/A
TEST SEC. DIMENSIONS, m :2.6x3.7
TEST SEC. GEOMETRY : Solid
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0 to 0.26
OPERATING TEMPERATURE, C : Ambleht
F : Ambient
OPERATING PRESSURE, aim : Atmospheric
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel
SHELL OPERATING PRESSURE, aim : Iatm
COOLING SYSTEM : Water
THERMAL INSULATION, C :None
F : None
DRIVE POWER :N/A
PLENUM CARTS :None
PRESSURIZATION RATE _/A
TEST GAS :N/A
feet: 8.5x12.0
REYNOLDS NUMBER : 2M
PRODUCTIVITY :5 Polariocc hour
OPERATING COST :$1181polar
COSTS; REPLACEMENT : $25 M
CUSTOMERS, Civilian: 12
CUSTOMERS, Military: 88
FACILITY: MDA-E 8.5x12 ft
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
CON'r'D
HIGH PRESS. AIR FOR PROP. : Yes
SUPPLY RATE : 20 Iblsec
SUPPLY TIME :Continuous
SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, C : -18 to 454
PUMP RATE : 20 Iblsec
MINIMUM PRESSURE, Pa : N/A
SFC STORAGE : NIA
MAX STORAGE PRESS., Pa : 4.3M
FLOW QUAMTY :
DYN PRESS DIST, CLOSED "iS : 0.25%
FLOW ANG, CLS'D "IS DEG : 0.05
FLOW ANG DIST, CLOSED TS : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST,CLS'D DEG : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, CLS'D TS% : 1.13
DYN PRESS DIST, OPEN JET : 1.1%
FLOW ANGULAR, OPEN JET : 0.05
FLOW ANG DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, OPEN JET : 1.13
ACOUSTIC NOISE :Yes
LAMINAR TESTING : 100 dB at 675 Hz
IN-FLOW NOISE LEVEL :
1.25KHz:PSD( 1/3 OCT SPL) : 89 dB
40.0KHz:PSD (1/3 OCT SPL) : NIA
OUT-of-FLOW NOISE LVL, 35 ft : AVA
1.25KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : 63.2 dB
40.0KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
DRIVE FAN PROVISIONS : None
F : 0 to 850
PSIA : N/A
PSIA :629
OPEN JET TEST SECTION : Yes
ANECHOIC CHAMBER : N/A
MAX TEST PRESSURE, ate: Atmospheric
OPEN JET. TEST GAS : Air
JET LENGTH, m :6.1
MAX MEAS RADIUS, m : 6.1
DIRECTIVrW ANGLES : N/A
feet :20
feet :20
CIRCUIT ACOUSTIC TREAT. : None
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY : MIT 7.5x10 ft ELLIPSE
COUNTRY: USA
ADDRESS : Room 33-215
STATE/PROVINCE :MA
CONTACT :Eugene E. Covert
TITLE : T. Wilson Professor of Aeronautics
I
TEST SEC. DIMENSIONS, m :2.3x3
TEST SEC. GEOMETRY: Solid
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0 to 0.37
OPERATING TEMPERATURE, C : -18 to 49
F: 0 to 120
OPERATING PRESSURE, atrn : 2 atm
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel
SHELL OPERATING PRESSURE, atm : 4 itm
COOLING SYSTEM : N/A
THERMAL INSULATION, C :None
F : None
DRIVE POWER : 1000 I.Ip
PLENUM CARTS :None
PRESSURIZATION RATE :2atm/40 rain
TEST GAS :Air
feet : 7.5x10
OPERATIONAL :Active
CITY : Cambridge
ZIP/POSTAL CODE : 02135
PHONE: (617)253-2604
FAX : (617)253-0051
REYNOLDS NUMBER : N/A
PRODUCTIVITY :4polar/hr
OPERATING COST :$37S/hr direct cost
COSTS; REPLACEMENT : N/A
CUSTOMERS, Civilian: N/A
CUSTOMERS, Militan/: N/A
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
.°
FACILITY:MIT 7.5x10 ft ELLIPSE CONED
HIGH PRESS. AIR FOR PROP. : Yes
SUPPLY RATE : 4.81blsec
SUPPLY TIME :Continuous
SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, C : N/A
PUMP RATE : N/A
MINIMUM PRESSURE, Pa : N/A
SFC STORAGE : N/A
MAX STORAGE PRESS., Pa : N/A
FLOW QUALITY :
DYN PRESS DIST, CLOSED "IS : 0.75%
FLOW ANG, CLS'D TS DEG : -1
FLOW ANG DIST, CLOSED TS : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, CLS'D DEG : 1 F
TURB INTENSITY, CLS'D TS% : 0.75%
DYN PRESS DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANGULAR, OPEN JET" N/A
FLOW ANG DIST0 OPEN JET : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, OPEN JET : N/A
ACOUSTIC NOISE :N_A
LAMINAR TESTING : N/A
IN-FLOW NOISE LEVEL :
1.25KJ-Iz:PSD( 1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
40.0KJ-Iz:PSD (1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
OUT-of-FLOW NOISE LVL, 35 ft : N/A
1.25KJ-Iz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
DRIVE FAN PROVISIONS : N/A
F'N/A
PSIA" N/A
PSIA : N/A
OPEN JET TEST SECTION : N/A
ANECHOIC CHAMBER : N/A
MAX TEST PRESSURE, atzn: N/A
OPEN JET, TEST GAS : N/A
JET LENGTH, m :N/A
MAX MEAS RADIUS, m : N/A
DIRECTIVITY ANGLES : N/A
CIRCUIT ACOUSTIC TREAT. • N/A
feet : N/A
feet :N/A
FACILITY: Northrop 7x10 ft.
COUNTRY : USA
ADDRESS : N/A
STATE/PROVINCE :CA
CONTACT :B. M. WALKER
TITLE : N/A
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
OPERATIONAL :Active
CITY : Hawthorne
ZIP/POSTAL CODE :
PHONE : 310.332-3929
FAX: N/A
90250-3277
TEST SEC. DIMENSIONS, m : 2.1 x 3.0
TEST SEC. GEOMETRY : Solid
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0 to 0.37
OPERATING TEMPERATURE, C : 15 to 38
F: $0 to 100
OPERATING PRESSURE, alto : Atmospheric
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel
SHELL OPERATING PRESSURE, atm : I aim
COOUNG SYSTEM : Water
THERMAL INSULATION, C :None
F : None
DRIVE POWER : 4000 Hp electric
PLENUM CARTS : N/A
PRESSURIZATION RATE _N/A
TEST GAS :Alr
feet : 7x10
REYNOLDS NUMBER : 2M/ft
PRODUCTIVITY :4 poler/occ hour
OPERATING COST :N/A
COSTS; REPLACEMENT : N/A
CUSTOMERS, CMlian :N/A
CUSTOMERS, Military:N/A
FACILITY: Northrop 7x10 ft.
HIGH PRESS. AIR FOR PROP. : Yes
SUPPLY RATE : 10 Iblsec
SUPPLY TIME : 20 min
SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, C : -18 to 38
PUMP RATE : 2 Iblsec
MINIMUM PRESSURE, Pa : 6.9 M
SFC STORAGE : 2000
MAX STORAGE PRESS., Pa : 22M
FLOW QUALITY :
DYN PRESS DIST, CLOSED "IS : 0.5
FLOW ANG, CLS'D TS DEG : 0.1
FLOW ANG DIST, CLOSED "IS : 0.01
TOTAL TEMP DIST,CLS'D DEG : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, CLS'D TS% : NIA
DYN PRESS DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANGULAR, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANG DIST, OPEN JET • N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, OPEN JET : N/A
ACOUSTIC NOISE :No
LAMINAR TESTING : N/A
IN-FLOW NOISE LEVEL :
1.25KHz_PSD( 1t3 OCT SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD (1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
OUT-of-FLOW NOISE LVL, 35 ft : N/A
1.25KJ-Iz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
°
F: OtolO0
PSIA : 1000
PSIA :3200
OPEN JET TEST SECTION : N/A
ANECHOIC CHAMBER : N/A
MAX TEST PRESSURE, atm: N/A
OPEN JET, TEST GAS : N/A
JET LENGTH, m : N/A
MAX MEAS RADIUS, m : N/A
DIRECTIVITY ANGLES : N/A
CIRCUIT ACOUSTIC TREAT. : N/A
CONED
fe_:ffiA
feet:_A
DRIVE FAN PROVISIONS : N/A
FACILITY : UTRC 18 ft OCT
COUNTRY: USA
ADDRESS :
STATE/PROVINCE :CT
CONTACT :AnthonyFasano
TITLE :Manager, Test Facilities
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
OPERATIONAL :Active
CITY : E. Hartford
ZIP/POSTAL CODE :
PHONE : 203-727-7275
FAX: N/A
06108
TEST SEC. DIMENSIONS, m : S.$
TEST SEC. GEOMETRY : Solid
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0 to 0.9
OPERATING TEMPERATURE, C :
F:
OPERATING PRESSURE, atm :
SHELL MATERIAL : Concrete
SHELL OPERATING PRESSURE, arm : 1 atm
COOUNG SYSTEM : Air exchange
THERMAL INSULATION, C :N/A
F:N/A
DRIVE POWER : 9000 Hp
PLENUM CARTS :N/A
PRESSURIZATION RATE :N/A
TEST GAS :Air
Ambient to 49
Ambient to 120
Atmospheric
feet : 18
REYNOLDS NUMBER : 6M/It
PRODUCTIVITY :N/A
OPERATING COST :$15001occ hr
COSTS; REPLACEMENT : N/A
CUSTOMERS, CMlian : N/A
CUSTOMERS, Militan/: N/A
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
"
FACILITY:UTRC 18 ft OCT CON'r'D
HIGH PRES. AIR FOR PROP. : Yes
SUPPLY RATE : 201blsec
SUPPLY TIME :Continuous
SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, C : 203
PUMP RATE : 20/Ib sec
MINIMUM PRESSURE, Pa : N/A
SFC STORAGE : 15000
MAX STORAGE PRESS., Pa : 2.8M
FLOW QUALITY :
DYN PRESS DIST, CLOSED TS : <1%
FLOW ANG, CLS'D TS DEG : <1
FLOWANG DIST, CLOSED TS : <1%
TOTAL TEMP DIST,CLS'D DEG : <1 F
TURB INTENSITY, CLS'D TS% : <1%
DYN PRESS DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANGULAR, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANG DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, OPEN JET : N/A
ACOUSTIC NOISE :N/A
LAMINAR TESTING :N/A
IN-FLOW NOISE LEVEL :
1.25KHz:PSD( 1/3 OCT SPL) : 138 dB
40.0KHz_PSD (1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
OUT-of4:LOW NOISE LVL, 35 ft : N/A
1.25KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
F:400
PSIA : N/A
PSIA :400
OPEN JET TEST SECTION : N/A
ANECHOIC CHAMBER : N/A
MAX TEST PRESSURE, abn: N/A
OPEN JET, TEST GAS : N/A
JET LENGTH, m : N/A
MAX MEAS RADIUS, m : N/A
DIRECTIVITY ANGLES : N/A
feet : N/A
feet :N/A
CIRCUIT ACOUSTIC TREAT. : N/A
DRIVE FAN PROVISIONS : N/A
FACILITY: Vought 7x10 ft
COUNTRY : USA
ADDRESS : N/A
STATE/PROVINCE :TX
CONTACT :N/A
TITLE : N/A
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
OPERATIONAL :Active
CiTY : Dallas
ZIP/POSTAL CODE :
PHONE : N/A
N/A
FAX : N/A
TEST SEC. DIMENSIONS, m : 2.1x3.0
TEST SEC. GEOMETRY : Solid
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0.035 to 0._9
OPERATING TEMPERATURE, C : 4 to 66
F : 40 to 150
OPERATING PRESSURE, atm : Atmospheric
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel
SHELL OPERATING PRESSURE, atm : NIA
COOLING SYSTEM : None
THERMAL INSULATION, C :N/A
F:N/A
DRIVE POWER :1500 Hp electdc motor
PLENUM CARTS :NIA
PRESSURIZATION RATE _I/A
TEST GAS :Air
feet : 7x10
REYNOLDS NUMBER : 2M/flt
PRODUCTIVITY :3 polarlocc hour
OPERATING COST :$2001polar
COSTS; REPLACEMENT : N/A
CUSTOMERS, Civilian:20
CUSTOMERS, I_]itan/: 80
FACILITY: Vought 7x10 ft
HIGH PRESS. AIR FOR PROP. : Yes
SUPPLY RATE : 18 Iblsec
SUPPLY TIME :N/A
SUPPLY TEMPERATURE, C : N/A
PUMP RATE : N/A
MINIMUM PRESSURE, Pa : 3,4 M
SFC STORAGE : N/A
MAX STORAGE PRESS., Pa : N/A
FLOW QUALITY :
DYN PRESS DIST, CLOSED TS : 0.75%
FLOW ANG, CLS'D TS DEG : 0.25
FLOW ANG DIST, CLOSED TS : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, CLS'D DEG : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, CLS'D TS% : 1.02
DYN PRESS DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANGULAR, OPEN JET : N/A
FLOW ANG DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TOTAL TEMP DIST, OPEN JET : N/A
TURB INTENSITY, OPEN JET : N/A
ACOUSTIC NOISE :N/A
LAMINAR TESTING : N/A
IN-FLOW NOISE LEVEL :
1.25KH:,'PSD( 1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD (1/3 OCT SPL) : N/A
OUT-of-FLOW NOISE LVL, 35 ft : N/A
1.25KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
40.0KHz:PSD(1/3 OCT. SPL) : N/A
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
F:N/A
PSIA : SO0
PSIA : N/A
OPEN JET TEST SECTION : N/A
ANECHOIC CHAMBER : N/A
MAX TEST PRESSURE, _m: N/A
OPEN JET, TEST GAS : N/A
JET LENGTH, m : N/A
MAX MEAS RADIUS, m : N/A
DIRECTIVITY ANGLES : N/A
CIRCUIT ACOUSTIC TREAT. : N/A
CONED
feet : N/A
feet : N/A
DRIVE FAN PROVISIONS : N/A
TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY : Onera S2MA
COUNTRY : France
ADDRESS : Onera Centre de Modane-Aurleux-BP25
STATE/PROV. : France
CONTACT :M. Bazin
TITLE : Deputy Director, large Testing Deperlment
CITY : 73500 Modane
ZIP/POSTAL CODE :
PHONE : (1)46-73-40-40
FAX : (1)46-73-41.44
TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 1.77xl.75 feet: 5.8:(5.7
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Rectangular
TEST SECTION WALLS : Solid or perforated
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0.15 to 1.3
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 9M/ft
(SEMI SPAN) : 12M
OPERATING TEMP, C : 30 to 40
F: 86 to 1IN
MODEL SPAN/TUNNEL WIDTH :0.7
OPERATING PRESSURE, arm : 0.2 to 2.5
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, atm : 2.5
INTERNALS MATERIAL : AI and steel
COOLING SYSTEM : Water
THERMAL INSULATION :N/A
PLENUM CARTS : N/A
TEST SECTION CANTS : N/A
TEST GAS : Air
DRIVE POWER : S5 MW
PRESSURIZATION RATE :0.2 atm/min
FLOW QUALITY-TURBULENCE :0.1%
FLOW QUAUTY-NOISE Q M=.8 : N/A
FLOW QLTY-ANGLE, deg : N/A
FLOW QUALITY-S.A.GRADIENT : N/A
FLOW QUALITY-MACH DISTRIB :0.001
PRODUCTIVITY : 6 to 14 polarlocc hour
COST/POLAR: N/A
O&M COST: N/A
REPLACEMENT VALUE: N/A
CUSTOMERS: CIVILIAN : 10%
CUSTOMERS: MILITARY : 90%
TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FAClUTY : European Transonic Windtunnel GmbH
COUNTRY : Germany
ADDRESS : Post box 906118
STATE/PROV. : Germany
CONTACT :T. B. Saunders
TITLE : Managing Director
CITY : D-51127 Koln
ZIP/POSTAL CODE :
PHONE : 02203-60901
FAX : 02203-609124
TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 2.0x2A feet: 6.6x7.9
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Rectangular
TEST SECTION WALLS : Slotted
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0.15 to 1.3
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 70M/ft
(SEMI SPAN) : 83M
OPERATING TEMP, C : -183 to 40
F : -297 to 104
MODEL SPAN/TUNNEL WIDTH :0.65
OPERATING PRESSURE, arm : 1.23 to 4.4
SHELL MATERIAL : Stainless steel
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, atrn : 5.1
INTERNALS MATERIAL : Stainless Steel
COOUNG SYSTEM : Liquid niVogen
THERMAL INSULATION :Internal
PLENUM CARTS : N/A
TEST SECTION CARTS : Three
TEST GAS : Nitrogen
DRIVE POWER : 50 MW
PRESSURIZATION RATE : 1 atnt/min
FLOW QUALITY-TURBULENCE :0.05%
FLOW QUAUTY-NOISE @ M=.8 : 0.004 Cp
FLOW QLTY-ANGLE, deg : 0.1
FLOW QUALITY-S.A.GRADIENT : 0.02 degree/meter
FLOW QUALITY-MACH DISTRIB :0.001
PRODUCTIVITY : 8000 polar/year, 3 runs/shift
COST/POLAR: N/A
O&M COST: NIA
REPLACEMENT VALUE: NIA
CUSTOMERS: CIVlUAN : 100%
CUSTOMERS: MIUTARY : 0%
TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACIUTY: NAL 2x2m Transonic
COUNTRY : Japan
ADDRESS : National Aerospace Laboratory
STATE/PROV. : Tokyo 182
CONTACT :1. Kawamoto
TITLE : Head, Transonic Wind Tunnel
CITY : 7-44-1 Jindaijihigashi-Machi
Chofu-shi
ZIP/POSTAL CODE :
PHONE : N/A
FAX : 81-42249-0793
TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 2x2 feet: 6.6x6.6
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Rectangular
TEST SECTION WALLS : Slotted, perforated
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0.1 to 1.4
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 5M/ft
(SEMI SPAN) : 22M
OPERATING TEMP, C : 40 to 60
F: 104 to 140
MODEL SPAN/TUNNEL WIDTH :0.6
OPERATING PRESSURE, at_ : 0.30 to 1A8
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, arm : 2.4
INTERNALS MATERIAL : NIA
COOLING SYSTEM : Water
THERMAL INSULATION :None
PLENUM CARTS : One
TEST SECTION CARTS : Three
TEST GAS : Air
DRIVE POWER : 22.5 MW main blower and 8 MW auxiliary
PRESSURIZAT|ON RATE : 5 kPa/min
FLOW QUALITY-TURBULENCE :0.2%
FLOW QUALITY-NOISE @ M:.8 : 1% cprms
FLOW QLTY-ANGLE, deg : 0.09
FLOW QUALITY-S.A.GRADIENT : N/A
FLOW QUALITY-MACH DISTRIB : 0.003
PRODUCTIVITY : 16 polarslday
COST/POLAR: $3000
O&M COST: $11 M
REPLACEMENT VALUE: $300 M (1903)
CUSTOMERS: CIVILIAN : 92%
CUSTOMERS: MILITARY : 8%
FACIUTY: NLR 2.0xl.8 m
COUNTRY : Netherlands
ADDRESS : P.O. Box 90502
STATF_/PROV. : Netherlands
CONTACT :Henk A. Dambrink
TITLE : N/A
TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS
CITY : 1006 BM Amsterdam
ZIP/POSTAL CODE :
PHONE : 31-O-20-5113399
FAX : 31-0-20-5113210
TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 2.0xl.8 feet: 6.56x5.9
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Rectangular
TEST SECTION WALLS : Slotted
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0 to 1.25
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 8M/ft
(SEMI SPAN) : 12M
OPERATING TEMP, C : 30 to 40
F: 86 to 104
MODEL SPANrrUNNEL WIDTH :0.7
OPERATING PRESSURE, atm : 4
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, arm :
INTERNALS MATERIAL : Steel
COOLING SYSTEM : Water
THERMAL INSULATION :None
PLENUM CARTS : None
TEST SECTION CARTS : None
TEST GAS : Air
DRIVE POWER : 14.7 MW
PRESSURIZATION RATE : 0A alm/min
FLOW QUALITY-TURBULENCE :NIA
FLOW QUALITY-NOISE @ M=.8 : 0.9% cprms
FLOW QLTY-ANGLE, deg : 0.2
FLOW QUAUTY-S.A.GRADIENT : NIA
FLOW QUALITY-MACH DISTRIB :0.01
PRODUCTIVITY : 5 polarlocc hour
COST/POLAR: $5001polar
O&M COST: $6 M/year
REPLACEMENT VALUE: $50 M
CUSTOMERS: CIVIUAN : 90%
CUSTOMERS: MILITARY : 10%
TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACIUTY: AEDC 16x16 ft
COUNTRY : USA
ADDRESS : 100 Kindel Drive, Suite A237
STATE/PROV. : TN
CONTACT : Donald C. Daniel, PhD
TITLE : Chief Scientist
CITY : Arnold AFB
ZIP/POSTAL CODE : 37389-1327
PHONE : (615)454-7721
FAX : N/A
_._ _t /
TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 4.9x4.9 feet: 16}(16
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Square
TEST SECTION WALLS : Perforated, inclined(6% poros)
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0.06 to 1.6
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 5.5M/ff
(SEMI SPAN) : NIA
OPERATING TEMP, C : 27 to 71
F : 80 to 160
MODEL SPANrrUNNEL WIDTH :0.75
OPERATING PRESSURE, atm : 0.06 to 1.8
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, atm: 1.9
INTERNALS MATERIAL : Steel
COOUNG SYSTEM : Water(Cryo deactivated)
THERMAL INSULATION :None
PLENUM CARTS : N/A
TEST SECTION CARTS : Two
TEST GAS : Air
DRIVE POWER : 2-35K Hp, 2-83K Hp electric motors
PRESSURIZATION RATE : 60 psi/hr
FLOW QUALITY-TURBULENCE :N/A
FLOW QUALITY-NOISE @ M=.8 : 135-150 dB
FLOW QLTY-ANGLE, deg : <0.05
FLOW QUALITY-S.A.GRADIENT : N/A
FLOW QUALITY-MACH DISTRIB :0.0004
PRODUCTIVITY :15 polars/air-on-hr
COST/POLAR: N/A
O&M COST: $5K/occ hr
REPLACEMENT VALUE: N/A
CUSTOMERS: CMUAN : N/A
CUSTOMERS: MILITARY : N/A
TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACIUTY: AEDC 4x4 ft
COUNTRY : USA
ADDRESS : 100 Kindel Drive, Suite A237
STATE/PROV. : TN
CONTACT : Donald C. Daniel, PhD
TITLE : Chief Scientist
CITY : Arnold AFB
ZIP/POSTAL CODE : 37389-1327
PHONE : (615)454-7721
FAX : NIA
TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 1.2xl.2 feet: 4x4
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Square
TEST SECTION WALLS • Perforated, inclined(0-10% poros)
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0.1 to 2.0
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 7M/ft
(SEMI SPAN) : N/A
OPERATING TEMP, C : 32 to 57
F : 90 to 135
MODEL SPAN/TUNNEL WIDTH :0.75
OPERATING PRESSURE, arm : 0.06 to 1.6
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, arm : NIA
INTERNALS MATERIAL : Steel
COOUNG SYSTEM : Water
THERMAL INSULATION :None
PLENUM CARTS : NIA
TEST SECTION CARTS : None
TEST GAS : Air
DRIVE POWER : 2-89K Hp compressors
PRESSURIZATION RATE : 5 rain
FLOW QUALITY-TURBULENCE :N/A
FLOW QUAUTY-NOISE @ M=.8 : 145-153 dB
FLOW QLTY-ANGLE, deg : <0.1
FLOW QUALITY-S.A.GRADIENT : NIA
FLOW QUALITY-MACH DISTRIB :0.003
PRODUCTIVITY : 25 polarslair-on.hr
COST/POLAR: NIA
O&M COST: $4K/oct hr
REPLACEMENT VALUE: N/A
CUSTOMERS: CIVILIAN : NIA
CUSTOMERS: MILITARY : NIA
TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY: AMES 11xll ft N-227A
COUNTRY : USA
ADDRESS : Ames Research Center
STATE/PROV. : CA
CONTACT :Dr. Robert Rosen
TITLE : Assistant Director for Program Development
CITY : Moffett Field
ZIP/POSTAL CODE : 94035-1000
PHONE : (415)604-5333
FAX : N/A
! v/
TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 3Ax3A
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Square
- TEST SECTION WALLS : Solid or Slotted
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0.3 to 1.6
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 9AM/ft
(SEMI SPAN) : N/A
OPERATING TEMP, C : 21to 52
F: 70 to 12S
MODEL SPAN/TUNNEL WIDTH :N/A
OPERATING PRESSURE, arm : N/A
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, atrn : 2.5
INTERNALS MATERIAL : N/A
COOUNG SYSTEM : Water
THERMAL INSULATION :None
PLENUM CARTS : N/A
TEST SECTION CARTS : None
TEST GAS : Air
DRIVE POWER : 180000 Hp
PRESSURIZATION RATE : 50000 SCFM
feet: 11xll
FLOW QUALITY-TURBULENCE :N/A
FLOW QUAL.rW-NOISE Q M=.8 : N/A
FLOW QLTY-ANGLE, deg: N/A
FLOW QUAUTY-_.A.GRADIENT : N/A
FLOW QUAUTY-MACH DISTRIB :N/A
PRODUCTIVITY :4 polar/hr
COST/POLAR: N/A
O&M COST: $61do©chr
REPLACEMENT VALUE: N/A
CUSTOMERS: CMUAN" N/A
CUSTOMERS: MILITARY : N/A
TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY: AMES 14x14 ft N-218
COUNTRY : USA
ADDRESS : Ames Research Center
STATE/PROV. : CA
CONTACT :Dr. Robert Rosen
TITLE : Assistant Director for Program Development
CITY : Moffett Field
ZIP/POSTAL CODE : 94035-1000
PHONE : (415)604-5333
FAX : N/A
TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 4.3x4.3
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Square
TEST SECTION WALLS : Slotted
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0.6 to 0.98
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 4.2M/ft
(SEMI SPAN) : N/A
OPERATING TEMP, C : Ambient to 66
F : Ambient to 150
MODEL SPAN/TUNNEL WIDTH "NIA
OPERATING PRESSURE, atm : 1
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, arm :
INTERNALS MATERIAL : Steel
COOUNG SYSTEM : Water
THERMAL INSULATION : None
PLENUM CARTS : None
TEST SECTION CARTS : None
TEST GAS : Air
DRIVE POWER : 110000 Hp
PRESSURIZATION RATE : N/A
feet: 14x14
FLOW QUAUTY-TURBULENCE :N/A
FLOW QUALITY-NOISE _ M=.8 : N/A
FLOW QLTY-ANGLE, deg : N/A
FLOW QUAUTY-S.A.GRADIENT : N/A
FLOW QUALITY-MACH DISTRIB :N/A
PRODUCTIVITY : N/A
COST/POLAR: N/A
O&M COST: $3.Sk/occ hr
REPLACEMENT VALUE: N/A
CUSTOMERS: CIVIUAN : N/A
CUSTOMERS: MILITARY : N/A
TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY: Fluidyne 5.5x5.5 fL
COUNTRY : USA
ADDRESS : 5900 Olaon Memorial Highway
STATE/PROV. : MN
CONTACT : Richard Brisket
TITLE : Vice President
CITY : Minneapolis
ZIP/POSTAL CODE : 55422
PHONE : 612-544-2721
FAX : 612-546-5617
TEST SECTION SIZE, rn : 1.7xl.7
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Square
. TEST SECTION WALLS : Slotted
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0to I.lS
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 4.2M
(SEMI SPAN) : N/A
OPERATING TEMP, C : 38
F: 100
MODEL SPAN/rUNNEL WIDTH :N/A
OPERATING PRESSURE, aim : 1
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, arm :
INTERNALS MATERIAL : AI or steel
COOUNG SYSTEM : None
THERMAL INSULATION :None
PLENUM CARTS : N/A
TEST SECTION CARTS : N/A
TEST GAS : Air
DRIVE POWER : Air ejectors
PRESSURIZATION RATE : N/A
feet: 5.5x5.5
FLOW QUALITY-TURBULENCE :N/A
FLOW QUAUTY-NOISE @ M=.8 : N/A
FLOW QLTY-ANGLE, deg : N/A
FLOW QUAUTY-S./_GRADIENT : N/A
FLOW QUAUTY-MACH DISTRIB :N/A
PRODUCTIVITY : 1 polar/occ hour
COST/POLAR: 1500
O&M COST: $1S00/tut
REPLACEMENT VALUE: N/A
CUSTOMERS: CMUAN :
CUSTOMERS: MILITARY : 20%
TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACIUTY: LANGELY 8 ft
COUNTRY : USA
ADDRESS : Langley Research Center, Applied Aero Div.
STATE/PROV. : VA
CONTACT : Blair Gloss
TITLE : NIA
CITY : Hampton
ZIP/POSTAL CODE : 23665-5225
PHONE : (804)864-5113
FAX : (804)864-5023
TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 2.2x2.2
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Square
TEST SECTION WALLS : N/A
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0.2 to 1A
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 4.1M/ft
(SEMI SPAN) : N/A
OPERATING TEMP, C : 38 to 49
F: 100 to 120
MODEL SPAN/TUNNEL WIDTH : N/A
OPERATING PRESSURE, atm : 1.1 to 2
SHELL MATERIAL : Carbon steel
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, atm :
INTERNALS MATERIAL : Carbon & Stainless steel
COOUNG SYSTEM : Water
THERMAL INSULATION : None
PLENUM CARTS : N/A
TEST SECTION CARTS : NIA
TEST GAS : Air
DRIVE POWER : 25000 Hp
PRESSURIZATION RATE : 30 psl/hr
feet: 7.1x7.1
FLOW QUALITY-TURBULENCE :N/A
FLOW QUALITY-NOISE @ M=.8 : N/A
FLOW QLTY-ANGLE, deg : 0.01
FLOW QUAtJTY-S./_GRADIENT : NIA
FLOW QUALITY-MACH DISTRIB : NIA
PRODUCTIVITY : NIA
COST/POLAR: NIA
O&M COST: $62K/wk
REPLACEMENT VALUE: N/A
CUSTOMERS: CIVIUAN : N/A
CUSTOMERS: MILITARY : N/A
TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY : LANGELY NTF
COUNTRY : USA
ADDRESS : Langley Research Center, Applied Aero Div.
STATE/PROV. : VA
CONTACT : Blair Gloss
TITLE: N/A
CITY : Hampton
ZIP/POSTAL CODE : 23665-S22S
PHONE: (804)864-5113
FAX : (004)s04-so23
TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 2.5x2_5
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Square
TEST SECTION WALLS : N/A
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0.2to 1.2
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 150M/ft
(SEMI SPAN) : N/A
OPERATING TEMP, C : -580 to 66
F: -320 to 150
MODEL SPAN/TUNNEL WIDTH :N/A
OPERATING PRESSURE, aim : I to 0.8
SHELL MATERIAL : Stainless steel
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, atzn : 8.8
INTERNALS MATERIAL : Ai, Ni steel, composite
COOUNG SYSTEM : Water & liquid n_ogen
THERMAL INSULATION :Yes
PLENUM CARTS : N/A
TEST SECTION CARTS : None
TEST GAS : Air and nitrogen
DRIVE POWER : 120000 Hp
PRESSURIZATION RATE : 1 psgmin
feet: 0.2)(8.2
FLOW QUALIfY-TURBULENCE :N/A
FLOW QUAtJTY-NOISE _ M=-.8 : N/A
FLOW QLTY-ANGLE, deg : 0.15
FLOW QUALJTY-S.A_GRADIENT : N/A
FLOW QUALITY-MACH DISTRIB : 0.002
PRODUCTIVITY : 500 polars/yr
COST/POLAR: N/A
O&M COST: SSS0K/yr
REPLACEMENT VALUE: N/A
CUSTOMERS: CIVIUAN : N/A
CUSTOMERS: MILITARY : N/A
FACILITY: MDA-E 4x4 ft
COUNTRY : USA
ADDRESS : NIA
8TATE/PROV. : MO
CONTACT : NIA
TITLE : NIA
TRANSONIC WiND TUNNELS
CITY : St. Louis
ZIP/POSTAL CODE :
PHONE : N/A
FAX : NIA
TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 1.2xl.2 feet: 4x4
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Rectangular
TEST SECTION WALLS : Porous
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0.3 to 1.80
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : lgM/ff
(SEMI SPAN) : NIA
OPERATING TEMP, C : 37.8
F: 100
MODEL SPAN/TUNNEL WIDTH :0.5
OPERATING PRESSURE, atm : 0.6 to 6
SHELL MATERIAL : Carbon steel
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, atm :
INTERNALS MATERIAL : AI or stainless
COOWNG SYSTEM : NIA
THERMAL INSULATION : None
PLENUM CARTS : One
TEST SECTION CARTS : N/A
TEST GAS : Air
DRIVE POWER : NIA
PRESSURIZATION RATE : On set point in 3-5 sec.
FLOW QUALITY-TURBULENCE :1.15%
FLOW QUALITY-NOISE @ M=.8 : 143 dB
FLOW QLTY-ANGLE, deg : 0.1
FLOW QUALITY-S.A.GRADIENT : NIA
FLOW QUALITY-MACH DISTRIB :0.0015
PRODUCTIVITY : 5 polarlocc hour
COST/POLAR: 118
O&M COST: N/A
REPLACEMENT VALUE: $10 M
CUSTOMERS: CIVILIAN : 10%
CUSTOMERS: MILITARY : 90%
FACILITY: Rockwell 7x7 Ft.
COUNTRY : USA
ADDRESS : N/A
STATE/PROV. : N/A
CONTACT :N/A
TITLE : N/A
TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS
CITY : N/A
ZIP/POSTAL CODE :
PHONE : N/A
FAX : N/A
TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 2.1x2.1 feet: 7x7
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Square
TEST SECTION WALLS : Solid
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 1.4 to 3.S
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 9M/ft
(SEMI SPAN) : N/A
OPERATING TEMP, C : 21
F: 70
MODEL SPAN/TUNNEL WIDTH :0.75
OPERATING PRESSURE, arm : 2 to 7
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, aim : N/A
INTERNALS MATERIAL : Steel
COOLING SYSTEM : None
THERMAL INSULATION :None
PLENUM CARTS : One
TEST SECTION CARTS : One
TEST GAS : Air
DRIVE POWER" Blowdown (10,000 Hp Compressors)
PRESSURIZATION RATE : 2S rain
FLOW QUALITY-TURBULENCE :1.1
FLOW QUALITY-NOISE Q M=.8 : 160 dB
FLOW QLTY-ANGLE, deg : 0.18
FLOW QUALITY-S.A.GRADIENT : N/A
FLOW QUALITY-MACH DISTRIB :0.003
PRODUCTIVITY :2 polars/occ hour, 2400 polare/year
COST/POLAR: $1500/polar
O&M COST: N/A
REPLACEMENT VALUE: $70 M
CUSTOMERS: CIVILIAN : 45%
CUSTOMERS: MILITARY : Sb%
TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY: Vought 4x4 ft Intermittent Blowdown
COUNTRY : USA
ADDRESS : NIA
STATE/PROV. : 13(
CONTACT : N/A
TITLE : NIA
CITY : Dallas
ZIP/POSTAL CODE :
PHONE : N/A
FAX : N/A
TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 1.2xl.2 feet: 4x4
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Rectangular
TEST SECTION WALLS : 90 deg holes (22.5% poros)
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0.4 to 1.8
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 15M/ft
(SEMI SPAN) : N/A
OPERATING TEMP, C : 38
F: 100
MODEL SPAN/TUNNEL WIDTH : 0.7
OPERATING PRESSURE, atm : 1.35 to 2.75
SHELL MATERIAL : Stainless steel
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, atm :
INTERNALS MATERIAL : AI or stainless
COOUNG SYSTEM : None
THERMAL INSULATION :None
PLENUM CARTS : One
TEST SECTION CARTS : One
TEST GAS : Air
DRIVE POWER : 8000 Hp compressor
PRESSURIZATION RATE : 5 psi/min
FLOW QUALITY-TURBULENCE :0.05%
FLOW QUALITY-NOISE @ Ms.8 : 140 dB
FLOW QLTY-ANGLE, deg : 0.05
FLOW QUALITY-S.A.GRADIENT : N/A
FLOW QUALITY-MACH DISTRIB :0.003
PRODUCTIVITY : 8 polarslocc hour
COST/POLAR: $2001polar
O&M COST: N/A
REPLACEMENT VALUE: NIA
CUSTOMERS: CIVIUAN : 10%
CUSTOMERS: MILITARY : 90%
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY: Onera S2MA
COUNTRY : France
ADDRESS : Onera Centre de Modane-Awleux-BP2S
STATE/PROV. : France
CONTACT :M. Bazin
TITLE. Deputy Director, Large Testing Deparlment
CITY : 73500 Modane
Z]PIPOSTAL CODE :
PHONE : (1)46-73-40.40
FAX : (1)46-73-41.44
TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 1.93xl.75 feet: 6.3x5.7
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Rectangular
TEST SECTION WALLS : Solid or perforated
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 1.S to 3.1
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 3.8M I,,.l(sq rt 8)
(SEMI SPAN) : 8.0
OPERATING TEMP, C : 30 to 40
F: 86 to 104
MODEL SPAN/TUNNEL WIDTH : 0.7
OPERATING PRESSURE, aim : 1.8
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, aim : 2.5 aim
INTERNALS MATERIAL : Steel
COOUNG SYSTEM : Water
THERMAL INSULATION :None
PLENUM CARTS : N/A
TEST SECTION CARTS : N/A
TEST GAS : Air
DRIVE POWER : 55 MW
PRESSURIZATION RATE : 0.2 abn/min
FLOW QUALITY-TURBULENCE :0.01%
FLOW QUALfI_-NOISE @ M=.8 : N/A
FLOW QLTY-STRM ANGLE DE 0.2
FLOW QUALrW-S.A.GRADIENT : N/A
FLOW QUAUTY-MACH DISTRIB : 0.01
PRODUCTIVn'Y : 1500 hrs/yr, 6 polarlocc hour
COST/POLAR: N/A
O&M COST: N/A
REPLACEMENT VALUE: N/A
CUSTOMERS: CIVIUAN : 10
CUSTOMERS: MILITARY : 90 /
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY : Onera S3MA
COUNTRY : France
ADDRESS : Onera Centre de Modane-Auleux-BP25
STATE/PROV. : France
CONTACT : M. Bazin
TITLE : Deputy Director, Large Testing Deparbnent
CITY : 73500 Modane
ZIP/POSTAL CODE :
PHONE : (1)46-73-40-40
FAX : (1)46-73-41-44
TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 0.76x0.80 feet: 2.5x2.6
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Rectangular
TEST SECTION WALLS : Solid
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 3A to 5.5
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 5 M I=.l(sq rt S)
(SEMI SPAN) : N/A
OPERATING TEMP, C : 15 to 350
F: 59 to 662
MODEL SPAN/TUNNEL WIDTH :0.7
OPERATING PRESSURE, _ : 7
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, atrn : 0 arm
INTERNALS MATERIAL : N/A
COOLING SYSTEM : N/A
THERMAL INSULATION :N/A
PLENUM CARTS : N/A
TEST SECTION CARTS : N/A
TEST GAS : Air
DRIVE POWER : Blowdown
PRESSURIZATION RATE : N/A
FLOW QUALITY-TURBULENCE :0.25%
FLOW QUAUTY-NOISE @ M=.8 : N/A
FLOW QLTY-STRM ANGLE DE 0.2
FLOW QUALITY-S.A.GRADIENT : N/A
FLOW QUALITY-MACH DISTRIB :0.01
PRODUCTIVITY :4 polarlocc hour
COST/POLAR: N/A
O&M COST: N/A
REPLACEMENT VALUE: N/A
CUSTOMERS: CIVIUAN : 10
CUSTOMERS: MILITARY : 90
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY"DLR 0.5 m DIA Gottingen
COUNTRY : Germany
ADDRESS • Institute of Experimental Fluid Mechanics
STATEPROV. : D-37073 Goffingen
CONTACT : Dr. Paul Krogrnann
TITLE : NIA
CITY : Bunsens_r.10
ZIP/POSTAL CODE :
PHONE: 49(551)709-2268
FAX : 49(551)709-2889
| v f
TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 0.5
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Circular
TEST SECTION WALLS : NIA
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 5 to 6.9
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 15M/ft
(SEMI SPAN) : N/A
OPERATING TEMP, C : 427
F: 800
MODEL SPAN/TUNNEL WIDTH : N/A
OPERATING PRESSURE, atm : 39
SHELL MATERIAL : N/A
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, atm : NIA
INTERNALS MATERIAL : N/A
COOUNG SYSTEM : N/A
THERMAL INSULATION :NIA
PLENUM CARTS : NIA
TEST SECTION CARTS : N/A
TEST GAS : Air
DRIVE POWER : N/A
PRESSURIZATION RATE : NIA
feet: 1.6
FLOW QUALITY-TURBULENCE :NIA
FLOW QUAUTY-NOISE @ M=.8 : NIA
FLOW QLTY-STRM ANGLE DE 0.1
FLOW QUAUTY-S.A.GRADIENT : N/A
FLOW QUALITY-MACH DISTRIB :0.5
PRODUCTIVITY : 20 polar/day
COST/POLAR: N/A
O&M COST: N/A
REPLACEMENT VALUE: N/A
CUSTOMERS: CIVIUAN : N/A
CUSTOMERS: MILITARY : N/A
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY: DLR 0.5](0.5 m Gottingen
COUNTRY : Germany
ADDRESS : Institute of Experimental Fluid Mechanics
STATE/PROV. : D-37073 Gottingen
CONTACT :Dr. Paul Krogmann
TITLE: N/A
CITY : Bunsens_r.10
ZIP/POSTAL CODE :
PHONE : 49(551)709-2268
FAX : 49(551)709-2689
TEST SECTION SIZE, rn : 0.5x0.5
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Square
- TEST SECTION WALLS : N/A
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 2.8 to 4.5
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 23M/ft
(SEMI SPAN) : N/A
OPERATING TEMP, C : 127
F: 260
MODEL SPAN/TUNNEL WIDTH :N/A
OPERATING PRESSURE, arm : 10
SHELL MATERIAL : N/A
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, atm : N/A
INTERNALS MATERIAL : N/A
COOLING SYSTEM : N/A
THERMAL INSULATION :N/A
PLENUM CARTS : N/A
TEST SECTION CARTS : Rear sting
TEST GAS : Air
DRIVE POWER : N/A
PRESSURIZATION RATE : N/A
feet: 1.6x1.6
FLOW QUALITY-TURBULENCE :N/A
FLOW QUALITY-NOISE @ M=.8 : N/A
FLOW QLTY-STRM ANGLE DE 0.1
FLOW QUALITY-S.A.GRADIENT : N/A
FLOW QUALITY-MACH DISTRIB :0.5
PRODUCTIVITY : 20 polar/day
COST/POLAR: N/A
O&M COST: N/A
REPLACEMENT VALUE: N/A
CUSTOMERS: CIVIUAN : N/A
CUSTOMERS: MILITARY : N/A
FACILITY: DLR 0.6 m DIA H2K
COUNTRY : Germany
ADDRESS : DLR Wind Tunnel Division
STATE/PROV. : Koln
CONTACT :Helmut Esch
TITLE : N/A
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
CITY : Under Hohe
ZIP/POSTAL CODE : D-51147
PHONE : (49)22036012345
FAX : (49)22038012085
TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 0.6
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Circular
TEST SECTION WALLS : Free jet
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 5.3 to 11.2
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 6M/ft
(SEMI SPAN) : N/A
OPERATING TEMP, C : 1125
F: 2057
MODEL SPAN/TUNNEL WIDTH :0.S
OPERATING PRESSURE, atm : 39
SHELL MATERIAL : Stainless steel
feet: 2.0
FLOW QUALITY-TURBULENCE :NIA
FLOW QUALITY-NOISE @ Ms.8 : N/A
FLOW QLTY-STRM ANGLE DE N/A
FLOW QUALITY-S.A.GRADIENT : NIA
FLOW QUALITY-MACH DIS'FRIB :NIA
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, atm : 1 arm PRODUCTIVITY : 12 runs/day
INTERNALS MATERIAL : Mixed normal, steinless steel COST/POLAR: N/A
COOUNG SYSTEM" Water O&M COST: $100,000 for typical 100 run programs
REPLACEMENT VALUE: N/A
THERMAL INSULATION : None
PLENUM CARTS : N/A
TEST SECTION CARTS : N/A
TEST GAS : Air
DRIVE POWER : Blow down, (5.0 MW heating) CUSTOMERS: CIVIUAN : N/A
PRESSURIZATION RATE : N/A CUSTOMERS: MILITARY : N/A
_J
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
.*
FACILITY : DLR 0.6x0.6 m TMK
COUNTRY : Germany
ADDRESS : DLR Wind Tunnel Division
STAI-cJPROV. : Koln
CONTACT : Helmut Escb
TITLE : N/A
CITY : Under Hohe
ZIP/POSTAL CODE : D-51147
PHONE : (49) 22036012345
FAX : (49)2203601208S
TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 0.6x0.6 feet: 2.0x2.0
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Square
- TEST SECTION WALLS • Perforated, 6% open area ratio, 300 Inclined holes
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0.5 to 4.5
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 24M/ft
(SEMi SPAN) : N/A
OPERATING TEMP, C : Ambient to 277
F : Ambient to 464
MODEL SPAN/TUNNEL WIDTH : 0.3
OPERATING PRESSURE, abn : N/A
SHELL MATERIAL : N/A
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, aim : N/A
INTERNALS MATERIAL : N/A
COOLING SYSTEM : N/A
THERMAL INSULATION :None
PLENUM CARTS : One
TEST SECTION CARTS : Three
TEST GAS : Air
DRIVE POWER : Blow down, 1000 cubic meter at 59 atnn
PRESSURIZATION RATE : N/A
FLOW QUALITY-TURBULENCE :0.5%
FLOW QUALITY-NOISE @ M=.8 : N/A
FLOW QLTY-STRM ANGLE DE 0.3
FLOW QUAUTY-S.A.GRADIENT : N/A
FLOW QUALfTY-MACH DISTRIB :0.5
PRODUCTIVITY : 10 polars/day
COST/POLAR: N/A
O&M COST: $144,000 for 100 runs
REPLACEMENT VALUE: N/A
CUSTOMERS: CIVIUAN : N/A
CUSTOMERS: MiLITARY : N/A
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY" DLR 1.2 m (HEG) Gottingen
COUNTRY : Germany
ADDRESS : Institute of Experimental Fluid Mechanics
STATE/PROV. : D-37073 Gottingen
CONTACT :Dr. G. Eitalberg
TITLE: N/A
CITY : Bunsenatr.10
ZJP/POSTAL CODE :
PHONE : 49(551)709-22M
FAX : 49(551)709-2889
TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 1.2
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Circular
• TEST SECTION WALLS : Solid
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 7to 10
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : N/A
(SEMI SPAN) : N/A
OPERATING TEMP, C : 727 to 1727
F: 1325 to 312S
MODEL SPAN/TUNNEL WIDTH :N/A
OPERATING PRESSURE, arm : 2
SHELL MATERIAL : Stainless steel
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, atm : 10 arm
INTERNALS MATERIAL : Stainless steel
COOUNG SYSTEM : None
THERMAL INSULATION :None
PLENUM CARTS : None
TEST SECTION CARTS : Two
TEST GAS : Alr, nltrogen, argon
DRIVE POWER : Free piston
PRESSURIZATION RATE : N/A
feet: 3.9
FLOW QUALITY-TURBULENCE :N/A
FLOW QUALITY-NOISE Q M=.8 : N/A
FLOW QLTY-STRM ANGLE DE N/A
FLOW QUAUTY-S.A.GRADIENT : N/A
FLOW QUALITY-MACH DISTRIB : N/A
PRODUCTIVITY : 1 polar/day
COST/POLAR: N/A
O&M COST: N/A
REPLACEMENT VALUE: N/A
CUSTOMERS: CIVILIAN : N/A
CUSTOMERS: MILITARY : N/A
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY" DLR lm x lm Transonic Goffingen
COUNTRY : Gemmny
ADDRESS : Hauptabtellung WindkanaI-Abteilung Gottlngen
STATE/PROV. : GotUngen
CONTACT :Dr. Fritz Leffiaus
TITLE : N/A
CITY : Bunsenslbrabe 10
ZIP/POSTAL CODE : D-37073
PHONE : (49) 551-709-1
FAX : (49) 551-709-2179
TEST SECTION SIZE, rn : lxl feet: 3.3x3.3
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Square
TEST SECTION WALLS : Flexible level nozzle
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 1.33 to 2.21
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 1.8M I=.l(sq rt S)
(SEMI SPAN) : N/A
OPERATING TEMP, C : 20 to 42
F : 68 to 107
MODEL SPAN/TUNNEL WIDTH :0.SS
OPERATING PRESSURE, atm : 0.3 to 1.48
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, atzn : N/A
INTERNALS MATERIAL : N/A
COOUNG SYSTEM : Water
THERMAL INSULATION :None
PLENUM CARTS : Three
TEST SECTION CARTS : N/A
TEST GAS : Air
DRIVE POWER : 12 MW
PRESSURIZATION RATE : 0.1 atna/min
FLOW QUALITY-TURBULENCE :0.05%
FLOW QUALITY-NOISE @ M=.8 : N/A
FLOW QLTY-STRM ANGLE DE 0.05
FLOW QUAUTY-S.A.GRADIENT : N/A
FLOW QUALITY-MACH DISTRIB :0.001
PRODUCTIVITY : Polerl2 min
COST/POLAR: N/A
O&M COST: $20,000/dey
REPLACEMENT VALUE: N/A
CUSTOMERS: CMUAN : N/A
CUSTOMERS: MILITARY : N/A
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY" European Transonic Windtunnel GmbH
COUNTRY : Germany
ADDRESS : 906116 D-51127
STATE/PROV. :
CONTACT :T. B. Saunders
TITLE • Managing Director
CITY : Koln
ZIP/POSTAL CODE :
PHONE : 0220360901
FAX : 02203-609124
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TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 2.0x2A feet: 6.6x7.9
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Rectangular
TEST SECTION WALLS : Slotted
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0.15 to 1.3
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 61M/ft
(SEMI SPAN) : 83M at M-0.9
OPERATING TEMP, C : -183 to 40
F : -297 to 104
MODEL SPAN/TUNNEL WIDTH :0.66
OPERATING PRESSURE, atrn : 1.23 to 4A
SHELL MATERIAL : Stainless steel
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, atm : 5.1 atnt
INTERNALS MATERIAL : Stainless Steel
COOUNG SYSTEM : Liquid nitrogen
THERMAL INSULATION :lntamal
PLENUM CARTS : NIA
TEST SECTION CARTS : Three
TEST GAS : Nitrogen
DRIVE POWER : 60 MW
PRESSURIZATION RATE : 1 arm/rain
FLOW QUALITY-TURBULENCE :0.05%
FLOW QUAUTY-NOISE @ M=.8 : 0.004 Cp
FLOW QLTY-STRM ANGLE DE 0.1
FLOW QUALITY-S.A.GRADIENT : 0.02 degree/meter
FLOW QUALITY-MACH DISTRIB :0.001
PRODUCTIVITY : 6000/year, 3 runs/shift
COST/POLAR: N/A
O&M COST: N/A
REPLACEMENT VALUE: NIA
CUSTOMERS: CIVILIAN : 100
CUSTOMERS: MILITARY : 0
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
-._.J FACILITY: NAL 2 m
COUNTRY : Japan
ADDRESS : National Aerospace Laboratory
STATEJPROV. : Tokyo
CONTACT : I. Kawamoto
TITLE : Head, Transonic Wind Tunnel
CITY" 7-44-1 Jindaijihigashi-Machi
Chofu-shi
ZJP/POSTAL CODE"
PHONE" N/A
FAX" 81 42249-0793
TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 2)(2 feet: 6.6x6.6
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Rectangular
TEST SECTION WALLS • Slotted, perforated
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0.1 to 1A
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 6M/ft
(SEMI SPAN) : 22M at M=0.8
OPERATING TEMP, C : 40 to 60
F: 104 to 140
MODEL SPAN/TUNNEL WIDTH : 0.6
OPERATING PRESSURE, arm : 0.39 to 1A8
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, atm : 0.1 to ZA aim
INTERNALS MATERIAL : N/A
COOUNG SYSTEM : Water
THERMAL INSULATION :None
PLENUM CARTS : One
TEST SECTION CARTS : Three
TEST GAS : Air
FLOW QUAtJTY-TURBULENCE :1.0
FLOW QUALfTY-NOISE @ M=.8 : N/A
FLOW QLTY-STRM ANGLE DE 0.09
FLOW QUALITY-S.A.GRADIENT : N/A
FLOW QUALITY-MACH DISTRIB :0.003
PRODUCTIVITY : 16 polars4day
COST/POLAR: 3000
O&M COST: $11 M
REPLACEMENT VALUE: $300 M (1993)
DRIVE POWER : 22.5 MW main blower and 8 MW auxiliary CUSTOMERS: CIVIUAN • 92
PRESSURIZATION RATE" 5 kPa/min for Pressurization and -2.5 kPahnin VacuglIISTOMERS: M/IJTARY • 8
FACILITY: NLR 1.2xl.2
COUNTRY : Netherlands
ADDRESS :
STATEPROV. :
CONTACT : Henk A. Dambrink
TITLE : NIA
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
CITY : Amsterdam
ZIP/POSTAL CODE :
PHONE : 31-0-20-5113399
FAX : 31-0-20-5113210
TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 1.2xl.2 feet: 3.94x3.94
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Rectangular
• TEST SECTION WALLS : Solid
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 1.3 to 4
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 37M/ft
(SEMI SPAN) : NIA
OPERATING TEMP, C : Ambient
F : Ambient
MODEL SPAN/TUNNEL WIDTH :0.7
OPERATING PRESSURE, atm : lS
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, atm : 19 aim
INTERNALS MATERIAL : Steel
COOLING SYSTEM : None
THERMAL INSULATION : None
PLENUM CARTS : None
TEST SECTION CARTS : None
TEST GAS : Air
DRIVE POWER : 2 x 4.5 MW Compressor, Blowdown
PRESSURIZATION RATE : 30 rain
FLOW QUALITY-TURBULENCE :N/A
FLOW QUALITY-NOISE @ M=.8 : NIA
FLOW QLTY-STRM ANGLE DE 0.3
FLOW QUAUTY-S.h_GRADIENT : NIA
FLOW QUALITY-MACH DISTRIB :0.01
PRODUCTIVITY : 2 polarlhr
COST/POLAR: 2000
O&M COST: $2 M/year
REPLACEMENT VALUE: $25 M
CUSTOMERS: CIVIUAN : 50
CUSTOMERS: MILITARY : 90
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY: BAe 1.22xl.22 rn Blowdown, Warton
COUNTRY : UK
ADDRESS : Warton Aerodrome
STATE/PROV. : Lancashire
CONTACT : N. D. Davey
TITLE : Chief Wind Tunnel Engineer
CITY : Warton Preston
ZIP/POSTAL CODE : PR4 lAX
PHONE : (0772) 633333
FAX : (0772) 855501
TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 1.22xl.22
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Square
- TEST SECTION WALLS : Solid
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 1A to 4.0
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 22M/ft
(SEMI SPAN) : N/A
OPERATING TEMP, C : Ambient
F : Ambient
MODEL SPAN/TUNNEL WIDTH :N/A
OPERATING PRESSURE, arm : 10
SHELL MATERIAL : N/A
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, atTn : N/A
INTERNALS MATERIAL : N/A
COOLING SYSTEM : N/A
THERMAL INSULATION :N/A
PLENUM CARTS : N/A
TEST SECTION CARTS : N/A
TEST GAS : Air
DRIVE POWER : Blowdown 4000 KPa (600 psi}
PRESSURIZATION RATE : N/A
feet: 4x4
FLOW QUALITY-TURBULENCE :N/A
FLOW QUALITY-NOISE O M=.8 : N/A
FLOW QLTY-STRM ANGLE DE N/A
FLOW QUALITY-S.A.GRADIENT : N/A
FLOW QUALrTY..MACH DISTRIB :N/A
PRODUCTIVITY : N/A
COST/POLAR: N/A
O&M COST: N/A
REPLACEMENT VALUE: N/A
CUSTOMERS: CIVIUAN : N/A
CUSTOMERS: MILITARY : N/A
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY: DRA 3x4 ft Bedford High Supersonic
COUNTRY : UK
ADDRESS : DRA Bedford
STATE/PROV. :
CONTACT :John Warren
TITLE : 3x4 ft Tunnel Manager
CITY : Bedfordshire
ZIP/POSTAL CODE : MK41 6AE
PHONE : (0234)22S973
FAX : (0234)225848
TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 0.9x1._ feet: 3x4
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Rectangular
TEST SECTION WALLS • Solid, variable geometry throat
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 2.5 to S.0
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 13M/ft
(SEMi SPAN) : N/A
OPERATING TEMP, C : Ambient to 150
F : Ambient to 302
MODEL SPAN/TUNNEL WIDTH :N/A
OPERATING PRESSURE, arm : 0.1 to 12
SHELL MATERIAL : N/A
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, atm : N/A
INTERNALS MATERIAL : N/A
COOUNG SYSTEM : N/A
THERMAL INSULATION :N/A
PLENUM CARTS : N/A
TEST SECTION CARTS : Two
TEST GAS :Alr
DRIVE POWER : 66 MW
PRESSURIZATION RATE : N/A
FLOW QUALITY-TURBULENCE :N/A
FLOW QUALITY-NOISE _ M=.8 : N/A
FLOW QLTY-STRM ANGLE DE N/A
FLOW QUAUTY-S.A.GRADIENT : N/A
FLOW QUALITY-MACH DISTRIB :N/A
PRODUCTIVITY : 12 min for 16 point polar
COST/POLAR: N/A
O&M COST: N/A
REPLACEMENT VALUE: N/A
CUSTOMERS: CMUAN : N/A
CUSTOMERS: MiLITARY: N/A -j
VSUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY: DRA 8x8 ft Bedford
COUNTRY : UK
ADDRESS : DRA Bedford
STATE/PROV. :
CONTACT : Barry Welsh
TITLE : 8x8 ft Tunnel Manager
CITY : Bedfordshire
ZIP/POSTAL CODE : MK41 6AE
PHONE : (0234)225008
FAX : (0234)225848
TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 2Ax2A
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Square
TEST SECTION WALLS : Solid
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 1.3 to 2.5
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 6M/ft
(SEMI SPAN) : NIA
OPERATING TEMP, C : 10 to 40
F: 50 to 104
MODEL SPAN/TUNNEL WIDTH :NIA
OPERATING PRESSURE, atm : 0.1 to 3.9
SHELL MATERIAL : NIA
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, atm : NIA
INTERNALS MATERIAL : N/A
COOUNG SYSTEM : YES
THERMAL INSULATION :NIA
PLENUM CARTS : NIA
TEST SECTION CARTS : Two
TEST GAS : Air
DRIVE POWER : 69 MW
PRESSURIZATION RATE : NIA
feet: 8x8
FLOW Q UALITY-TURBULENCE :NIA
FLOW QUALITY-NOISE @ M=.8 : N/A
FLOW QLTY-STRM ANGLE DE N/A
FLOW QUAUTY-S.A GRADIENT : NIA
FLOW QUAUTY-MACH DISTRIB :NIA
PRODUCTIVITY : >24 polarslday assume
COST/POLAR: N/A
O&M COST: N/A
REPLACEMENT VALUE: NIA
CUSTOMERS: CIVIUAN • N/A
CUSTOMERS: MILITARY : N/A
FACILITY:AEDC 16S
COUNTRY: USA
ADDRESS: 100KindelDrive,SuiteA327
STATE/PROV.: TN
CONTACT:DonaldC.Daniel,PhD
TITLE: ChiefScientist
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
CITY : Arnold AFB
ZIP/POSTAL CODE : 37389-1327
PHONE : (615)454-7721
FAX : N/A
TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 4.9x4.9
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Square
" TEST SECTION WALLS : Solid
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 1.5 to 4.75
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 2.3M/ft
(SEMI SPAN) : N/A
OPERATING TEMP, C : 38 to 343 possible
F : 100 to 550 possible
MODEL SPAN/rUNNEL WIDTH :0.5
OPERATING PRESSURE, arm : 0.1 to 0.8
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, aim : N/A
INTERNALS MATERIAL : Steel
COOLING SYSTEM : Water
THERMAL INSULATION :Fiberglass pads internal
PLENUM CARTS : N/A
TEST SECTION CARTS : Three haft carts
TEST GAS : Air
DRIVE POWER : 2-35K Hp, 2-83K Hp electric motors
PRESSURIZATION RATE : 0.5 psi/rain
feet: 15x16
FLOW QUALITY-TURBULENCE :0.3%
FLOW QUALITY-NOISE @ Me.6 : <131 dB
FLOW QLTY-STRM ANGLE DE 0.3
FLOW QUALITY-S./_GRADIENT : NIA
FLOW QUALITY-MACH DISTRIB : N/A
PRODUCTIVITY : 6 polarlair-on-hr
COST/POLAR: N/A
O&M COST: $8000/occ hr
REPLACEMENT VALUE: N/A
CUSTOMERS: CIVIUAN : N/A
CUSTOMERS: MILITARY : N/A
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SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY: AEDC Tunnel A
COUNTRY : USA
ADDRESS : 100 Kindel Drive, Suite A237
STATE/PROV. : TN
CONTACT :Donald C. Daniel, PhD
TITLE : Chief Scientist
CITY : Arnold AFB
ZIP/POSTAL CODE : 37389-1327
PHONE : (615)4S4-7721
FAX : N/A
TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 1.0xl.0
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Square
• TEST SECTION WALLS : Solid
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 1.5 to 5.5
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 8.5M/ft
(SEMI SPAN) : N/A
OPERATING TEMP, C : 38 to 182
F: 100 to 360
MODEL SPAN/TUNNEL WIDTH :0.65
OPERATING PRESSURE, arm : 0A to 10
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, atrn : N/A
INTERNALS MATERIAL : Steel
COOLING SYSTEM : Water
THERMAL INSULATION : N/A
PLENUM CARTS : N/A
TEST SECTION CARTS : NIA
TEST GAS : Air
DRIVE POWER : 92.5 K Hp
PRESSURIZATION RATE : 40 rain
feet: 3.3x3.3
FLOW QUALITY-TURBULENCE :0.07%
FLOW QUALITY-NOISE @ M=.8 : 101.9 dB
FLOW QLTY-STRM ANGLE DE 0.2
FLOW QUALITY-S.A.GRADIENT : N/A
FLOW QUALITY-MACH DISTRIB :0.018
PRODUCTIVITY : 20 polarlair-on-hr
COST/POLAR: NIA
O&M COST: $6000/occ hr
REPLACEMENT VALUE: N/A
CUSTOMERS: CIVIUAN : N/A
CUSTOMERS: MILITARY : N/A
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY: AEDC Tunnel B
COUNTRY : USA
ADDRESS : 100 Kindel Drive, Suite A237
STATE/PROV. : TN
CONTACT :Donald C. Daniel, PhD
TITLE : Chief SclenUst
CITY : Arnold AFB
ZIP/POSTAL CODE : 37389-1327
PHONE : (61S_7721
FAX : N/A
TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 1.3
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Circular
TEST SECTION WALLS : Solid
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 6 and 8
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 4.TM/ft
(SEM SPAN) : N/A
OPERATING TEMP, C : 199 to 47S
F: 390 to 890
MODEL SPAN/TUNNEL WIDTH :0.SS
OPERATING PRESSURE, at;n : 2.7 to $8
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, aim : N/A
INTERNALS MATERIAL : Steel
COOUNG SYSTEM : Water
THERMAL INSULATION :Stilling chamber
PLENUM CARTS : N/A
TEST SECTION CARTS : N/A
TEST GAS : Air
DRIVE POWER : 92.S K Hp
PRESSURIZATION RATE : 60 rain
feet: 4.2
FLOW QUAUTY-TURBULENCE :0AS%
FLOW QUALITY-NOISE _ M=.8" N/A
FLOW QLTY-STRM ANGLE DE 0.1
FLOW QUAUTY-S.A.GRADIENT : N/A
FLOW QUAUTY-MACH DISTRIB :0.03
PRODUCTIVITY : 20 poierlair-on-hr
COST/POLAR: N/A
O&M COST: $6000/oc¢ hr
REPLACEMENT VALUE: N/A
CUSTOMERS: CIVIUAN : N/A
CUSTOMERS: MILITARY : N/A
_...j
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SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
°
FACILITY: AEDC Tunnel C
COUNTRY : USA
ADDRESS : 100 Kindel Drive, Suite A237
STATE/PROV. : TN
CONTACT : Donald C. Daniel, PhD
TITLE : Chief Scientist
CITY : Arnold AFB
ZIP/POSTAL CODE : 37389-1327
PHONE : (615)454-7721
FAX : N/A
TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 1.3
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Circular
- TEST SECTION WALLS : Solid
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 4,8, and 10
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 7.8M/ff
(SEMI SPAN) : N/A
OPERATING TEMP, C : 1060
F: 1440
MODEL SPAN/TUNNEL WIDTH :0.55
OPERATING PRESSURE, atm : 13.6 to 129
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, atm : N/A
INTERNALS MATERIAL : Steel
COOLING SYSTEM : Water
THERMAL INSULATION :Stilling chamber
PLENUM CARTS : N/A
TEST SECTION CARTS : N/A
TEST GAS : Air
DRIVE POWER : 92.5 K Hp
PRESSURIZATION RATE : 80 rain
feet: 4.2
FLOW QUALITY-TURBULENCE :N/A
FLOW QUALITY-NOISE @ M=.8 : N/A
FLOW QLTY-STRM ANGLE DE 0.12
FLOW QUAU'W-S.A.GRADIENT : N/A
FLOW QUALITY-MACH DISTRIB :0.07
PRODUCTIVITY : 10 polarlair-on-hr
COST/POLAR: N/A
O&M COST: $6000/occ hr
REPLACEMENT VALUE: N/A
CUSTOMERS: CIVIUAN : N/A
CUSTOMERS: MILITARY : N/A
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FAQLn'Y: AMES 8x7 ft N-227C
COUNTRY : USA
ADDRESS : Ames Research Center
STATE/PROV. : CA
CONTACT :Dr. Robert Rosen
TN'LE : Assistant Director for Program Development
CITY : Moffett Field
ZIP/POSTAL CODE : 9403S-1000
PHONE : (415)604-5333
FAX : N/A
TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 2.4x2.1 feet: 8x7
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Rectangular
TEST SECTION WALLS : Solid
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 2.5 to 3.5
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 5.2M/ft
(SEMI SPAN) : N/A
OPERATING TEMP, C : 21 to 60
F: 70 to 140
MODEL SPAN/TUNNEL WIDTH : N/A
OPERATING PRESSURE, arm : N/A
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, atm : 2.5
INTERNALS MATERIAL : Steel
COOLING SYSTEM : Water
THERMAL INSULATION :None
PLENUM CARTS : None
TEST SECTION CARTS : None
TEST GAS : Air
DRIVE POWER : 180000 Hp
PRESSURIZATION RATE : 50000 SCFM
FLOW QUAUTY-TURBULENCE :N/A
FLOW QUALITY-NOISE Q M=.8 : N/A
FLOW QLTY-STRM ANGLE DE N/A
FLOW QUAUTY-S.A.GRADIENT : N/A
FLOW QUALITY-MACH DISTRIB :N/A
PRODUCTIVITY : 1 polarl30 min
COST/POLAR: N/A
O&M COST: $7000/occ hr
REPLACEMENT VALUE: N/A
CUSTOMERS: CIVILIAN : N/A
CUSTOMERS: MILITARY : N/A
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
.-
FACILITY: AMES 9x7 ft N-227B
COUNTRY : USA
ADDRESS : Ames Research Center
STATEPROV. : CA
CONTACT :Dr. Robert Rosen
TITLE : Assistant Director for Program Development
CITY : Moffett Field
ZIP/POSTAL CODE : 94035-1000
PHONE : (415)604-5333
FAX : NIA
TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 2.7x2.1 feet: 9x7
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Rectangular
TEST SECTION WALLS : Solid
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 1.55 to 2.5
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 6.5M/ft
(SEMI SPAN) : N/A
OPERATING TEMP, C : N/A
F: N/A
MODEL SPANrrUNNEL WIDTH :NIA
OPERATING PRESSURE, atm : N/A
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, atm : 2.5
INTERNALS MATERIAL : N/A
COOLING SYSTEM : Water
THERMAL INSULATION :None
PLENUM CARTS : None
TEST SECTION CARTS : None
TEST GAS : Air
DRIVE POWER : 180000 Hp
PRESSURIZATION RATE : 50000 SCFM
FLOW QUALITY-TURBULENCE :
FLOW QUALITY-NOISE @ M=.8 : N/A
FLOW QLTY-STRM ANGLE DE N/A
FLOW QUALITY-S.A.GRADIENT : NIA
FLOW QUALITY-MACH DISTRIB : N/A
PRODUCTIVITY : 1 polarl30 min
COST/POLAR: N/A
O&M COST: $7000/occ hr
REPLACEMENT VALUE: N/A
CUSTOMERS: CMUAN • N/A
CUSTOMERS: MILITARY : N/A
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY" Fluidyne 5.5x5.5 ft.
COUNTRY : USA
ADDRESS : 5900 Olson Memorial Highway
STATE/PROV. : MN
CONTACT :Richard Brssket
TITLE : Vice President
CITY : Minneapolis
ZiP/POSTAL CODE : 55422
PHONE : 612-544-2721
FAX : 612-546-5617
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TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 1.7xl.7
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Square
TEST SECTION WALLS : Slotted
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0to 1.15
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 81Vl/ft
(SEMI SPAN) : N/A
OPERATING TEMP, C : 38
F: 100
MODEL SPAN/TUNNEL WIDTH : N/A
OPERATING PRESSURE, atm : 1
SHELL MATERIAL : Steel
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, atrn : 1 arm
INTERNALS MATERIAL : AI on steel
COOLING SYSTEM : None
THERMAL INSULATION : None
PLENUM CARTS : NIA
TEST SECTION CARTS : N/A
TEST GAS : Air
DRIVE POWER : Air ejectors
PRESSURIZATION RATE : N/A
feet: $.Sx5.5
FLOW QUALITY-TURBULENCE :N/A
FLOW QUALITY-NOISE @ M=.8 : N/A
FLOW QLTY-STRM ANGLE DE N/A
FLOW QUALITY-S.A.GRADIENT : NIA
FLOW QUAUTY-MACH DISTRIB :NIA
PRODUCTIVITY : 1 polar/oct hour
COST/POLAR: N/A
O&M COST: $1500/test
REPLACEMENT VALUE: NIA
CUSTOMERS: CIVIUAN : N/A
CUSTOMERS: MILITARY : N/A
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FACILITY: MDA-E 4x4 ft
COUNTRY : USA
ADDRESS : N/A
STATE/PROV. : N/A
CONTACT : N/A
TITLE : N/A
CITY : N/A
ZIP/POSTAL CODE : N/A
PHONE : N/A
FAX : N/A
TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 1.2xl.2 feet: 4x4
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Rectangular
TEST SECTION WALLS : Porous
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 0.3 tO 5.5
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 48M
(SEMI SPAN) : N/A
OPERATING TEMP, C : 38
F: 100
MODEL SPAN/TUNNEL WIDTH :0.5
OPERATING PRESSURE, arm : 0.6 to 27
SHELL MATERIAL : Carbon steel
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, atm : 2 arm
INTERNALS MATERIAL : AI or stainless
COOUNG SYSTEM : N/A
THERMAL INSULATION :None
PLENUM CARTS : One
TEST SECTION CARTS : NIA
TEST GAS : Air
DRIVE POWER : N/A
PRESSURIZATION RATE : On set point in 3-5 sec.
FLOW QUALITY-TURBULENCE :1.15
FLOW QUALITY-NOISE @ M=.8 : 143 dB
FLOW QLTY-STRM ANGLE DE 0.1
FLOW QUAUTY-S.A.GRADIENT : N/A
FLOW QUALITY-MACH DISTRIB :0.0015
PRODUCTIVrW : 2 min for polar (30deg)
COST/POLAR: 677
O&M COST: N/A
REPLACEMENT VALUE: $35 M
CUSTOMERS: CIVIUAN : 10
CUSTOMERS: MILITARY : 90
FACIUTY: Rockwell 7x7 ft.
COUNTRY : USA
ADDRESS : N/A
STATE/PROV. : N/A
CONTACT :N/A
TITLE: N/A
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
CITY: N/A
ZIP/POSTAL CODE :
PHONE : N/A
FAX : N/A
TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 2.1x 2.1 feet: 7x 7
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Square
TEST SECTION WALLS : Solid
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 1.4 to 3.S
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 19M/ft
(SEMI SPAN) : 19M/ft
OPERATING TEMP, C : 21
F:70
MODEL SPAN/TUNNEL WIDTH :0.75
OPERATING PRESSURE, arm : 2 to 7
SHELL MATERIAL : StNI
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, atm: N/A
INTERNALS MATERIAL : Steel
COOLING SYSTEM : None
THERMAL INSULATION :None
PLENUM CANTS : One
TEST SECTION CARTS : One
TEST GAS : Air
DRIVE POWER : Blowdown (10,000 HP Compre=sore)
PRESSURIZATION RATE : 25 rain
FLOW QUAUTY-TURBULENCE :1.1
FLOW QUALITY-NOISE @ M=.8 : lS0 dB
FLOW QLTY-STRM ANGLE DE 0.18
FLOW QUALfTY-S./_GRADIENT : N/A
FLOW QUAUTY-MACH DISTRIB : 0.003
PRODUCTIVITY : 2 polarl/occ hr, 2400 polars/year
COST/POLAR: 1500
O&M COST: NIA
REPLACEMENT VALUE: $70 M
CUSTOMERS: CMUAN : 45
CUSTOMERS: MIUTARY : SS
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
FAClUTY: Vought 4x4 ft
COUNTRY : USA
ADDRESS : N/A
STATE/PROV. : TX
CONTACT :N/A
TITLE : N/A
CITY : Dallas
ZIP/POSTAL CODE : N/A
PHONE : N/A
FAX : N/A
TEST SECTION SIZE, m : 1.2xl.2 feet 4x4
TEST SECTION GEOMETRY : Rectangular
TEST SECTION WALLS : Solid
MACH NUMBER RANGE : 1.6 to 4.8
REYNOLDS No. (FULL SPAN) : 34M/ft
(SEMI SPAN) : N/A
OPERATING TEMP, C : 38
F: 100
MODEL SPAN/TUNNEL WIDTH :0.7
OPERATING PRESSURE, aim : 1.7 to 23
SHELL MATERIAL : Stainless steel
SHELL DESIGN PRESS, atm : 30 aim
INTERNALS MATERIAL : AI & stalnless
COOLING SYSTEM : None
THERMAL INSULATION :None
PLENUM CARTS : N/A
TEST SECTION CARTS : One
TEST GAS : Air
DRIVE POWER : 8000 Hp compressor
PRESSURIZATION RATE : 5 psi/rain
FLOW QUALITY-TURBULENCE :0.12%
FLOW QUALITY-NOISE @ M=.B : 140 dB
FLOW QLTY-STRM ANGLE DE 0.05
FLOW QUAI.rTY-S.A.GRADIENT : N/A
FLOW QUALITY-MACH DISTRIB :0.003
PRODUCTIVITY : 8 polarslocc hour
COST/POLAR: 2000
O&M COST: N/A
REPLACEMENT VALUE: N/A
CUSTOMERS: CIVIUAN : 10
CUSTOMERS: MILITARY : 90
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oAPPENDIX 1: CONDUCTING THE SURVEY
Aeronautical wind tunnels have been the subject ofalmost continuous attention by some study
group, facilities upgrade analysis or the National Research Council for the last 10 years. When
this benchmarking task was initiated, there was an assumption made that it could be acompfished
by gathering up the reports from these efforts and conduct a benchmarking process. However,
the task was much more involved because few of the past efforts focused on the comprehensive
compilation of wind tunnel operating capability necessary to conduct a benchmark. Therefore,
the completion of the assigned task required the process start at the beginning with gathering of
the data.
The data request, included below in full, was prepared as a broad area survey covering subsonic,
transonic and supersonic wind tunnels. It was mailed to the owners (or operators) ofa/l known
wind tunnels meeting the cutoffcfiteria in the western world.
The addressees are listed in Appendix 2.
Here is a sample of the request.

_ UNITEDTECHNOLOGIESPRATT&WHITNEY
Ref :WIM. 93168
4_ Main Strut,
_st HaMfo_, Conneclicut _1_
PH: (203) 565-1060
FAX: (203) 565-0168
September I, 1993
European Transonic Wlndtunnel
Postfach 90 61-16
D-51127 Koln
Germany
Attention: Mr. Joachim Krengel
Head of Transonic Wlndtunnel
Dear Mr. Krengel:
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration, in partnership with the
Department of Defense, is conducting a study of Aeronautical Facilities.
One element of this studyls an attempt to benchmark existing facilities to
identify the capability of existing wind tunnels that could serve as a reference
for future users and as a baseline for any future wind tunnels.
I have been selected to lead the benchmarklng effort part of this task, and need
your cooperation and assistance in completing this assignment. Because of the
vast number of facilities that exist, we are limiting the first part of the effort
to what may be described as large wind tunnels and propulsion test facilities.
The parameters describing "large" are listed below in Table i.
Table i
Parameters defining "Large" AeTonautical Test Facilities
_peed Range Minlmum Test Section Size
Subsonic (Mach less than i)
Transonic (Mach range 0.I to 1.5 approx.)
Supersonic (Math 1.2 to 3.5)
(Mach 3.5 to 5.0)
6 feet
4 feet
2 feet
1 foot
Your cooperation in making this wind tunnel benchmark as complete as possible will
be appreciated.
When responding with the operating characteristics of your facilities, please
provide those test conditions that can be achieved under normal operating
conditions. This request is for data that you would expect to dlvulge to the
public. It is not a request for private or proprietary information and it would
be appreciated if none were submitted.
The parameters of interest are listed on Attachment I for Subsonic Tunnels and
Attachment 2 for Transonic Tunnels. The values given under the baseline column
are for illustrative purposes only to communicate the desired parametric response.
I would appreciate similar responses for supersonic test facilities, also.
Mr. Joachim Krengel
September I, 1993
Page 2
If you wish to express your facility capability in other parameters, please do so.
There is no example shown for "user cost" because so many different basis's are
used in charging users to conduct tests. Some more common are S/month, S/run
hour, S/occupancy hour, etc. However, if posslble, it would be appreciated if
the collective response for a wind tunnel could result in cost/polar generated.
It would also be helpful if these costs were expressed on the basis of what you
would charge a foreIEn-based customer. Sometimes polars/hour is not an adequate
measure of comparing one facility to another. "If you would also estimate annual
productivity (polars/year) for a variety of test types and assuming a fully
utillzed facility, it would be helpful.
Partial responses will be appreciated where complete responses are not possible or
practical.
If you could provide the requested data by October 15, 1993, it would be
appreciated.
Best Regards,
UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION
Pratt & Whitney
William L. Webb
Vice President, Advanced Engine Programs
Attachments
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APPENDIX 2: WIND TUNNEL SURVEY LISTING
The survey was conducted in three parts. The first was a request to USG facilities of NASA and
DoD. This was the first report as an attempt to "test" the approach and assure clarity in purpose
when conducting the wider survey. Second, a short "form request" was made of operators of
wind tunnels known to be used in support of commercial airplane development to support an
interim report of the National Facilities Task group. Third, was the all encompassing survey to
gather as much data as available in support of a worldwide wind tunnel benchmarking task.
W'md tunnels located in the former USSR were not included in this survey due to the inability of
the benchmarking working group to acquire a high confidence address list for the operators.
There are highly capable wind tunnels located there, some being used by western firms so it was
not to imply lack of interest. When the survey returns were in, we found that some listed wind
tunnels had been deactivated and there are probably others not included because of the lack of
knowledge on the part of the working group.
The list ofwind tunnels survey in any ofthe three above listed steps were:
.....J
210o0 _ _, Ws 3-.6
Clevelar_, (X4 44135
A_on: Dr. David J. Poferl
Director of Technical Services
Flight Perfurmarce Division
7-44-1, JinaiJl Higashi-machi
C_ofu-shi, TokTO 182
At-temtiun: Mr. I_o
chiefof Traremdc Wind TurmeaFacility
Natlcna__ Uecra_z7
Performance Division
7-44-1, J_Jl _-machi
_, Tokyo 182
Arrant/on: Mr. ¥oshio Hayashi
Chief of Low Speed Wind TUrmel FacLllty
_ Fc_xmm_Talt FuerLuft
Bcmmemstl-asae I0
D-37073
Attention: Dr. Fritz I_hthaus
Head of
Office Natiunal D'Etudes Et De
BP25
73500 Modane
Franue
Attention: Mr. Jean la%_rre
Chief of Center
Deferee Resear_ _
C_ Bedford _416AE
_lard
Attention: Mr. _
Head of High Speed Aero Division
Offioe National D'_ Et De
29, A_r_e De Ia Division I_clerc
F-92322 Chatillon C
France
Attenticm: Mr. Jean-Marie Carrara
Chief of CFM
/_._. 93211
De Waterloo, 72
B-1640 _ Saint
A_on: Prof_ Marlo C_rboraro
:_r._be F_t la_r nuft
Flug_
D-38zzo
Att_: Dr. Ger_ Ka_
Head of WL,I_ _mrm__ls,
Natioral bucbt-en torit_
1059 (_
Netber_
A_: D_. F. Jaarmm -
National _-en torium
P.O. BCK 175
8300 AD ;_,._In,_d
Netherlandm
Attention: Professor Dr. Ing. H.U. Meier
General D_ - Low Speed Wind
BAE Warton _.iu_ku==
Preston, lancash/re PR4 lAX
_md
Attantlon: _. Ni_1 Da_
C_-f Wind T_Tp.1 E.ginmr
National_-en ' torium
A.thony_=w,g 2
1059 CM_
NetherlandS
Attention: Mr. H. A. Dmmbrink
Chief, Aer_!mamios Faci//ties
Paz_
Rmml _ero,_=,
_larn
Ateamtion: _r. David Wooclward
Heed of L.S. Aero Division
/_U.k_.93211
British
P.O. Box 77 Filtun House
Filtam, Bristol, Avon BS99
Att_: _. Mike Maraden
Mar_ger, _ laboratories
n_ktme __ng o=p.
5900Ols_ Mm=rial Hig_ay
_mO] _-, MN 55422
At-tent/on: Mr. Rid_ard Brasket
Vice President - Aero Test
CKLSPAN CURBURATICN
P.O. BUK 400
Buffalo, N_ 14225
Attent/on: Mr. Michael DiDuro
Head of _c Wind Tunnel
e_rcia_ Airplane
P.O. BOX 3707, Mail Stop 6R-MT
Seattle, MA 98124
Attent/cn: Mr. Richard A. Day
D_, m_._ri_ __=y
NASA Ames Research Om_.er
ms 200-1A
M_ffett Field, C% 94035
Attention: Dr. Rmbert Rosen
AssistantDirectorfor ProgramDavelqmEnt
L_ngl_ Resear_
ms 2ss
Hampton, VA 23681-0001
Attention: Mr. Blair B. Glues
Assistant Chief to the Applied Aerodynamics Division
100 _ Dri%_, Suite A327
CodeAEDC/C_
ArrK)Id Air Force Base, _ 37389-1327
AtTantion: Dr. Donald C. Daniel
Chief Scimltist
/kU.H. 93211
l_uaci'me_cs zm_cit_.e of Tectr_o]ogy
77 _ Avm'am, _ 33-235
Ca_:x':idge, _g_ 02139
Attemtlun: Dr. _,gene E. Ommrt
T. Wilson Pmsfeascr of Rer_mutics
_ted Teckmologies Research Center
silver lane, Mail Stop 129-4
East Ikn'tfurd, CT 06108
Attention: Mr. John F. Casmldy, Jr.
Directmr, L1%Ited _logles Research Center
/WZ_. 9321.l
I .
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